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Abstract

The environmental mechanisms that drive late-type dwarf satellite galaxy evolution represent

one of the key puzzles in astrophysics. In this thesis, we adopted numerical modelling of their

dominant tidal and hydrodynamical interactions to reproduce observational constraints in the

context of a ΛCDM cosmology. Commencing with a holistic study of satellite galaxies with

stellar mass M∗≃109 M⊙, we addressed the proposition that they are preferentially quenched

in group-mass hosts (dynamical mass ≃1013−13.5 M⊙), albeit inefficiently, with a quenching

timescale of as much as 8 Gyr. Using cosmologically-motivated orbits and accounting for the

stochastic influence of satellite harassment, our parameter study revealed their characteristic

evolution tends towards a passive dS0 morphology, driven by strangulation (if assuming an

efficiently stripped hot gas halo) and tidal torques acting on a gas-rich disc. Ram pressure

stripping played an insignificant role for a spherically-symmetric model of the intragroup

medium; however, we also demonstrated that satellites can be quenched within a single orbit

if they encounter overdense substructure in the medium.

In a second study, we examined a subset of these mechanisms in more detail with a suite

of simulations that broadly replicate the wealth of multi-wavelength data for the Magellanic

Clouds, a pair of M∗≃108.5−9.5 M⊙ satellites of the Galaxy. The results support the tidal-

dominated paradigm for the Clouds’ morphology and recent enrichment, reproducing for the

first time the metallicity and dust mass of the Stream (as a tidal arm of the small Cloud) and

a young stellar population in the Bridge. This study also constitutes a valuable test of a novel

subgrid dust lifecycle model; after modifying this model to accommodate a low-metallicity

galaxy, we confirm the governing role of destructive stellar feedback in the dwarf-mass regime.

There remain key features that were not reproduced, including the Stream’s mass, gas-

phase depletion and filamentary structure. A promising approach towards refining our model

involves the adoption of larger pre-infall halo masses and a high energy orbit more consistent

with recent proper motion measurements and Magellanic-analogues in the ΛCDM model. In

a third, related study, motivated by recent detections of ultra-faint dwarf galaxies (UFDs;
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M∗≃103−5 M⊙) in the Magellanic System, we test this scenario together with a further predic-

tion of the ΛCDM model which states that Magellanic-type galaxies should be accompanied

by their own satellites. Accordingly, we showed how the locations of these UFDs are consistent

with the recent (<4-5 Gyr ago) infall of a dwarf association centred on the Large Magellanic

Cloud. Our models also permitted a demonstration of how these gas-poor UFDs may have

been stripped by the Galactic hot halo (if their gas was not previously lost to cosmic reionisa-

tion), indicating the possibility of an evolutionary link between these UFDs and the emerging

population of extra-Galactic gas-rich galaxy candidates.

A similar mechanism has been proposed to explain the surprising discovery of many ultra-

diffuse galaxies (UDGs) in the Coma cluster. With numerical simulations of their assumed

progenitors, we reproduced in our fourth study the spectral and morphological properties of

the UDGs as a product of rapid quenching and successive tidal interactions following infall

to the cluster up to 7-10 Gyr ago. Our models thus conveyed these extremely dark-matter

dominated galaxies as specific products of the cluster environment. In the fifth and final

study, we challenged the assumption underlying these aforementioned studies in which dwarf

satellite mergers are sufficiently insignificant to be excluded, with simulations that reproduced

the morphology of the Fornax dSph as a remnant of a recent minor merger. In the general

discussion that concludes this thesis, we comment on the successes of our numerical approach,

while also highlighting where viable refinements can be applied with respect to more recent

research in this field.
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522 (Chapter 3)
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2302 (Chapter 4)
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937 (Chapter 5)
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Media releases arising from this thesis

The study that formed the basis of Chapter 5 was accompanied by a successful press release

upon publication, appearing in at least 50 articles across 12 countries (including ABC Science

online, Astronomy Now and Fox News) and motivated an invitation for a featured article in

Australasian Science Magazine.

The majority of these articles incorporated a figure that was provided with the press

release (Fig. 1). This figure was produced by myself using the numerical results obtained from

this study.

Figure 1: An artist’s impression of the quenching process shows how a normal blue star-
forming galaxy lost its gas upon falling in the Coma Cluster early on in its formation. Credit:
C. Yozin
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Chapter 1

Introduction

An outstanding issue in modern astronomy concerns the mechanisms which drive galaxy evo-

lution. This evolution is characterised by the apparent trend amongst galaxies to transition

from a disc-shaped morphology, whose spectral signature is often dominated by the blue colour

emitted from ongoing star formation, to a red spheroidal-dominated morphology. These two

types of galaxies, and an associated correlation in galaxy colour and morphology, have been

recognised for almost a century and retain a classical nomenclature of late- and early-type

respectively (Hubble 1926; 1936).

It is only in the last few decades, however, that analyses exploiting large systematic

catalogs of observed galaxies have attained insight as to the processes and timescales associated

with the transition in morphology and/or colour. In particular, photometric and spectroscopic

imaging provided by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) has consolidated our view of the

local galaxy population as dominated by well-defined blue and red populations (Strateva et al.

2001, Baldry et al. 2004, Balogh et al. 2004, Baldry et al. 2006). This phenomenom, known as

the galaxy bimodality of rest-frame colours and illustrated in Fig. 1.1, is now acknowledged to

exist in all environments up to a redshift z∼1, or about 7-8 Gyr ago (Bell et al. 2004, Cooper

et al. 2006).
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: The UV-optical colour bimodality, obtained from SDSS/GALEX galaxies in the
redshift range 0.02 < z < 0.05, with late- and early-type classifications from the Galaxy Zoo
project (Schawinski et al. 2014). Green lines demarcate the green valley separating the red
peak, dominated by early-types, and the blue peak. The morphological classifications highlight
how the bimodality represents the superposition of two primary evolutionary paths.

These environments, as defined by the density of galaxies occupying them, range from

sparse regions such as the field to increasingly denser collections of gravtitationally-bound

structures such as groups and clusters. In this context, a key feature of the bimodality is the

differing amplitudes of the respective peaks as a function of both redshift and environment

(van den Bosch et al. 2008). In general, the red peak has grown over cosmic time, constituting

a doubling of red early-type galaxies since z = 1 at the expense of late-types (Bell et al.

2004). Additionally, there exists a morphology-density relation such that early-type galaxies

are increasingly common in denser environments, at the expense of late-type galaxies (Fig.

1.2; Dressler 1980).

These results have motivated the comparison of galaxies with matching stellar mass albeit

residing in environments of differing density, revealing that the combination of mechanisms

specific to each environment drives galaxy evolution at large (van den Bosch et al. 2008).

2



1.1. GALAXY EVOLUTION IN A ΛCDM COSMOLOGY

These mechanisms remain poorly constrained, but their efficiency appears to correlate with

the mass of a galaxy and that of its host environment. For example, as part of a phenomenon

known as downsizing, more massive galaxies tend to possess an older stellar population that

formed within a shorter period of time (Neistein et al. 2006, Martin et al. 2007), and now

preferentially reside in denser environments (Schawinski et al. 2014).

To elucidate the mechanisms that drive these observations, it is critical to understand

both the underlying hierarchical nature of structure formation in the universe, and the bary-

onic physics of galaxy evolution, such as the lifecycle of the gas that fuels star formation. Ac-

cordingly, this thesis presents research geared towards the study of dwarf galaxies as satellites

of their host environment which, as downsizing suggests, exhibit the most radically-evolving

population in recent cosmic history (e.g. z<2).

In this introductory chapter, we present the contemporary theory behind galaxy satellite

evolution (section 1.1), including a summary of the key secular and environmental mechanisms

believed to shape it. In section 1.2, the inferred timescale in which satellites of a given stellar

mass are quenched is demonstrated as a means of distinguishing the key mechanisms in their

evolution, while in section 1.3, we justify the adoption of idealised galaxy-scale numerical

methods as a complementary approach to larger-scale cosmological simulations. Finally, in

section 1.4, we provide an overview and motivation for the studies comprising the main body

of this thesis.

1.1 Galaxy evolution in a ΛCDM cosmology

Since its inception in the 1980s, the ΛCDM model of cosmology has proven a successful

description for the large-scale evolution of the universe (Davies et al. 1985). This model is

predicated on the evolution of an initial density fluctuation spectrum of radiation (Peebles

1982, Blumenthal et al. 1984), observed at present time as the Cosmic Microwave Background

(Plank Collaboration 2015).

In the early universe, the radiation described by the fluctuation spectrum transitioned

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.2: The morphology-density relation, from the classic paper by Dressler (1980), illus-
trating how early-type galaxies (ellipticals, E and lenticulars, S0) are preferentially located at
larger projected galaxy-densities; late-type galaxies obey an opposite trend.

to a hypothetical state of matter known as dark matter (DM), so-called given its apparent

inability to interact with electromagnetic radiation. The primary observational evidence for the

existence of DM lies only in indirect forms such as the rotation curves of galaxies, which cannot

be reconciled with their respective visible matter (Rubin & Ford 1970, Freeman 1970, see also

Zwicky 1933), and the gravitational lensing of light passing a massive object following its

emission from a background source (as predicted from Einstein’s general theory of relativity).

At 80 percent of all cosmic mass, DM dominates the evolution of cosmological structure

(Plank Collaboration 2015), and a cornerstone of the ΛCDM model is the hierarchical assem-

bly of DM halos (i.e. the merging of dynamically distinct, collapsed regions of DM which are

over-dense with respect to the cosmic average). Early efforts to trace the large-scale evolu-

tion of DM in this hierarchical framework with simplified analytical models (e.g. Blumenthal

et al. 1984) have since been superceeded by self-consistent numerical approaches, which have

increasingly refined our understanding of the growth and merger rates of DM halos at given

4



1.1. GALAXY EVOLUTION IN A ΛCDM COSMOLOGY

mass and redshift (Davies et al. 1985, Springel et al. 2005, Gao et al. 2005, De Lucia et al.

2012, Vogelsberger et al. 2014).

Accordingly, both groups and clusters, the most common and most massive host environ-

ments for galaxies respectively (Eke et al. 2004), represent the collective synthesis of smaller

DM subhalos. The smallest of these subhalos are thought to play an integral role in the stan-

dard theory of galaxy formation, wherein galaxies form following the accretion of dynamically

cold (∼104 K) cosmological gas streams into virialised dark matter halos (Keres et al. 2005).

By conserving angular momentum obtained from external tidal torques, the gas cools and

condenses to form the late-type stellar disc structure (Rees & Ostriker 1977, Mo et al. 1998).

The DM subhalos containing these pristine (central) galaxies, merge together to form

progressively larger structures under the action of mutual gravitational attraction. In simple

terms, the bimodality and morphology-density relations are driven by mechanisms that both

transform (i.e. convert from late- to early-type morphology) and quench (i.e. suppress ongoing

star formation leaving a dominant red aging stellar population) these galaxies as they become

satellites of their new host DM halo. The observed process of downsizing, wherein lower

mass galaxies at the present time form the bulk of their stars later, is compatible with this

framework (Neistein et al. 2006).

There are, however, confounding factors. For example, the observation that the quenched

(or passive) fraction of satellite galaxies increases with DM halo mass (van den Bosch et al.

2008) cannot be directly attributed to a greater quenching efficiency in more massive hosts.

This is because the observation incorporates satellites which had may have resided in less

massive DM hosts at an earlier time, and were accordingly pre-processed in those environments

(Zabludoff & Mulchaey 1998). Also, the densest halos at a given time formed earlier following

a more rapid succession of mergers (the assembly bias; Gao et al. 2005), with significant

implications for their corresponding spin and concentrations (Avila-Reese et al. 2005, De Lucia

et al. 2012).

An additional factor concerns the characteristic stellar masses above and below which
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

galaxies are radically quenched and transformed before environmental drivers take place.

Above ∼1011h−2 M⊙ (where h is the Hubble parameter), for example, the rate of high-redshift

major mergers (wherein the mass ratio of the merger progenitors is greater than 0.3) is suf-

ficiently high to faciliate their early transformation, a by-product of which is the growth of

centralised supermassive black holes (Somerville et al. 2008, Peng et al. 2012). By accreting

infalling gas then ejecting it in the form of radiation or jets, these Active Galactic Nuclei

(AGN) can inhibit further gas cooling and subsequent star formation, and therefore quench

their host galaxy (i.e. self-quenching; Balogh et al. 2004, Croton et al. 2006).

At the opposite end of the stellar mass spectrum, dwarf galaxies (with stellar masses

<109−10 M⊙) are most sensitive to having their star formation quenched upon losing their

cold gas supply via internal heating or escape from their gravitational potential well. This

supernova (SN) feedback (Dekel & Silk 1986a), which follows the collapse of high-mass (>∼10

M⊙) stars, is increasingly deemed critical to both regulating star formation, supressing expe-

dient bulge growth through secular evolutionary processes, and modifying the underlying DM

halo distribution (Governato et al. 2007, Brook et al. 2012).

Dwarf galaxies are also sensitive to high-redshift quenching if formed prior to (or during)

the epoch of reionisation at z∼11 (Efstathiou 1992, Quinn et al. 1996, Madau et al. 2008), an

environmental process albeit not within the context of hierarchical assembly. This constraint

on star formation, provided by photoheating by the cosmic UV background, is believed suffi-

ciently severe as to place a lower limit on the DM halo mass capable of hosting a burgeoning

galaxy. Resolving this limit remains integral to understanding the missing satellite problem

which emerged in the late 90’s, following pioneering cosmological simulations which predicted

more substructure than could be accounted for observationally (Moore et al. 1999, Klypin

et al. 1999).

Besides these extrema in the continuum of galaxies by mass, blue late-type galaxies in

general evolve along a star-forming main sequence that represents an equilibrium in the inflow

and outflow rates of the gas supply that is quite robust to stochastic deviations (Davé et al.

2012, Lilly et al. 2013). In the following sections, the primary tidal and hydrodynamical
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1.1. GALAXY EVOLUTION IN A ΛCDM COSMOLOGY

mechanisms by which this equilibrium is disrupted by a satellite’s environment are summarised.

1.1.1 Mergers and tidal interactions

Toomre & Toomre (1972) originally demonstrated that the striking morphology of many pecu-

liar galaxies represent the consequences of mutual gravitational (tidal) interactions. The most

dramatic redistribution of a galaxy’s stars occurs in the event of major mergers, which can not

only transform two late-type progenitors to a single early-type system, but also exhaust their

extant gaseous components by triggering an enhancement in star formation rates (Schweizer

1982, Mihos & Hernquist 1994, Bekki et al. 2001b). The gas infall fuelling this star formation

is generally concentrated at the remnant’s nucleus; in massive galactic remnants, this can

feed the growth of an AGN, whereas in the dwarf-mass regime, a burst of star formation can

drive out the remaining gas to escape speed via stellar feedback. The distinctive blue-cored

early-type morphology of many Blue Compact Dwarves (BCDs) is thought to exemplify the

remnants of this process (Bekki 2008), although it is worth noting that many BCDs do not

exhibit canonical morphological signatures of a past merger (Meurer et al. 1992, Elson et al.

2012).

On the other hand, successive minor mergers can yield a cummulative, rather than dis-

tinct, transformation through the flaring/thickening (or dynamical heating) of a stellar disk

(Quinn et al. 1993, Bournard et al. 2009). The impact of each merger depends sensitively on

the mass-ratio, relative orbits and gas contents of the progenitors (Villalobos & Helmi 2008,

Moster et al. 2010a). Given an almost scale-free halo mass function (van den Bosch et al.

2005), minor mergers can include those with progenitor DM halos too small to possess an

observable baryonic component (Starkenburg & Helmi 2014), such that the frequency with

which minor mergers occur remains difficult to constrain.

To quantify the impact of merging, analytical models of hierarchical assembly (Lacey &

Cole 1994, van den Bosch 2002), followed later by the tracing of halo assembly histories through

the merger trees of collisionless cosmological-scale simulations (Guo & White 2008, Fakhouri

& Ma 2008), have established halo merger rates as a function of redshift and progenitor
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

masses. A more difficult task lies in matching these merging halos with merging galaxies, with

the two favoured methods only recently achieving some measure of convergence (Rodriguez-

Gomez et al. 2015). These include i) populating collisionless simulated DM halos with galaxies

according to a statistical probability based on the halo’s mass (Berlind & Weinberg 2002, Yang

et al. 2003); and ii) self-consistently modelling both DM and baryonic components.

In the latest example of the latter method, Rodriguez-Gomez et al. combine results

from the ILLUSTRIS simulation (Vogelsberger et al. 2014) and novel definitions of pre-merger

progenitor masses, to recover positive double and single power-law dependencies of the galaxy-

galaxy merger rate as a function of stellar mass and redshift respectively. Much of the tension

between these relations and observational constraints lies at large stellar masses (M∗>1011

M⊙) where mergers are predicted to have played a significant role at high redshift. On the

other hand, the results support the paucity of observational evidence for mergers in the dwarf-

mass regime, such as the negligible flaring in the resolved stellar disc components of low-mass

galaxies (Streich et al. 2015).

It remains to be quantified how the merger rates vary as a function of environment; simple

dynamical arguments suggest that the enhanced proximity amongst group/cluster satellites

with respect to isolated counterparts is nullified by their higher satellite velocity dispersion,

making mergers increasingly rare as a function of host DM halo mass (Binney & Tremaine

2008). However, a natural consequence of the hierarchical nature of halo assembly is the pref-

erential accretion of galaxies, since intermediate redshifts (e.g. z<2), as subgroups/subclusters

rather than as isolated systems. The constituents of these subhalos can therefore experience an

enhanced merger rate given a correlated velocity upon infall to the more massive host (Gnedin

2003, D’Onghia et al. 2009).

Once accreted as a satellite, the underlying DM halo of a host environment (and asso-

ciated substructure that depends on the state of virialisation) can precipitate strong tidal

shocks (Byrd & Valtonen 1990) which are maximal during the pericentre passages in a satel-

lite galaxy’s often eccentric orbit (Ghigna et al. 1998). Successive shocks heat satellites in a

similar manner to minor mergers, and have been demonstrated numerically as an important
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means of transformation within a Galactic-halo environment (Mayer et al. 2001, Kazantzidis

et al. 2011a).

Successive high-speed tidal encounters between satellites have also been demonstrated to

transform late-type galaxies in a process of harassment. The first collisionless (i.e. gas-free)

numerical demonstrations highlighted the efficacy of this disc-heating mechanism in cluster-

mass DM halos (Moore et al. 1998, Wetzel & White 2010), with more studies incorporating a

dissipative (gas) component and star formation model showing the coupling of both heating

and tidally-riggered star formation in the formation of a nuclear bulge (e.g. Bekki & Couch

2011). The preferential residence of lenticular (S0) galaxies in group-mass DM halos (Just et al.

2010, Willman et al. 2009), and the myriad blue-cored Virgo cluster dwarf ellipticals whose

number fraction correlates with their subgroup mass, are two satellite populations argued to

be products of these tidal processes (Pak et al. 2014).

Common to all these tidal mechanisms is the capacity for tidal stripping; as the most

loosely-bound component of a galaxy, the outer DM halo can be efficiently accreted by the

host DM, corresponding to a loss of as much as 90 percent within several completed orbits

(Villalobos et al. 2012). The weakening of a satellites’ potential can precipitate the expedient

removal of baryons leading to significant morphological disturbance and supression of star

formation in a satellite (Kang & van den Bosch 2008), while concurrently building up the

host’s baryonic halo (White & Frenk 1991, Cooper et al. 2010).

1.1.2 Ram pressure stripping and strangulation

Radio and X-ray wavelength measurements of cluster satellites reveal a systematically smaller

gas mass than their counterparts in the field (Sarazin 1986). This dramatic loss can be

occasionally observed directly in the form of Hi wakes, such as those trailing the trajectories

of Virgo Cluster satellites (e.g. Koopmann & Kenney 2004, Chung et al. 2007). These represent

smoking-gun evidence of ram pressure stripping (Gunn & Gott 1972), a process wherein the

effective hydrodynamic pressure at the interface of the hot (X-ray emitting) gas pervading

the group/cluster (the intra-cluster medium; ICM) and the cold disc gas of the satellite is

9
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sufficiently high to push the latter to escape speed.

This ICM, and the stripping it imposes on satellites moving through it, has the capacity

to shut off all gas supplies to those satellites (Fig. 1). This includes inflows from cosmological

filaments (Dekel & Birnboim 2006) which, while poorly constrained observationally (due to a

lack of kinematic data; e.g. Burchett et al. 2013), are speculated to be necessary for sustaining

the star formation rates of galaxies on the main blue sequence (Kennicutt 1983, Sancisi et al.

2008). These inflows can be smoothly accreted onto the galaxy disc or shock heated to high

virial temperatures (∼108 K), depending on galaxy stellar mass (Keres et al. 2005). The

latter process builds up an intermediary state for the gas in the form of a halo that envelops

the galaxy prior to its cooling and subsequent accretion onto the main disc. This halo may

represent a key supply of gas for later star formation in the disc, and likely forms an essential

part of the recycling of this gas, particularly in lower mass galaxies where a significant fraction

of cold disc gas is heated and expelled to the halo due to ejective SNe feedback (Shapiro &

Field 1976, Fraternali & Binney 2006, Davé et al. 2012, Lilly et al. 2013).

The mechanism by which these gas sources are removed through hydrodynamical inter-

action with a galaxy’s environment is known as strangulation (Larson et al. 1980, Bekki et al.

2002, McCarthy et al. 2008), and represents a key puzzle in the picture of environmental

quenching. Both strangulation and tidal stripping can quench satellite galaxies outside-in,

wherein the outermost and most loosely-bound gas is removed first, leading to an apparent

contraction of star formation to the galaxy’s centre. Unlike tidal mechanisms, however, which

faciltates this through gas infall and associated morphological changes, strangulation limits

the inflow of relatively metal-poor gas with negligible impact on morphology. Accordingly,

strangled satellites can show an enhanced central metallicity when compared with central

galaxies of the same stellar mass (Pasquali et al. 2010).

It is important to distinguish the impact of these hydrodynamical mechanisms on central

and satellite galaxies, which are markedly different. The former can exhibit enhanced star

formation rates (Pasquali et al. 2009), on account of being the recipient of both the gas

stripped from their entourage of satellites, and the cooled fraction of the ICM responsible for
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this loss. As a local example, tidal and ram pressure stripping acting on the Magellanic Clouds,

a pair of dwarf galaxy satellites of the Galaxy, have triggered a substantial loss of baryons

(Mastropietro et al. 2009, Diaz & Bekki 2012, Sales et al. 2015). The lost gas, including

that comprising the extensive Magellanic Stream and totalling more than 109 M⊙ of gas in

atomic and ionised states, is predicted to substantially raise the Galaxy’s star formation rate

by ∼several M⊙yr−1 following its accretion within the next few Gyr (Fox et al. 2014).

1.2 The timescales of satellite galaxy evolution

The mechanisms presented in the previous sections have been well-studied as isolated cases,

although their respective roles and interplay in satellite galaxy evolution remains to be con-

strained.

This is illustrated through early interpretations of the colour bimodality, in which the

presence of two well-defined red and blue populations populations gave rise to the notion that

satellite quenching is rapid (Bell et al. 2004). The paucity of galaxies lying in the green valley

that separate these populations implied a short quenching timescale (τquench) of order 108 yr,

which was thought to be accommodated principally by ram pressure stripping.

When this assumption is applied to analytical models of satellite quenching, however,

the estimated quenched fraction and stellar ages far exceeds observations such as those of the

SDSS (e.g. Weinmann et al. 2006, Wang et al. 2007, Weinmann et al. 2011, Pasquali et al.

2010, Hirschmann et al. 2014). Furthermore, relaxing this assumption can overpredict the

number of blue central galaxies, as demonstrated by Kang & van den Bosch (2008), whose

proposed solution required the invocation of the tidal field to disrupt gas-rich dwarf satellites.

Another problem concerns the fact that ram pressure stripping efficiency scales with

the density of the ICM and the relative satellite-host halo velocity. A first order calculation

(ignoring the often unvirialised structure of a halo and its ICM; Tonnesen & Bryan 2008) would

suggest that both quantities increase with DM halo mass. Likewise, quenching dominated by

tidal mechanisms would favour the dynamically-colder orbits within DM halos of lower mass,
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Figure 1.3: A schematic from Peng et al. (2015), illustrating how the timescale in which star
formation is quenched to a passive state can be inferred from the growth in stellar metallicity
following infall (at τq) when compared with an isolated galaxy of the same stellar mass. While
a robust and novel method, the authors note that they cannot constrain the mechanism that
actually drives this slow quenching (strangulation).

or the field. In both cases, there exists an incompatibility with the inferred quenching efficiency

of SDSS galaxies in groups/clusters: for those satellites with stellar mass <1011h−2 M⊙, the

number fraction of quenched systems is independent of host DM mass, with the remainder

being quenched before becoming satellites (van den Bosch et al. 2008).

Of the mechanisms discussed in section 1.1.1-2, only strangulation intrinsically satisfies

this constraint. The actual τquench associated with this mechanism is obfuscated by several

factors, including pre-processing and the uncertain nature of gas accretion and recycling within

a galaxy halo. However, by matching galaxies to the DM halos of cosmological simulations for

which merger trees are evaluated, the displacement in time between first becoming a satellite

and subsequently having its star formation suppressed has been established to be quite long

(e.g. 7 Gyr; McGee et al. 2009, De Lucia et al. 2012). An observational signature of this slow
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quenching is the substantial enrichment of a satellite following its accretion to its host; the

satellites for which this has been observed (with stellar mass <1011) are therefore incompatible

with a rapid quenching scenario (Peng et al. 2015, Fig. 1.3).

How can an inefficient strangulation mechanism be reconciled with the striking bimodal-

ity? An intriguing solution has recently been provided through the assistance of citizen sci-

entists in classifying the morphologies of SDSS galaxies (the Galaxy Zoo project; Schawinski

et al. 2014), such that the superposition of early- and late-type galaxies contributing to the

red and blue populations could be disentangled (Fig. 1.1). Schawinski et al. concluded that

the data showed two dominant evolutionary paths: i) a rapid transition to the red peak, osten-

sibly enabled by major mergers, and evident in the properties of post-starburst galaxies which

briefly populate the green-valley (e.g. Wong et al. 2012), and ii) a slow quenching path for

late-type galaxies with inefficient morphological transformation (see also Skibba et al. 2009).

This interpretation can explain both the preponderance of red, late-types in clusters

(Giovanelli & Haynes 1985) and the relative dearth of blue early-types. As a key feature of the

morphology-density relation (Fig. 1.2; Dressler 1980), the continuous number growth of S0s

since z = 1 has also been argued as strong evidence for a slow suppression of star formation

in their transformation from normal spirals (Just et al. 2010, van der Wel et al. 2010).

Although strangulation, as a concept, has gained significant momentum in recent years,

the details of this process are unclear and may not be limited to the trivial removal of the

gas supply (Peng et al. 2015). McGee et al. (2014) have highlighted how too few galaxies

with low star forming rates have been detected, suggesting that this suppresion cannot be well

described by a simple e-folding timescale of several Gyr such as that proposed by Wang et al.

(2007). Instead, strangulation may be a delayed-then-rapid process, as proposed by Wetzel

et al. (2013) based on matching SDSS galaxies at z = 0.05 with the infall times of simulated

subhalos. Their results imply that a galaxy can be accreted with sufficient gas to sustain its

star formation rate for a period of up to 4 Gyr after which star formation declines rapidly and

stellar fading to a dominant red population completes within 1-2 Gyr.
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1.2.1 A focus on the dwarf-mass regime

Galaxies in the dwarf-mass regime (stellar mass <109−10 M⊙) are rarely quenched in isolation

(Mateo 1998, Geha et al. 2012), and thus present an opportunity to examine satellite quenching

free from the influence of AGN and, if assuming their rarity, major mergers. Shedding light on

their evolution also has a wider significance with regard to resolving the cosmological power

spectrum (Zentner & Bullock 2003), the role of reionization (Bullock et al. 2000) and the

missing-satellite problem (Klypin et al. 1999).

Recent studies have highlighted how a long τquench can extend into this mass regime

(McGee et al. 2011, De Lucia et al. 2012, Wetzel et al. 2013, Wheeler et al. 2014). This fact

is illustrated in Fig. 1.4, conveying the satellite τquench as a function of stellar mass (from

Fillingham et al. 2015). Incorporating the results of several studies, these approximations are

in general predicated on the matching of observed galaxies with simulated subhalos according

to the halo abundance matching procedure (Behroozi et al. 2013).

There are few constraints on how this matching applies below a stellar mass of ∼108 M⊙,

requiring at present an ad-hoc extrapolation based on the lowest luminosity constituents of the

Local Group (Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2014). There are also reasonable doubts as to whether

the Local Group is representative of the wider dwarf satellite population. Nonetheless, the

data makes a striking case for a maximal τquench for satellites of stellar mass ∼109 M⊙. This

τquench of ∼8 Gyr corresponds to only 40 percent of such satellites being quenched in DM halos

of mass 1012−13 M⊙ in the ELVIS suite of simulations (Wheeler et al. 2014).

An apparent decrease in τquench with increasing stellar mass >109 M⊙ is compatible

with the discussion of strangulation presented in section 1.2, wherein the timescale reflects

the depletion rate of cold gas. Conversely, a τquench of <2 Gyr for satellites of stellar mass

106−8 M⊙ implies a qualitatively different mechanism governing quenching which operates

within the timescale of a single orbit following infall to the host DM halo. Fillingham et al.

(2015) note therefore that such satellites, corresponding in the Local Group to the plethora

of inactive dSphs, could be quenched rapidly during a first pericentre passage due to ram
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Figure 1.4: Satellite quenching timescale as a function of satellite stellar mass, from Fill-
ingham et al. (2015). Coloured bands represent constraints on the timescale from analysis
of groups/clusters in the SDSS (Wetzel et al. 2013); while black circles and squares are de-
rived from matching quenched Local Group satellites with their assumed subhalo hosts in the
cosmological simulations ELVIS (Wheeler et al. 2014, Fillingham et al. 2015). The peak at
approximately ∼109 M⊙ implies that different physical mechanisms operate at both lower and
higher stellar masses.

pressure stripping by the host’s hot corona.

This highlights the prospect of a critical satellite stellar mass (and/or critical halo mass)

below which ram pressure stripping becomes the dominant evolutionary driver of dwarf galaxy

quenching. However, the coupled effects of cosmic reionisation and secular outflow remain to

be established (McGee et al. 2014, Onorbe et al. 2015). Any solution to this problem must also

reproduce the complex star formation histories of Local Group satellite, which are in some

cases punctuated with starbursts up to several Gyr ago (Weisz et al. 2012, del Pino et al.

2015).
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1.3 On the adoption of galaxy-scale numerical methods

This background to satellite galaxy evolution has been largely framed by the results of large-

scale cosmological simulations (e.g. MILLENIUM, ELVIS, ILLUSTRIS, EAGLES) which sim-

ulate megaparsec-scale regions of a model universe, with the added capability of zoom-in re-

finements. These have recently (at the time of writing) acquired the baryonic and spatial

resolutions (∼100 M⊙ and ∼10 parsec respectively) necessary to overcome classical numer-

ical issues (e.g. overcooling, overmerging). This has therefore permitted decisive statistical

comparisons with observational data with respect to galaxy formation and population studies

down to the dwarf-mass regime (Vogelsberger et al. 2014, Onorbe et al. 2015).

A complementary approach lies in the simulation of individual galaxies and their evolution

within an idealised environment. The galaxy in question typically commences as an isolated

dynamically-relaxed late-type system, and is placed on an orbit (motivated by those deemed

representative in cosmological-simulations or otherwise, e.g. Benson 2005) within a simplified

model of a group or cluster. At the time of writing, the key advantages to this method with

respect to their cosmological-scale counterparts can be summarised as:

• a greater mass and spatial resolution, which permits a more accurate representation of

star forming regions, subgrid physical processes such as stellar feedback, and the small-

scale instabilities that can trigger larger-scale features such as stellar bars;

• permits the adoption of more refined, computationally-intensive subgrid models, includ-

ing those tracing dust and molecular hydrogen lifecycles;

• greater flexibility in the prescribed initial configuration, such that parameter studies in

which the dependence of galaxy evolution on specific initial conditions can be ascertained.

We note that, at present, neither galaxy- nor cosmological-scale simulations provide a

convincing and complete model of the gas lifecycle. This stems from poor constraints on

inflow from cosmological filaments, and the efficiency of distributing energy and momentum
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from stellar feedback to the interstellar medium and outflows. The more successful simulations

in this field have typically employed strong feedback and UV radiation, although this is still

subject to controversy and fine-tuning, in particular in the dwarf-mass regime (Governato

et al. 2010, Sawala et al. 2011, Brook et al. 2012, Shen et al. 2014, Trujilo-Gomez et al. 2015).

The principle disadvantage of the galaxy-scale approach lies in its idealistic nature, yet it

has been instrumental in elucidating the mechanisms of satellite evolution. For example, the

morphological transformation of satellites under the influence of a host DM halo has been com-

prehensively studied as a function of orbital and satellite/host parameters (Bekki 2009, Bekki

& Couch 2011, Kazantzidis et al. 2011a, Villalobos et al. 2012). In such idealised conditions,

the direct relationship between these parameters and the disc transformation exemplified by

bulge growth, disc heating and triggered bar/spiral formation, can be clarified.

Other studies have analysed the dependence of halo and disc gas loss rates on satellite

masses as they pass through the intra-cluster medium (Balsara et al. 1994, Kronberger et al.

2008, McCarthy et al. 2008, Kawata & Mulchaey 2008, Bekki 2009, Kapferer et al. 2009), in

some cases demonstrating that the satellite’s hot gaseous halo can be removed within several

Gyr of infall to both groups and clusters. Other recent works propose qualitatively that the

capacity for ram pressure stripping to suppress or even enhance star formation rates depends

sensitively on the satellite/host mass ratio (Bekki 2014).

Most of these studies adopted smoothed particle hydrodynamics to model the gas compo-

nents and their respective interactions, a methodology known to be limited in the treatment

of shocks, subsonic turbulence and other small-scale instabilities (Steinmetz & Müller 1993,

Bauer & Springel 2012). To date, however, their results are in broad agreement with those em-

ploying adaptive-mesh refinement methods, which can more reliably capture the multi-scale

nature of ram pressure and viscous (Kelvin-Helmholtz) stripping (e.g. Roediger & Hensler

2006, Roediger & Brüggen 2007).
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1.3.1 A case study: reproducing the Magellanic System

An exemplary application of both tidal and hydrodynamical numerical methods in the study

of individual dwarf galaxy satellites concerns a succession of increasingly refined models of the

Magellanic System. Its complex structure, as revealed in particular by radio-wave observations

(Mathewson et al. 1974, Putman et al. 1998; 2003, Brüns et al. 2005), is dominated by the

extensive Stream. Thought to originate from the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) due to gas

stripping by the Galaxy and the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC), early models focused on

reproducing its on-sky location as a product of tidal interactions (Murai & Fujimoto 1980,

Gardiner & Noguchi 1996) or ram pressure (Meurer et al. 1985, Moore & Davis 1994). The

apparent absence of a stellar counterpart to the Stream appeared to preclude the tidal origin,

which should not discriminate between stripped components, but Yoshizawa & Noguchi (2003)

demonstrated how tidal interactions from the Galaxy could potentially leave the stellar disc

undisturbed.

A tidal-dominated paradigm received further support through the discovery of the Leading

Arms (Putman et al. 1998) which, together with the Stream, conform to the tidal stripping

of a satellite in which angular momentum is conserved. Simulations by Connors et al. (2006),

based upon those of Gardiner & Noguchi (1996), subsequently reproduced the morphology

and kinematics of these tidal arms, and the Bridge of gas which joins the Clouds, in great

detail.

Despite the successes of these models, their reproduction of the System is uniformly

based on an assumed dynamical state of the Clouds at the present time, and is accordingly

fine-tuned. Motivated by poor constraints on the respective proper motions of the Clouds, a

key implication of this assumption is that the Clouds have maintained a bound orbit of the

Galaxy since as early as 9 Gyr ago.

However, refined proper motions obtained from a sampling of stars (by the Hubble Space

Telescope; HST) over a baseline of 2 years (Kallivayalil et al. 2006a;b), with further confirma-

tion from Piatek et al. (2008) and a baseline of 7 years (Kallivayalil et al. 2013, van der Marel &
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Kallivayalil 2014), have dramatically altered this picture. While the masses of the constituent

galaxies remain uncertain, dynamical models now tend to disfavour a long-term orbit of the

Clouds about the Galaxy (Besla et al. 2007; 2010), and subsequent simulations have since

focused on a first-infall scenario, wherein the Magellanic Stream is largely attributed to tidal

stripping of the SMC by the LMC (Besla et al. 2012). This scenario finds support through

arguments concerning the anomalously blue, gas-rich nature of the Clouds with respect to

other Local Group satellites (Tollerud et al. 2011), and the dearth of such satellite systems

orbiting Galaxy-analogues in cosmological simulations (Robotham et al. 2012).

Other authors have argued that systematic errors in the early HST measurements, and

uncertainty in the dynamical mass of the Galaxy, could allow for a bound orbital scenario for

up to 6 Gyr (Bekki 2008, Shattow & Loeb 2009, Bekki 2011b). Further motivated by the less

energetic kinematics of the Clouds inferred from the proper motions of Viera et al. (2010), Diaz

& Bekki (2012) explored this possibility with high resolution, collisionless simulations which

reproduced the Magellanic System in unprecedented detail (including a filamentary structure

at the root of the Stream), illustrated in Fig. 1.5.

The strengths of both orbital scenarios has seen a ram pressure-dominated paradigm,

explored most recently by Mastropietro et al. (2005b), fall out of favour. The influence of hy-

drodynamical interactions with the Galactic hot halo remain important however, as illustrated

in the morphology of the LMC’s gas disc and star formation (Mastropietro et al. 2009, Besla

et al. 2012), the ionisation of the Stream upon accretion to the Galaxy, and in establishing

how the Leading Arms obtained their fragmentary morphology (Bland-Hawthorn et al. 2007,

Bregman et al. 2009, For et al. 2013, Tepper-Garcia et al. 2015). Furthermore, recent studies

have made the novel attempt to reproduce the LMC’s morphology, as a product of ram pres-

sure stripping, for the purpose of constraining the density profile of the Galactic halo (Salem

et al. 2015).
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1.4 Outline and motivations of this thesis

The previous sections have highlighted how galaxy-scale simulations can be a valuable tool

in resolving the uncertainties regarding satellite galaxy evolution; in the remainder of this

thesis, we show how these methods have been applied to a range of contemporary problems

in astrophysics. These problems can be briefly summarised as follows:

• How are the environmental influences on a dwarf satellite and the evolution of its star

formation history related?

• More specifically, under the reasonable assumption that a dwarf satellite loses its external

gas supply upon infall to group or cluster environment, at what ratio of satellite stellar

mass to host DM halo mass is quenching by ram pressure stripping dominant?

• Can recent estimates of the halo-to-stellar mass ratios of galaxies, obtained through the

application of halo abundance matching to cosmological-scale simulations, be reconciled

with the observable properties and evolution of dwarf satellite galaxies?

This thesis commences with two studies which focused on the evolution of M∗≃109 M⊙

satellite galaxies. In chapter 2, we characterised the evolution in morphology and star forma-

tion rate of these satellites in group-mass (1013 M⊙) DM halos with the aim of reproducing

an inferred quenching timescale of as much as 8 Gyr (Section 1.2.1). By adopting constraints

on their average infall times and orbits, we quantified the timescale of quenching faciliated by

tidal interactions (by the group DM halo and harassment), strangulation and ram pressure

stripping.

In chapter 3, we focused on the interplay of tidal interactions and star formation history in

the latest of a succession of numerical models aimed at reproducing the well-studied properties

of the Magellanic System (Section 1.3.1). The key distinction in this work was the adoption

of a sub-grid interstellar medium model, introduced in Bekki (2013b), that self-consistently

follows the lifecycles of dust and molecular hydrogen. By adopting the orbital parameters
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established in Diaz & Bekki (2012), we make detailed comparisons between models and the

wealth of multi-wavelength observations of the Magellanic system.

In chapter 4, we address the argument motivated by cosmological-scale simulations that

suggest the Magellanic Clouds may have only recently become satellites of the Galaxy. A

further implication of the underlying ΛCDM model is that they should be accompanied by

smaller subhalos, with the possibility of hosting low mass stellar systems. Accordingly, we

developed a numerical model that reproduced the locations of recently discovered ultra-faint

dwarves in the Dark Energy Survey (Koposov et al. 2015, Bechtol et al. 2015), under the

pretext that they originated from a hypothetical Magellanic Group. Whereas a previous

study by Deason et al. (2015) had considered this scenario by analysing Galactic-analogues in

the ELVIS simulation, the methodology presented here adopted both analytical and numerical

models of the Galaxy/Magellanic System such that specific predictions for future observations

can be made.

An unexpected turn in this PhD was taken following the discovery of 47 exceptionally

large and faint galaxies in the Coma cluster by van Dokkum et al. (2015a). Their spatial

distribution and spectroscopic properties each suggested their long-term residence in an envi-

ronment thought to be hostile to such tenuous, late-type systems. To test the possibility that

their survival, in a ΛCDM context, could be tied to their large halo-to-stellar mass ratios, it

was believed prudent to adopt the numerical methods developed and applied previously in this

thesis. Chapter 5 thus reports on numerical models which reproduced the observed properties

of these galaxies as a product of ram pressure stripping and tidal transformatiomn following

their infall to the cluster as early as 7 to 10 Gyr ago.

The aforementioned chapters all detail idealised work which assumed that dwarf mergers

within a host DM halo are sufficiently rare to have little influence on the results. In chapter 6,

we present numerical simulations that tested the hypothesis that the Fornax dwarf spheroidal

galaxy harbours evidence of a minor merger in its recent past. Besides the important impli-

cations of this scenario in a ΛCDM context, multiple lines of evidence support this enquiry,

not least the possible detection by Coleman et al. (2004) of shell structures in its stellar disc.
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This study thus demonstrated the feasibility of this scenario, with predictions for low surface

brightness stellar streams whose detection would strongly support it.

In chapter 7, we summarise the results of the aforementioned chapters with respect to

their limitations, comparison to other studies that have since emerged in the astrophysical

community, and provide an outlook towards future work on these issues.
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Figure 1.5: A reproduction of the Magellanic System under a tidal-dominated paradigm, from
Diaz & Bekki (2012). Conveyed with the column density of neutral hydrogen (in logarithmic
scale) in a ZEA projection, the best-fitting simulation (left) compares well with the combined
data (right) of Putman et al. (2003) and Nidever et al. (2010). This fit includes the on-sky lo-
cation of the Magellanic Stream (and associated filamentary structure), and the Bridge linking
the Small and Large Magellanic Clouds (green and red circles respectively; left panel). A key
discrepancy lies in the region of the Leading Arms which, while fragmentary in observations
(likely due to hydrodynamical interaction with the Galactic hot halo), retains a coherent tidal
arm shape in the tidal-only simulation.
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Chapter 2

The transformation and quenching of

simulated gas-rich dwarf satellites

within a group environment

2.1 Introduction

The long quenching timescale for dwarf satellites (stellar mass, Md=109 M⊙) in group-mass

DM hosts (section 1.2.1) motivates a study in which we simulate in detail the fundamental

tidal and hydrodynamical mechanisms that shape this evolution to establish their respective

roles. Specifically, we address the results of Wheeler et al. (2014), who compared the observed

quenched fraction of these satellites (Geha et al. 2012) with their associated fraction residing

as subhalos in a more massive host (as deduced with a mock catalog constructed from the

Millenium II Simulation). They found that up to only 30-40 percent are quenched by their

environment (most commonly a 1013−13.5 M⊙ host). Using simple analytical models, they

hypothesise that the corresponding quenching mechanism must act only on long timescales

(e.g. ≥ 7.5 Gyr).
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CHAPTER 2. THE TRANSFORMATION AND QUENCHING OF SIMULATED
GAS-RICH DWARF SATELLITES WITHIN A GROUP ENVIRONMENT

In this chapter, we devise an idealised model of this Md=109 M⊙ satellite in a 1013 M⊙

host system to characterise its long-term evolution. We combine the numerical approach

introduced in Bekki & Couch (2011) and Bekki (2014) with the results of past cosmological

studies that predict the infall epochs and group orbits for this stellar mass regime (e.g. De Lucia

et al. 2012, Villalobos et al. 2012). Other studies have considered the tidal transformation of

dwarves within groups/clusters (Smith et al. 2010, Kazantzidis et al. 2011a, Villalobos et al.

2012, Bialas et al. 2015), and the star formation histories of Galactic-mass satellites in groups

(Feldmann et al. 2011). Besides our novel choice of satellite and group masses, we distinguish

this work with i) an estimation of the star formation history and Hi-deficiency using our

chemodynamical model of the interstellar medium (ISM); ii) an interpretation of our results

in terms of the stochasticity/evolutionary scatter introduced by infall inclinations/satellite

interactions/group mass assembly, and iii) complementary simulations of hydrodynamical (ram

pressure stripping) interactions between the group medium and satellite.

Section 2.2 describes the group and satellite models, while in Section 2.3, we illustrate

the results of a suite of the tidal/hydrodynamical simulations. A summary and interpretation

of these results in the context of previous observational/numerical studies is given in Section

2.4.

2.2 Method

We model satellite galaxy infall into a 1013 M⊙ halo to assess the efficiency/mechanisms

by which it is transformed and quenched. This involves placing an idealised dwarf galaxy

(pristine bulgeless disc) at or beyond the virial radius (rvir) of a static group potential, with

a trajectory prescribed from previous studies on the most cosmologically-common infall orbit.

This evolution is assessed from a lookback time of 8 to 10 Gyr, which represents the median

epoch at which Md=109 M⊙ satellites resident in group-mass hosts (1013 M⊙) at z = 0 were

first accreted from isolation (McGee et al. 2009, De Lucia et al. 2012). A schematic of this

scenario is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Summary of group model and orbital parameters

Parameter Value at z = 1 Value at z = 0

Virial mass (M⊙) 1013 1013

Virial radius (kpc) 329 556
cNFW 4.87 9.74
Apocentre (rvir) 1.2 1.0
Pericentre (rvir) 0.24 0.2
Pericentre Velocity (kms−1) 650-700 550-600

This method permits us to disentangle the primary mechanisms presently believed to

govern dwarf satellite evolution, namely group tides, harassment, ram pressure and secular

evolution. Crucially, we utilise satellite models with a 103−4-fold improvement on baryonic

resolution with respect to the cosmological-scale simulations whose results motivated this

study. However, our method has disadvantages insofar as the group model neither follows the

mass growth (by factor 2) expected from hierarchical growth over this timescale (Fakhouri

et al. 2010), nor allows for the potential merging and/or resonant stripping of jointly accreted

satellites (Gnedin 2003, D’Onghia et al. 2009). We must further assume the instantaneous

stripping of the satellites’ extended gas reservoir upon first crossing the group rvir, such that

this halo can be excluded from our modelling. This choice is motivated by the explicit hydro-

dynamic modelling of this process in galaxy-scale simulations (Kawata & Mulchaey 2008) and

other studies which suggest the relatively dffuse intragroup medium (IGM) can even remove

a satellites’ cold gas disc (Bahe & McCarthy 2015).

In the following sections, the group/galaxy models and simulations are described in further

detail; we discuss our modelling choices in Section 2.4.2.

2.2.1 Group Model

Our group model is built on the assumption of a virialised group environment in which most

substructure is accreted into a spherically symmetric background halo. For simplicity, both

the dark halo and IGM are modelled with a NFW density profile (Navarro et al. 1996b), which

statistical analyses of clusters suggest provides an acceptable mass distribution (van der Marel
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of group models at z = 1 and z = 0 (left and right panels respectively).
Black lines represent the satellite orbit in each case, with black circles denoting initial locations;
red circles respresent the initial locations of other group satellites (size linearly correlated with
satellite mass). In each case, the group halo density is conveyed in a logarithmic scale with
the grey shaded region (darker=higher density).

et al. 2000):

ρ(r) ∝ 1

r/rgroup(1 + r/rgroup)2
, (2.1)

where r is the group-centric radius and rgroup = rvir/cNFW where cNFW is the concentration

factor.

To overcome the idealistic nature of our static group model, we adopt two representations

of a group at distinct epochs of z = 1 and z = 0, whose combined results encompass the

characteristic evolution of a dwarf satellite accreted since z = 1. We fix the group mass to

1013 M⊙ at both epochs, and extract cNFW/rvir from the similar models of Villalobos et al.

(2012); the adopted properties are summarised in Table 1.1.

For the subset of simulations in which we explicitly add other group galaxies, we adopt

the method introduced in Bekki & Couch (2011) in which they are modelled as collisionless

point masses, orbiting freely within the group, with an interaction softening length fixed to

half each satellites’ rvir. The total mass of galaxies Mgr is established according to the total
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Figure 2.2: Luminosity function for group satellites in the Tidal/z = 1/Interactions simula-
tions, shown in terms of binned luminosity (grey bars) and line-of-best-fit (red dashed line),
compared with the equivalent data from SDSS DR4 (Yang et al. 2008, ; Y08) for groups in
the mass range 12.9<log10[M]<13.2, where open and closed circles denote satellite and central
galaxies respectively

luminosity Lgr, with the relation of Marinoni & Hudson (2002):

Mgr

Lgr
= 350

(
Mgr

5× 1014M⊙

)0.335

. (2.2)

Monte-Carlo sampling is adopted to fit satellites, limited to a luminosity range 0.01 to 2.5L∗

and with an assumed mass-to-light ratio of 40, to the Schechter function with a faint-end

slope -1.07 consistent with groups as established by Yang et al. (2008). Thus, our 1013 M⊙

group hosts 52 satellites, with an initial spatial distribution prescribed with a NFW profile

and a concentration of 3.0 to match the galaxy distributions revealed in K-band studies (Lin

et al. 2004). Fig. 2.2 demonstrates good agreement between the corresponding linear fit to

our LF with that obtained for groups in the mass range 12.9<log10[M]<13.2 from the SDSS

DR4 (Yang et al. 2008). The corresponding velocity dispersion of these satellites, a proxy for

the influence yielded by satellite-satellite tidal encounters, is consistent with observations at

between 125 and 150 kms−1.

2.2.2 Orbits

We derive the orbits from those exhibited by a Md=∼109 M⊙ satellite in the pure tidal/collisionless

simulations of Villalobos et al. (2012), who incorporated a live group halo to model its capacity

to retard the satellite via dynamical friction. A satisfactory live model of this halo requires
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Figure 2.3: A comparison of the orbits for a Md=109 M⊙ satellite in a 1013 group (red solid
line), where the grey dashed line represents the host virial radius. Left panels show the
simulated orbits (MR1:40, MR1:20) for this scenario from Villalobos et al. (2012) in which
the satellite is accreted with the cosmologically most common trajectory and is subject to
dynamical friction by a live host halo; right panels shows the equivalent orbit (i.e. with
similar mean pericentre radii and orbital period) used in this work. Top and bottom panels
show the z = 1 and z = 0 scenarios respectively.

significant resolution to avoid discreteness effects (a resource we choose instead to dedicate to

the satellite model); given that analytical methods are not sufficiently accurate (Jiang et al.

2008) and that this drag is nominally weak for dwarf satellites (Smith et al. 2010), we exclude

this friction in our model.

Fig. 2.3 conveys how we estabilish from Villalobos et al. an elliptical orbit at epochs

z = 1 and z = 0 from the mean pericentres and apocentres across an 8-10 Gyr interval since

first crossing the group rvir. In each case, the apocentre-to-pericentre ratio is consistent with

the median among large-scale simulations (i.e. 4-5 Gyr, Ghigna et al. 1998). Qualitatively, it

can be seen that each orbit differs significantly in its pericentre radii and orbital period; given

that each is smaller in the z = 1 case, we expect its satellite evolution to be most dramatic. In

each case, we deem the orbit sufficiently far from the group centre not to warrant the explicit

modelling of a massive central galaxy often found lying at the X-ray temperature peak among

groups (Zabludoff & Mulchaey 1998), and responsible for potentially efficient tidal shocks
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Kallivayalil 2013).

(Mayer et al. 2001).

2.2.3 Disc Model

Table 1.2 summarises the initial conditions of our satellite, a gas-rich bulgeless disc, which

is comprised of a dark halo and stellar/gaseous disks. All galaxy models are comprised of

1.5×106 particles, divided between halo, stellar and gas components with 106, 3×105 and

2×105 particles respectively.

For the stellar disc mass Md = 109 M⊙, we find a halo mass Mh ≃ 100Md from observed

intermediate-z dwarf galaxies and abundance matching within large-scale simulations (Miller

& Bregman 2013, Munshi et al. 2013, Behroozi et al. 2013), but note that the latter may

produce too much substructure, in which case our Mh may be a slight overestimate. We

assume a top hat collapse model in which the mean halo density enclosed within rvir reflects

the critical density at formation, and therefore use a scaling relation of the form rvir ∝ M
1/3
h

normalised by properties of the Galaxy (Klypin et al. 2002), from which we establish a satellite

rvir of 120 kpc. We utilise a NFW density profile for the halo; the single distinction between

our satellite at z = 1 and z = 0 lies in its initial concentration cNFW, which we constrain from

mass-redshift-dependent relations of Munoz-Cuartas et al. (2011), and establish an evolution

of cNFW since z = 1 from 7 to 12.
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Table 2.2: Summary of model parameters

Parameter Value
DM particle Number 1×106

DM-to-stellar mass ratio (Mh/M⊙) 100
NFW concentration (cNFW) 7-12
Virial radius (rvir/kpc) 120
Stellar particle Number 3×105

Stellar Mass (Md/M⊙) 109

Stellar scalelength (rd/kpc) 1.1
Stellar scaleheight (zd/kpc) 0.22
Toomre parameter (Q) 2.0
Stellar metallicity ([Fe/H]) -0.9
Metallicity gradient (d[Fe/H]/dr/dex/kpc) -0.04
SNe expansion timescale (tSN/yr) 105.5

Gas particle Number 2×105

Gas mass fraction (fgas = Mg/Md) 1.0
Gas scalelength (rg/rd) 2.6
Gas scaleheight (zg/zd) 2.0
SF Threshold Density (ρth/cm−3) 100

An exponential disc morphology is adopted for the satellite, (truncated at 5 rd) with a

density defined for a cylindrical radius r and height z:

ρ(r, z) ∝ exp⟨− r

rd
⟩sech2⟨ z

0.2rd
⟩, (2.3)

where rd is a stellar scalelength derived from size-mass scaling relations (Ichikawa et al. 2012)

which exhibit a power law (index α = 0.15). This differs from simple self-similar models of

galaxy formation (e.g. Mo et al. 1998) which do not account for mass-dependent processes such

as outflow. Disc kinematics are constrained on the basis that the typical late-type disc with this

Md will not host a secular bar instability (i.e. Melvin et al. 2014). Initial velocity dispersions,

assigned according to epicyclic theory (with the vertical dispersion at a given radius is half

that of the associated radial velocity dispersion), are thus chosen with a Toomre’s parameter

of Q = 2 to inhibit expedient axisymmetric collapse (Combes & Sanders 1981).

We enforce a gas-to-stellar mass ratio of unity from semi-empirical scaling laws for the

gas mass (as a function of z) based on indirect measures of Hi and H2 content (e.g. the SF
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rate), which compares well with the high observed gas fractions of dwarves (Popping et al.

2015, and references therein). We assume this mass is also distributed with the aforementioned

exponential profile, albeit with a gas scalelength rg = 2.6rd as established from the normalised

galaxy sample of Kravtsov (2013), and an assumed scaleheight zg = 2zd.

Fig. 2.4 illustrates how the initial rotation curve of this model fits acceptably to that of

the LMC (van der Marel & Kallivayalil 2014), an exemplary galaxy in this stellar mass regime.

2.2.4 Numerical modelling

We utilise an original parallelised chemodynamical code GRAPE-SPH (GRAvity PipE-Smoothed

particle hydrodynamics; Bekki 2009). Gravitational dynamics are computed with a softening

length for halo and stellar particles (ηh=2.1 kpc and ηs=200 pc respectively) which is set by

the mean particle separation at the halo and stellar half-mass radii respectively. The ISM is

modelled with smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH), with a minimum smoothing length of

∼30 pc, and can cool radiatively (see Bekki 2014, for more details). This depends on an initial

galaxy-wide mean metallicity of [Fe/H] = −0.9 prescribed from mass-metallicity relations

(Kirby et al. 2013), and a fixed in-plane radial metallicity gradient of 0.04 dex kpc−1.

Star formation (SF) occurs via the conversion of gas particles to new stellar particles;

this process is limited to collapsing Jeans-unstable regions with volumetric density exceeding

a threshold ρth, and relies on a probability parameter, PSF, introduced in Bekki (2013b):

PSF = 1− exp(−∆tραSF−1), (2.4)

where ∆t is the timestep width for a given gas particle of density ρ, and αSF is 1.5 (Kennicutt

1998). If PSF exceeds a randomly generated number R with 0 ≤ R ≤ 1, the conversion

proceeds, based on the assumption that the timescale for star formation is shorter for higher

density gas particles. This condition softens the numerical limitation that the giant molecular

clouds which host SF lie below the resolution of gas particles.

Stellar feedback is implemented with a sub-grid Supernova (SN) model (see Bekki 2014,
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Figure 2.5: Global (averaged) star formation law (Hi+H2 surface mass density vs. SFR surface
density) for simulation Isolated (red circles), sampled at 0.25 Gyr intervals, compared with
the Schmidt-Kennicutt law (power law index 1.4; black dashed line) for nearby normals and
starburst spirals (Kennicutt 1998a), and 7 nearby spirals at 750 pc resolution (grey contours)
reproduced from Bigiel et al. (2008).

for more details) in which each subgrid SN type II expels a canonical 1051 ergs, with 90 percent

delegated to thermal UV emission which is conferred upon neighbouring gas particles over a

prescribed adiabatic expansion timescale τsn. The rate at which SNe occur is governed by an

initial mass function (IMF), for which we adopt the standard Salpeter power law (α = −2.35)

normalised to within the range 0.1 M⊙ and 100 M⊙.

This ISM model is simple in terms of its IMF and the lack of an explicit modelling of

H2-formation/outflow. However, in Fig. 2.5 we illustrate how our choice of free parameters

ρth and τsn (1 cm−3 and 106 yr respectively) can sufficiently replicate the observed SF law of

dwarf galaxies Bigiel et al. (2008), who adopt far UV and 24µm emission to trace the inefficient

(relative to the Kennicutt relation) SF in 7 nearby spirals. We also ameliorate the concern

that weak feedback schemes permit the existence of unphysical dark matter cusps, with the

finding of a flat density profile within 1-2 percent of the satellite rvir (e.g. Brook et al. 2012).

For the subset of simulations in which we exclusively model the interactions between the

satellite ISM and group IGM (i.e. no group potential), we adopt a method introduced in

Bekki (2014) in which the self-gravitating galaxy model is placed within a cubic lattice of SPH

particles (side length 25rd) that represents the IGM local to the satellite. The galaxy model
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Table 2.3: Summary of simulations

Simulation Description
Isolated Isolated model (not or-

biting within group po-
tential)

Tidal/z = 1 Satellite under tidal in-
fluence from the group
potential only; orbit
and group properties at
z = 1

Tidal/z = 0 As above, but with orbit
and group properties at
z = 0

Ram/z = 1 Satellite under Ram
Pressure only; proper-
ties at z = 1

Ram/z = 1/Overdense As above, but with IGM
density increased by fac-
tor 10

Tidal/z = 1/Orientations Tidal/z = 1, but with
16 variations on the ini-
tial orientation w.r.t or-
bital plane

Tidal/z = 1/Harassment Tidalz = 1, but with
other group satellites in-
cluded, 16 variations on
initial position

is fixed, such that variations in the relative velocity and density of its surrounding IGM are

applied by modifying at each time step the properties of the IGM SPH particles, according

to the satellite’s orbit. Therefore, each IGM particle is assigned a density of fICMρ(r), where

r is the group-centric radius, ρ is the same NFW profile adopted to describe the group halo

potential, and fICM is the mass quotient of the ICM with respect to the group halo. A fixed

gas temperature of TICM = 5.6× 106 K is obtained for a 1013 M⊙ group from Matsumoto &

Tsuru (2000).
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2.2.5 Simulations

This study analyses the results of 37 self-consistent simulations, whose details are summarised

in Table 1.3. As a baseline case, we analyse the tidal influence of the group spherical potential

at z = 1 and z = 0 (labelled Tidal), with respect to the pure secular evolution of an identical

galaxy (Isolated).

Simulations labelled Ram refer to those in which a self-gravitating galaxy model interacts

only hydrodynamically with the IGM. We conduct two simulations to address the variations

in the local density experienced by infalling satellites. The first, Ram/z = 1, adopts the

z = 1 group properties and a fICM of 0.1 consistent with the mean group ICM mass inferred

from X-ray observations (Lin et al. 2012). In this case, our adopted ICM density profile

compares sufficiently well with those which fit the distribution of galaxies, as inferred for

example from X-ray temperature-satellite velocity dispersion relations (Zabludoff & Mulchaey

1998). A second simulation, Ram/z = 1/Overdensity, adopts fICM = 1 to replicate regions of

live hydrodynamic models of the cluster medium local to an infalling satellite (e.g. Tonnesen

& Bryan 2008), which exhibit a magnitude enhancement in ρ with respect to the spherically-

averaged ρ at that radius, and are the preferential regions in which quenched satellites can be

located (Bahe & McCarthy 2015).

Simulation Tidal/z = 1/Harassment denotes the combined results from 16 simulations in

which we model the harassment of our infalling disc satellite galaxy by other group satellites

(modelled as point massses), in addition to the underlying group tidal field. To appraise

the diversity and stochastic nature of harassment, each simulation differs in the prescribed

initial location of the infalling satellite. In each case, this location is randomly selected from

the locus defined by the group rvir. Although simplistic in its approach, the mean and 1σ

variation in these simulations’ evolution obtained from this Monte-Carlo method provides a

useful comparison with our baseline case in determining the systemic effect of harassment.

Simulation Tidal/z = 1/Orientations denotes the combined results from 16 simulations

in which the initial inclination of the satellite with respect to its orbital plane is assigned
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Figure 2.6: Snapshots from simulations Tidal/z = 1, Tidal/z = 0, Ram/z = 1 and Ram/z =
1/Overdense. The top row illustrates the B-band surface brightness of Tidal/z = 1, viewed
edge-on, to convey the thickening of the disc (with time since first infall labelled above, and
the axial ratio c/a also provided). For all rows below, the underlying colour scale corresponds
to the surface gas mass density, overlaid with an ellipse (white dotted line) fit to the 28 mag
arcsec−2 isophote of the B-band surface brightness. Tidal simulations snapshots are provided
with the instantaneous value of rbar, AII and defHI; the bottom two rows show Ram simulations
with the instantaneous defHI.

randomly. Again, these results are compared with our baseline cases in which an intermediate

infall inclination is adopted, comprising a −45 degree angle between the angular momentum

vector of the disc and the group z-axis, a −30 degree azimuthal angle between group x-axis and

the projection of the disc angular momentum vector onto the group x-y plane (corresponding

to a prograde orbit).
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2.2.6 Diagnostics

Simulation data is stored and reduced at 70 Myr increments. The following diagnostics are

utilised to compare the evolution of each simulation in terms of transformation and quench-

ing/gas deficiency.

2.2.6.1 Morphology

The stellar/DM/gas mass dynamically associated with the satellite is established with an

iterative procedure, wherein gravitationally-bound material discerned in one step is used to

build a more refined spherical mass distribution of the galaxy in the following step, until the

centre of bound mass is converged upon.

Stellar magnitudes are approximated in this work with synthesis models for the evolution

of stellar mass to light ratios (Bruzual & Charlot 2003, Portinari et al. 2004). Assuming

infall at a lookback time of 8-10 Gyr, an initial stellar age distribution is established from

an estimated SF history up to z = 2.5, calculated using extrapolated SFR-stellar relations

from Whitaker et al. (2012). We approximate the Hi-mass as a factor 1.38−1 of each gas

particle mass. The attenuation by dust is approximated with the gas column density and an

assumed gas-to-dust-extinction ratio of 5×1021 cm−2AV, consistent with bright dwarf/LMC-

type galaxies (Dobashi et al. 2008).

The surface brightness profile µ(r) is composed from the corresponding attenuated lumi-

nosity, from which a bulge-to-disc mass ratio (B/T ) is estimated with the excess light lying

within 2 effective radii with respect to a fitted exponential disc profile, and normalised with

the integrated flux of the disc. The fitted disc profile is estimated with an algorithm that

progressively smoothes the radial light profile until the underlying disc (which we find to exist

in all cases except where the disc is completely destroyed) can be distinguished from the bulge

and/or (positive or negative) truncation components of µ(r) by lying coincident with a global

minimum of d2µ/dr2.
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A B/T≥0.5 is often associated with an early-type morphology (Kormendy & Kennicutt

Jr. 2004, Willman et al. 2009), although recent studies have highlighted an inherent flaw in

adopting simple fits to µ(r) insofar as it incorporates features such as bars/ovals/lenses in the

excess light. In the case of early-type systems such as dS0/S0s in which these features are

hypothesised to be critical to their formation, this can lead to a significant overestimate of

B/T (Laurikainen et al. 2009).

For this reason, we also compare our satellite’s stellar kinematics with those of observed

E and/or S0s, using a specific angular momentum λR computed in the manner of Emsellem

et al. (2007), who adopt λR to distinguish galaxies as fast/slow rotators:

λR =
ΣFiRi|Vi|

ΣFiRi

√
Vi

2 + σi2
, (2.5)

where Fi, Ri, Vi and σi are the total flux, radius, mean stellar velocity and velocity dispersion

respectively, at the ith radial bin up to the effective radius (re)

A quantitative demarcation between fast- and slow-rotators can be asserted by the relation

λ = 0.31
√
ε found among 260 early-type galaxies in the ATLAS3D project (Emsellem et al.

2011), where the the apparent stellar ellipticity ε = 1 − 0.5c/a, and the axial ratio c/a is

computed here from the eigendecomposition of the angular inertia tensor for all bound stars

with r < 2re. Approximately, λR ≤ 0.2 corresponds to a bright early-type system (E), while

S0s and fainter ellipticals can exhibit significant rotational support; this distinction can provide

insight as to their formation, featuring less overlap between types than other metrics e.g. V/σ.

The formation/survival timescales of bisymmetric structures that are associated with

transformation mechanisms are conveyed with two metrics. The bar radius, normalised by the

stellar scalelength (rbar/rd), is estimated via an empirical method (see Yozin & Bekki 2014a,

and references therein); briefly, we detect a bar if a succession of ellipses fit to isophotes of

the deprojected, face-on surface brightness distribution (incrementally, from 21 to 28 mag

arcsec−2) deviate in phase by less than 10 degrees, where the outer most ellipse has an axis

ratio no larger than 0.4.
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The disc-wide presence of spiral/tidal arms is quantified with AII, the mean amplitude

of the second Fourier mode in concentric shells spanning radii from the bar radius up to 2

effective radii; where spiral arms typically register in the range 0.15<AII<0.6 (Rix & Zaritsky

1995).

2.2.6.2 Star formation

We express the logarithmic SF rate (SFR) in terms of an offset (∆SFR) from that expected for

a galaxy of its instantaneous stellar mass, for which we adopt the linear relation devised from

star-forming galaxies in the SDSS catalog by Kauffmann et al. (2003b) and is approximately

1 M⊙yr−1. By considering the colour bimodality expressed by the general galaxy population,

a passive classification for a galaxy can be determined if ∆SFR<-1 (i.e. SFR reduced by a

factor 10), with the red sequence lying at approximately -2 (see also Bluck et al. 2014). A

similar result is obtained if we assume that a galaxy can be classified as quenched if its specific

SFR (sSFR) ≤ 10−11 yr−1, as implied from a bimodality in the sSFRs of central galaxies in

the SDSS DR 7 (Wetzel et al. 2013).

Furthermore, the visual signature of SF can manifest in strong Hα emission, a tracer of

massive star formation which we can approximate with the relation (Kennicutt 1998a):

L(Hα) = SFR(M⊙yr
−1)× 1.26× 1041ergs−1 (2.6)

where the SFR is estimated from new stellar particles with age less than ∼3×107 yr (the

approximate age of an ∼8 M⊙ star).

2.2.6.3 Gas mass associated with the satellite

We quantify the simulated loss of gas with a defHI parameter (Solanes et al. 1996):

defHI = a+ blog10(hDopt)− log10(MHI
), (2.7)
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Figure 2.7: Diagnostic of the evolution of simulations Tidal/z = 1 (solid red line), Tidal/z =
0 (dotted red line) and Isolated (dashed black line). (Clockwise from top left panel) Star
formation rate (logarithmic) expressed as an offset from the expected SF for its stellar mass
(from Kauffmann et al. 2003b), where a passive or quenched classification is taken to lie at an
∆SFR of -1 or -2 respectively; Bulge-to-total luminosity ratio (B/T); stellar bar radius rbar,
normalised by the stellar scalelength rd; amplitude of the second Fourier mode AII averaged
in radial bins up to the tidal radius, where the signature of spirals lie in the range 0.15 (weak
arms) to 0.6 (strong); specific angular momentum of all stars within the effective disc radius
λR; Hi-deficiency of the galaxy, describing the Hi-mass within its optical diameter with respect
to that expected for its morphological type as established from B/T.

where h is the Hubble parameter (∼0.7) and Dopt is the linear optical diameter, which we

assume equivalent to the galacto-centric radii at which the deprojected azimuthally-averaged

surface brightness falls under 25 mag arcsec−2. MHI
is the total mass of gravitationally bound

gas in our simulated galaxy, and a and b are statistically-inferred coefficients which vary

according to morphological type. At each time step of our simulations, we classify the type

with B/T and linearly interpolate between the appropriate coefficients; this, combined with a

D25 that evolves according to our adopted stellar synthesis models, yields a defHI parameter

comparable with observations.
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2.3 Results

2.3.1 Dependence of the satellite evolution on group tides since infall at

z = 1

Fig. 2.6 shows the deprojected face/edge-on distribution of stars (in µB) and gas from our

baseline Tidal and Isolated simulations, in a series of snapshots spanning 10 Gyr since their

first crossing of the group virial radius. It illustrates how their first pericentre following infall

excites the formation of tidal arms and a bar; the associated tidal heating thickens the disc

(resulting in boxy isophotes), while the incorporation of an ISM, funnelled to the centre by

the bar and tidal torquing, contributes to bulge growth and bar dissipation. Neither tidal

stripping nor secular/induced SF can remove the satellites’ gas completely within this 10 Gyr

timescale.

2.3.1.1 Star formation history

In the absence of gas accretion. the SF rate among our baseline simulations is shown in Fig.

2.7 to follow an exponential decline in SFR. This is interrupted only by tidally-triggered SF

at each pericentre passage, with an enhancement factor of up to 5 consistent with previous

numerical studies (Di Matteo et al. 2008), and attributed to gas infall from the Hi-rich disc.

The ∆SFR metric implies the mean timescale of 8 Gyr since the accretion of a luminous

dwarf galaxy is sufficient for its classification as passive, with a stellar mass growth in the

intervening time of only 20 percent. From SFR-mass relations (Whitaker et al. 2012), a

characteristic SFR of order 1 M⊙yr−1 betwen z = 0−1 for a 109 M⊙ galaxy would indicate an

analogous isolated galaxy could grow by a factor of 1-5, the majority of which fuelled by a cold

gas accretion mode which dominates in this stellar mass regime for all z (Dekel et al. 2009).

In conservative analytical models approximating the outflow strength and recycled fraction

of gas, the SFR due to fresh accreted gas can be as much as 50 to 90 percent of the total

SFR within a gas consumption timescale, for those galaxies hosted by low mass halos in which
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outflow is relatively efficient (Sanchez Almeida et al. 2014). The deficit between the initial

SFR of our star forming simulations with respect to ∆SFR=0 can therefore be explained by

the exclusion of accretion and a gaseous halo from our code, but the subsequent evolution will

depend sensitively on the timescale in which this accretion is shut off, which we here assume

as instantaneous.

An observable implication of this unreplenished gas reserve, combined with the influence

of group tides, is the outside-in truncation of SF (Fig. 2.8). Previously reproduced by Bekki &

Couch (2011) in simulations of massive group spirals and attributed to the heating of the outer

disc/gas infall, we extend this result here to dwarf satellites, and indeed find the radial extent

of SF typically lies where the stellar/gas Q parameters (= σκ/3.36GΣ, where σ, κ, G and Σ

are the radial velocity disperion, epicyclic frequency, gravitational constant and surface mass

density respectively) exceed the canonical range of 1.5-2 required for axisymmetric stability.

A similar phenomenon was obtained by Bekki et al. (2002), who also attributed the growth in

Q and concurrent spiral arm fading with ceased halo gas accretion.

The ongoing presence of Hα emission more than 8 Gyr after virial infall means these

satellites (under exclusively tidal influence) would not meet the definition of a quenched system

(e.g Geha et al. 2012) nor that of a classical S0; their blue-cores are however comparable with

a sample of dEs/dS0s observed in recently accreted subgroups of the Ursa Major cluster (Pak

et al. 2014) for which no evidence of significant hydrodynamical influence is found.

2.3.1.2 Gas and halo loss

An initial defHI of zero is consistent with our satellite commencing with the mean structural

properties/fgas of its mass/type, with a subsequent increase with time corresponding to tidal

stripping, outflow and consumption of gas via SF. Uncertainties in defHI among observed

galaxies can be large (∼0.25 dex; Pappalardo et al. 2012), motivating Cortese et al. (2012)

to adopt defHI>0.5 to denote a deficient galaxy among their sample of 322 nearby galaxies.

Adopting this threshold, we find a timescale of 8 Gyr within the group environment sufficient

to render an originally gas-rich galaxy Hi-deficient, albeit not removed of gas entirely.
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Figure 2.8: (Left panels) Surface mass density of new stars (top) and Toomre stability pa-
rameter for the gas disc (Q) as a function of disc cylindrical radius, at 8 Gyr after infall, for
Tidalz = 1 (red line/empty circles) and Isolated (black line/filled circle) simulations; (Right
panels) Hα emission density, in logarithmic scale, for the same simulations/time.

Fig. 2.9 shows how this reflects a loss of at least 30-60 percent of its original cold disc

gas; by comparison, the dark matter halo is truncated such that only 5 percent of its original

mass remains bound to the galaxy (Fig. 2.9); In practice, the dynamical mass evolution within

the tidal radius of the satellite (which is dominated by baryons) only amounts to a largely

monotonic reduction in time by 50 percent. This result contrasts sharply with those of Wetzel

et al. (2013), who propose substantial stellar mass growth following group infall as part of a

two-stage quenching process wherein the initial stripping of the satellite’s halo gas is inefficient.

The gas mass loss exhibited in Tidal simulations includes a secular component which we

assume equal to that demonstrated by Isolated; this amounts therefore to about 20 percent

loss over 10 Gyr, divided between consumption by SF and outflows. As a sanity check, the

corresponding gas depletion timescale of Isolated (≃50 Gyr) is compared with that expected

for its stellar mass, where for the latter we assume a typical HI-to-stellar mass ratio for a 109

M⊙ galaxy of 1 to 5 (e.g Haynes et al. 2011) and a median SFR of 0.1 to 0.2 M⊙/yr (Kauffmann

et al. 2003b). This yields an acceptable discrepancy by a factor 2-3, broadly attributed to our

simple outflow model and the artifical closed-box nature of Isolated.
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Figure 2.9: (Main panel) For simulations Tidal/z = 1, Tidal/z = 0 and Isolated, each band
conveys the gas mass bound to the galaxy (lower limit) and the gas mass, plus stellar mass
formed from gas, bound to the galaxy (upper limit), all normalised by the initial gas mass, as
a function of simulation time; (Inset panel) the normalised DM mass bound in Tidal/z = 1
(black solid line), and the normalised total mass within the tidal radius (red dashed line).

2.3.1.3 Transformation mechanisms and efficiency

Fig. 2.10 illustrates the light profile of Tidal/z = 1 8 Gyr after initial infall. In contrast with

the single exponential profiles obtained in the collisionless but otherwise similar simulations

of Villalobos et al. (2012), our satellites’ profiles comprise a bulge component strongly linked

with tidally-induced SF (Christlein & Zabludoff 2004), and an anti-truncation (up-turn) in

the outer disc whose origin is less clear. We find tentative evidence for the break strength

T (ratio of inner and outer disc scalelengths) to decrease as a function of time resident in

the group potential (inset panel). This contrasts with an analysis of the V -band µ(r) profiles

of 280 classical S0s by Maltby et al. (2015), a morphological type also preferentially formed

in groups (Willman et al. 2009) but for which no environmental-dependence of T is found.

Instead, Maltby et al. compare their sample with equivalent spiral galaxies and propose this

up-turn is a manifestation of extended bulge light that dominates a fading disc.

The quantitative growth of the central bulges of Tidal/z = 1/Tidal/z = 0 and Isolated
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Figure 2.10: (Main panel) Surface brightness profile, as a function of disc cylindrical radius, at
8 Gyr after infall for simulation Tidal/z = 1. The best-fit line to the disc component is shown
(black dashed line); the B/T ratio is computed from the excess light with respect to this line,
lying within the tidal radius (rtidal); (Inset panel) a comparison of µ-profiles for Tidal/z = 1
at 4 and 8 Gyr after infall.

is shown in Fig. 2.7. In the absence of merger activity, these are not classical bulges, as

further indicated with line-of-sight velocities of the disc which reveal a cylindrical profile in

the nucleus. The slow secular growth exhibited by Isolated is consistent with the assertion

by Kormendy & Kennicutt Jr. (2004) that pseudo-bulges can comprise up to 10 percent of

the total disc mass. By contrast, the bulge growth of the Tidal simulations, whose B/T is

consistent with the corresponding range, for this stellar mass, of 0<B/T<0.4 collated by Bluck

et al. (2014), emerges principally as a series of large enhancements coincident with pericentre

passages.

The underlying mechanism of this bulge growth is revealed by the formation of a stellar

bar, as indicated by rbar/rd. In both Tidal simulations, the first pericentre passage following

infall is sufficient to tidally-trigger this structure to its largest observed radius. A subsequent

enhancement in the SF rate and increase in B/T is thus consistent with gas infall being

faciliated by tidal torques/the stellar bar. However, this simple observable correlation between

bar and bulge breaks down with time because the growth of the bulge increasingly dominates

the shape of isophotes in the inner disc and thus weakens the visual signature of the bar, whilst
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are plotted at 0.5 Gyr increments; as an idealised bulgeless disc, each simulation commences
in the vicinity of (ε = 0.8, λR = 0.8). Black bars illustrate the 1σ distribution in each
dimension for 300 CALIFA galaxies classified by morphological type (reproduced from Falcon-
Barroso et al. 2014). The grey arrow conveys the general evolution of our Tidal simulations;
the dotted line is an effective demarcation between fast/slow rotating galaxies defined by
λR =

√
ε (Emsellem et al. 2011).

the concentration of SF in the bulge means B/T can also grow due to the relative fading of the

bar and disc. A decline in rbar/rd is also to be expected after several pericentre passages due

to the buckling of the bar by significant gas infall, similarly reported in simulations of Virgo

clusters satellites by Mastropietro et al. (2005b), and the progressive weakenening of the bar

through angular momentum exchange (Bournard et al. 2005a).

An important result however is that the simulated B/T is at no point consistent with

the range 0.5≤B/T associated with an early-type morphology (Kormendy & Kennicutt Jr.

2004, Willman et al. 2009). This limited morphological evolution, wherein late-type structure

is fundamentally maintained, is also reflected in λR. In expanding upon Fig. 2.7, which

highlights the sharp loss in angular momentum upon each pericentric passage of the Tidal

simulations (with respect to the stability of Isolated), Fig. 2.11 illustrates the evolution of

λR as a function of the apparent stellar ellipticity ε. Their evolution towards lower ε and

λR is consistent with the thickening/heating of the inner disc by tidal shocks upon pericentre

passages and the triggered bar. The final kinematics thus ultimately resemble those observed
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for Sa and S0 morphological types, lying in agreement with our prior determination of its

type with B/T . Gas accretion from filaments/other galaxies could in principle raise λR if

corotating with the stellar disc, although we have assumed no such process occurs within our

group enivronment.

A key feature of these Tidal simulations that precludes their association with the tran-

sitory S0 classification is that disc spiral structure beyond the bar proves to be quite robust,

being triggered by tides upon all four pericentre passages of the Tidal/z = 1 simulation. The

peak amplitudes of these arms are short-lived (or order a Gyr) and weaker on successive orbits

because i) the stellar disc is increasingly concentrated, and ii) SF that would otherwise be

triggered in these outer disc regions is suppressed by the prior infall/stripping of gas and the

absence of external gas accretion (e.g. Bekki et al. 2002). Nonetheless, there is only a ∼Gyr

window (in Tidal/z = 0) in which our Tidal satellites do not bear the signature of an arm

(i.e. where AII < 0.15), strongly suggesting they cannot in general exhibit the axisymmetries

inherent to E/S0s.

2.3.2 Dependence of the satellite evolution on orbital inclination

Fig. 2.12 compares the baseline simulation Tidal/z = 1 with the combined results of Tidal/z =

1/Orientations, wherein we find the former corresponds closely to the mean evolution of the

latter in the various metrics that describe the satellite evolution. Variations, in particular

those of the triggered starbursts upon first infall, primary stem from how the efficiency with

which tidal shocks can trigger bar instabilities/gas infall depend on the disc/orbital plane

alignment. On long timescales, however, this dependence becomes ambiguous (e.g. due to

stochastic events/resonances of the disc; Kazantzidis et al. 2011a). Moreover, the stripping

efficiency of the extended gas disc and DM halo (the latter being prescribed with no initial

net angular momentum) are (to first order) invariant with respect to infall inclination.

The clear exception lies in the growth of B/T which, although in part a manifestation of

tidal heating (due to tidal shocks which prove weakly dependent on inclination), reflects also

a sensitivity to the efficiency of bulge growth by the starburst upon first infall (Christlein &
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Figure 2.12: Diagnostic of ∆SFR, defHI, and B/T (as in Fig. 2.7), shown for simulation
Tidal/z = 1 (red solid line), and the mean/1σ variation (black dotted line/grey shaded region)
in the respective evolution of two sets of simulations run in accord with Monte-Carlo sampling,
where the top row shows the results for 16 variants of Tidal/z = 1 where the initial orientation
of the satellite (with respect to its orbital plane) is assigned randomly (Orientations), and the
bottom row shows the results for 16 variants of Tidal/z = 1 where other group galaxies are
incorporated in the model as point masses and the primary satellite is assigned a random
initial location on the locus defined by the group halo rvir (Harassment). In the B/T panels,
the evolution of selected individial simulations from each set are shown, including a satellite
accreted face-on in inclination, and two simulations in which harassment strongly alters the
primary satellite’s orbit and thus its transformation process (red dotted lines).

Zabludoff 2004). Acting upon a near pristine stellar/gas disc, the first group tide interactions

that can induce a strong bar/gas infall in a prograde edge-on/inclined scenario (adopted in

Tidal/z = 1) are conversely inefficient in a pure face-on and/or retrograde scenario. However,

a weak enhancement in B/T in these latter cases corresponds to an inefficient manner in which

the associated mechanisms described in Section 2.3.1 can destroy/obscure the bar.

We therefore identify a complex relationship between infall inclination and structural

properties of a star-forming group satellite, which manifests in a broad range of B/T (since a

mean infall lookback time of 8 Gyr) consistent with observations for this mass range (Bluck

et al. 2014). However, the transition to a quenched status over this timescale, reflected in

∆SFR and defHI, remains well described by the reference Tidal models of Section 2.3.1.
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2.3.3 Dependence of the satellite evolution on satellite-satellite interactions

Fig. 2.12 compares the baseline simulation Tidal/z = 1 with the combined results of Tidal/z =

1/Harassment. The principle remark from this comparison lies in the broad scatter revealed

by the latter sample; the width of this scatter depends on the interaction softening length,

although our adopted constraint is compatible with the typical minimum separation between

encounters (∼50 kpc) found by Villalobos et al. (2014), who similarly establish that tidal

disruption of a satellite on an infalling orbit is, to first order, governed by interactions with

the group halo rather than harassment by other group members.

Satellite encounters at large orbital radii trigger an elevated SF rate upon first infall com-

pared with Tidal/z = 1 (and an associated enhancement in defHI also contributed to by tidal

stripping), although the SF history largely remains defined by the secular exhaustion of the

original gas disc. As noted in Section 2.3.1, the earliest triggers of gas infall/starbursts largely

define the bulge mass, as subsequent tidal interactions are unable to trigger as large/strong

a bar. These interactions are not sufficient to disrupt the disc directly; instead, three-body

interactions or those of unequal mass ratios can either send the dwarf satellite to a higher en-

ergy orbit (increased pericentre, period) where the tidal influence of the group halo is weaker,

or towards a efficiently disruptive path to the group centre. Two such examples are illustrated

in Fig. 2.12 with a highly divergent evolution in their respective B/T .

2.3.4 Dependence of the satellite evolution on interactions with the Intra-

Group Medium

Fig. 2.13 compares the evolution in ∆SFR and fgas as exhibited by Isolated and Ram simula-

tions. A key observation here lies in the enhancement in SF with respect to Isolated following

first infall, a phenomenon similarly reported by Bekki (2014) who attributed this star burst

to the compression of the satellites’ ISM at the ICM-ISM interface (see also Kronberger et al.

2008). In Ram/z = 1, this enhancement can be long-lived because the stripping of the satel-

lites’ cold disc gas is inefficient in this scenario, with a final fgas of 60 percent.
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The evolution of simulation Ram/z = 1/Overdensity indicates that a localised pocket

of overdense ICM is sufficient to remove ∼50 percent of the satellite’s cold gas disc within

only its first orbit of the group. If combined with the gas loss exhibited in Tidal/z = 1 (i.e.

combining simultaneous tidal and ram pressure mechanisms acting on the satellite since first

infall), this satellite can lose all its gas and therefore be effectively quenched within 4-5 Gyr

of first passing rvir.

This result is consistent with an apparent peak in the frequency of satellites being

quenched by ram pressure stripping at z = 1, where this frequency is not simply a mono-

tonic function of time (Bahe & McCarthy 2015). However, our result is largely qualitative

insofar as our idealisation of the ICM distribtion of a typical group at z = 1 carries some

uncertainities. The strong dependence of the quenching timescale on the local ICM density of

the satellite is therefore the main result of this section.

In an attempt to verify the gas loss simulated numerically in Ram/z = 1, we draw upon

the analytical formulation for the satellite stripping radius (rstr, at which ρV2 exceeds the

orthogonal restoring force of the galaxy disc) of Gunn & Gott (1972):

ρV 2 > Σ(r)
δϕ(r)

δz
, (2.8)

where Σ(r) is the gas surface mass density at galacto-centric radius r, and δϕ/δz is the gradient

of the potential field perpendicular to the disc plane. While idealised for a spiral galaxy with

co-axial orbital velocity and angular momentum, Roediger & Hensler (2006) demonstrate that

this method can be extended to an arbitrary orientation such as that adopted here. We

compute rstr per time-step using the (DM, stellar and gas particle) mass distribution and local

ρICM of our simulated galaxy, and adopt the maximal δϕ/δz to account for the warp of the disc

with respect to our plane of best fit and other difficulties arising from this analytical method

as discussed in Roediger & Brüggen (2005). By applying this rstr to the initial structural

definition of the gas disc, we compute an analytical fgas from the accumulated gas mass lying

beyond rstr, which we assume instantaneously removed.
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Figure 2.13: (Top panel) ∆SFR for simulations Isolated, Ram/z = 1 and Ram/z =
1/Overdensity; (bottom) fgas (=MHI/MHI,initial) for simulations Isolated, Ram/z = 1,
Ram/z = 1/Overdensity and Tidal/z = 1. Also shown is an analytical estimate of fgas (black
dotted line), using the approximation of rstr for the z = 1 orbit and assuming an exponential
cold gas disc.

Illustrated in Fig. 2.13, this analytical fgas slightly overestimates the gas loss simulated

in Ram/z = 1. This partly reflects the capacity for stripped gas to not actually exceed its

escape speed, but more pertinently stems from an assumption in the analytical method for

a maximal ram pressure ≃ ρV2, where V is the satellite velocity Vsat. In practice, the ICM

envelope is not stationary, and the galaxy velocity and relative ICM-galaxy velocity can be

strongly correlated. A similar result was reported by Tonnesen & Bryan (2008) who establish,

for a satellite pericentre velocity Vsat of ∼500 kms−1 (comparable to Ram/z = 1) in a cluster-

scale environment, the ICM ahead of a satellite’s trajectory can be travelling at a rate of as

much as 0.5Vsat.
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2.4 Discussion and conclusion

In Section 2.2, we developed a representative model of a gas-rich late-type dwarf galaxy (stellar

mass ≃ 109 M⊙), using scaling relations and the mean properties of isolated galaxies in this

mass regime, to match their observed mass distributions and SFR as a function of gas surface

density. In Section 2.3, we establish the typical chemodynamical evolution of this satellite

following first infall to a (1013 M⊙) group environment in a suite of simulations. We address

the idealistic nature of the group model (where significant mass assembly is not modelled) by

characterising the satellites’ evolution as bounded by two group models/infall orbits at z = 1

and z = 0.

We first establish, in a pure tidal model of a group (Section 2.3.1), that the mean time

in which a low-z satellite of this mass has been resident within a group (∼8 Gyr) is sufficient

to suppress SF to a passive (and Hi-poor) status, assuming rapid/instantaneous removal of

external gas sources (Fig. 2.6). This galaxy is not quenched, insofar as SF is ongoing (but cen-

trally concentrated); tidal heating plays an active role although the morphological transition

to an early type is not complete within a 8-10 Gyr timescale.

In sections 2.3.2-3, we take a Monte-Carlo approach to assert the sensitivity of this evolu-

tion to a variety of orbital inclinations and satellite harassment (Fig. 2.11), and confirm that

the above result is indeed sufficiently characteristic of a satellites’ typical evolution. There

exists however a broad scatter, in particular for those simulations in which other group mem-

bers are included, with the implication that the characteristic quenching/transformation can

be mitigated for a significant proportion of infalling satellites whose orbits acquire significant

energy.

In section 2.3.4, we simulate numerically the hydrodynamical ISM-ICM interaction (ram

pressure stripping) with results that are consistent with a classic analytical model (Fig. 2.13),

albeit with deviations that can be explained in terms of a correlation of satellite and local ICM

velocities. We find in general an enhanced starburst upon first infall, followed by a suppression

whose rate depends on the local ICM density; if matching the density to that preferentially
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found around quenched satellites of previous numerical studies, we find a significant gas loss

imposed by ram pressure stripping, with a corresponding quenching of SF within 4-5 Gyr of

first infall at z = 1.

To conclude, our simulations are consistent with observational evidence for the inefficiency

with which a 109 M⊙ satellite is quenched in a (1013 M⊙) group environment (Wheeler et al.

2014), if most such satellites maintain their relatively slow orbital decay following satellite ha-

rassment, and are not resident within a significant local overdensity of the intra-group medium.

Our simulations are however idealised, albeit of far higher resolution than previously docu-

mented cosmological-scale simulations whose datasets encompass this scenario, motivating the

following discussion with proposals for future refinements to our model.

2.4.1 A comparison of group tidal mechanisms with previous studies

Our study is novel with respect to the adopted satellite/host masses, but is otherwise consistent

with previous numerical studies that demonstrate how satellites on eccentric orbits of a massive

neighbour with weak dynamical friction experience a succession of impulsive tidal shocks

(due to the group tides) which heat the stellar disc (Gnedin et al. 1999). This mechanism

will depend on the orbital pericentre radius/period (McCarthy et al. 2008, Villalobos et al.

2012), with those satellites that generally avoid the densest (central) regions of their respective

environment, such as those modelled in this study, losing their disc (and rotational-support)

least efficiently (Mastropietro et al. 2005b).

An integral part of this tidal transformation is the triggering of a bar instability (Kazantzidis

et al. 2011a). This is quite resolution-dependent, in light of the stochastic nature of intrinsic

disc evolution in numerical models (Sellwood & Debattista 2009), so the robustness of our

Isolated simulations to this instability over 10 Gyr provides some confidence in our modelling.

We predict therefore the tidal triggering of a bar in a 109 M⊙ satellite on its most common

infall trajectory (Villalobos et al. 2012). The efficiency with which stellar bars are destroyed

by the subsequent growth of a central mass concentration/angular momentum exchange from

infalling gas is also resolution-dependent, but our results (a bar lifetime of order 1-2 Gyr) are
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consistent with higher-resolution studies which consider this problem in detail (Bournard et al.

2005a).

Assuming therefore the slow strangulation of a 109 M⊙ group satellite, tidal heating

facilitated by our shorter-lived bar will be therefore less efficient than that demonstrated in

pure collisionless simulations, such as those of Kazantzidis et al. (2011a) who assumed the

early and complete removal of gas in their models of dSph formation from 107 M⊙ progenitor

discs.

Our approach to modelling a range of harassment scenarios by other satellites (Section

2.3.3) does not highlight any significant systematic variation to this evolution. A similar

result was found by Villalobos et al. (2014) for more massive satellites, although their explicit

modelling of a live group halo introduced the concept that other satellites can indirectly

mitigate satellite transformation by in fact modifying the mutual group potential and the

associated satellite orbits.

We assert therefore that for a given infall trajectory, dwarf satellite transformation is to

first order dependent on time resident within the group halo. The concurrent suppression of

SF faciliated by group tidal mechanisms is inefficient, but an inverse correlation in the dwarf

quenched fraction with mass (Wheeler et al. 2014) is consistent with the earlier infall times

for lower mass satellites (De Lucia et al. 2012, Wetzel et al. 2013), which would experience a

smaller dynamical friction timescale in the lower mass hosts to which they are preferentially

accreted at higher z (e.g. Jiang et al. 2008).

We have assumed that the impact of minor/major mergers on satellite of our chosen mass

regime is negligible, and therefore have not incorporated this phenomenon into our numerical

model. If adopting the definition of a major merger utilised by Rodriguez-Gomez et al. (2015)

(e.g. with mass ratio > 0.25), and integrating their estimated merger rate for this stellar mass

which they deduce from the tracking of subhalo merger trees in the Illustris cosmological-scale

simulation, we find up to 25 percent of such systems, a minority, will be involved in a major

merger since z = 2. This is consistent with most slow rotating systems, whose formation is
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linked with major mergers, being more massive systems than considered here (≥ 1010.5 M⊙;

Emsellem et al. 2011), and whose mergers rate are higher for all z. Moreover, bright dwarves

corresponding to our 109 M⊙ system are least likely among all dwarves to have been pre-

processed and accreted as a satellite to a group-mass host (e.g. Wetzel et al. 2015), a process

during which mergers/strong tidal interactions are feasible (Gnedin 2003).

The tidal model of the group presented in this study is similar to that of Bekki & Couch

(2011), who demonstrated the transformation of spirals to S0s in response to recent findings

that S0s are preferentially formed in (σ < 750 kms−1) groups (Willman et al. 2009, Just

et al. 2010). This supports the role of tidal interactions in their formation, as opposed to

the hydrodynamical ISM-ICM interactions which are expected to be dominant in higher-σ

environments. The long transition timescale conveyed by our satellites is consistent with the

continuous growth in S0 numbers since intermediate redshifts (Just et al. 2010), while the

significant reduction in λR and ε (Fig. 2.9) is consistent with tidal mechanisms being essential

in their formation (as opposed to being simply faded spirals, e.g. van der Wel et al. 2010,

Maltby et al. 2015).

We stress however that we do not reproduce the classic morphology of S0 in our studies,

one discrepancy being the lasting spiral/tidal arm structures in our Tidal simulations (in ad-

dition to the ongoing SF which we discuss further in Section 2.4.2). The inability of our group

environment to consistently form S0s is qualitatively in agreement with their being typically

more massive than the stellar mass range considered here, as implied by their luminosity func-

tions (e.g. Kelvin et al. 2014). Furthermore, the S0 number fraction peaks in group systems

with velocity dispersions of 600-700 kms−1 (Just et al. 2010), which are nominally far more

massive, and quite likely to have accreted from, poor 1013 M⊙ groups with σ ≃ 150 kms−1

(McGee et al. 2009).

Instead, our Tidal simulations yield systems which are, morphologically and kinemati-

cally, characteristic of dwarf S0s. Unlike S0s, these systems are distinguished from the dE

classification in which they are often subsumed by a two-component fit to their light profile

and, saliently, evidence of a disc including spiral structure (Sandage & Binggeli 1984, Aguerri
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et al. 2005).

Our simulations also convey how tidal influences within a 1013 M⊙ group will be accom-

panied with ongoing starbursts that are increasingly concentrated in the disc centre due to

gas infall facilitated by tidal torques, bar dynamics and an enhanced Q in the outer disc. Op-

tically, this would replicate the blue cores found among 70 percent of the dE/dS0 galaxies of

the Ursa Major cluster by Pak et al. (2014), with the dS0 subsample exhibiting the most blue

g − i colours for a gven magnitude (in a range −18 < Mr < −9). Since this cluster possesses

no significant evidence of ongoing ram pressure stripping/Hi-deficiency, they hypothesise that

these galaxies represent satellites in transition, whose evolution is primarily driven by tidal

interactions. This is supported by a correlation in the frequency of dEs/dS0s with the dynam-

ical state/virialisation of their respective subgroups (see also Tully & Trentham 2008), and a

systematically more blue colour compared with their counterparts in the Virgo cluster (the

latter exhibiting strong evidence of ram pressure stripping; Chung et al. 2007). Our earlier

assertion that the bright dwarves modelled here are least efficiently transformed by group

tidal mechanisms is also intriguingly supported by a statistically-significant (at the 3σ level)

absence of dEs in a range −18 < Mr < −17 that closely corresponds to our considered stellar

mass.

2.4.2 A comparison of group quenching mechanisms with previous studies

Our simulations indicate that the tidal mechanism acting within an idealised group (e.g.

harassment, stripping) cannot consistently quench a bright dwarf satellite, in which case the

environmental processes that dominate the formation of quiescent systems (Wetzel et al. 2013),

in particular those in the dwarf mass regime (Geha et al. 2012), hinge upon the interaction of

the satellite with the intra-group medium. A need to characterise its efficiency is highlighted

by increasing evidence that 1012−13 M⊙ hosts are the building blocks of larger environments,

and where quenching mechanisms appear to commence (McGee et al. 2009, Rafieferantsoa

et al. 2015).

Our assumption of the instantaneous removal of a 109 M⊙ satellites’ hot gaseous corona
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by the group ICM is broadly consistent, albeit conservative, with respect to previous studies

which explicitly model this phenomenon and find it almost complete within a Gyr (Kawata &

Mulchaey 2008, Bekki 2009). This is supported observationally by the apparent suppression in

satellites on their first infall to groups (Rasmussen et al. 2006), and even up to several rvir from

group centres (Rasmussen et al. 2012). The suppression of SF by the shutting off of cold mode

gas accretion predicted to contribute ≥ 50 percent to the SFR of bright dwarves (Sanchez

Almeida et al. 2014) is supported further by recent cosmological simulations that highlight

how the SF of galaxies is determined by this external gas source prior to infall (Rafieferantsoa

et al. 2015). Following accretion to halos < 1014 M⊙, Rafieferantsoa et al. demonstrate

how the Hi-richness of galaxies traces the sSFR, implying the starvation of the satellite on a

timescale of several Gyr.

Various studies espouse a similar timescale during which the SFR declines in an exponen-

tial manner since infall, with e-folding timescales inferred to be of order 1-3 Gyr (Wang et al.

2007, McGee et al. 2009, De Lucia et al. 2012) but which in practice can vary widely depending

on respective satellite and host masses (Bekki 2014). This lies broadly in accordance with the

predominantly secular consumption of extant disc gas in our Tidal simulations irrespective

of triggered starbursts (Fig. 2.6), which proceeds according to a SF model that matches a

dependence on gas surface density for analogous metal-poor dwarf galaxies (Bigiel et al. 2008).

The low SF efficiency with respect to e.g. the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation (Fig. 2.4) is thus

demonstrated to match the slow transition to an inactive status.

An alternative two-stage mode of suppresion was recently introduced by Wetzel et al.

(2013), who compare the SFR of satellites with a statistical parametrization of central galaxy

SFRs in the SDSS DR 7 (with a completeness limit lying slightly above our stellar mass at

109.7 M⊙). Their analysis indicates that the suppresion of SF in dwarf satellites can be delayed

by more than 4 Gyr after infall (during which the build up of new stellar mass is substantial, of

order 50 percent), followed by a rapid decline in SFR with timescale < 1 Gyr. Their conclusion

that these satellites are accreted with enough cold gas to sustain the SFR prior to infall is not

supported by our simulations, although we have adopted an initial gas fraction (fgas) implied
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by observations for this stellar mass (∼ 1; Popping et al. 2015). This may underestimate the

total associated gas, which has recently demonstrated for infalling satellites of the Illustris

simulation to be in the range fgas = 2− 8 (Sales et al. 2015).

We do note however a quantitative agreement in this two-stage satellite quenching with

our ram pressure simulations (Section 2.3.4). Fig. 2.13 conveys a high sustained SFR (for

several Gyr) in the Ram/z = 1/Overdensity simulation, before the available gas is exhausted

and/or the local ram pressure at pericentre passage is sufficient to effectively quench the

satellite within 5 Gyr of first virial crossing. This triggering of SF at the ICM-ISM interface,

with simultaneous stripping in the outer disc, contributes to the concentration of SF at its

centre where the restoring force is largest (Bekki 2014). A similar enhancement in SFR and

a truncation in the Hα scalelength, compared to field counterparts, was noted in analyses of

Virgo cluster spirals (Koopmann & Kenney 2004, Koopmann et al. 2006). This phenomenon

is not limited to dense environments, as revealed by the observation of both a starburst on

the leading edge and rapid gas loss via ram pressure stripping in the trailing tail of a late-

type satellite of a poor group by (Rasmussen et al. 2006). On the other hand, an analysis by

Rasmussen et al. (2012) of SF rates among the constituents of 23 local galaxy groups finds

only 1 to 10 percent of group galaxies exhibiting evidence of starbursts; instead, the net effect

on SF, with respect to their field sample, is a suppression by ∼40 percent at group-centric

distances up to 2rvir.

A sustained triggering of SF is limited to a model in which we assume a locally overdense

ICM, which recent large-scale hydrodynamical simulations predict infalling satellites to pref-

erentially lie within, with the corresponding quenching timescale in group hosts less than the

first orbital period (Bahe & McCarthy 2015, Cen et al. 2014). However, their results, implying

the complete quenching of the 109−9.5 population of satellites of 1013−13.5 M⊙ groups within 4

Gyr contrast sharply with those of Wheeler et al. (2014), who adopt mock observations from

the Millenium-II simulation and establish the long quenching timescales (≥ 6 − 7 Gyr) that

motivated this study. At present, we emphasise that these cosmological simulations utilise

baryonic particle masses of order 107h−1 M⊙ (corresponding to a resolution of only ∼100 par-
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ticles for a stellar mass of 109 M⊙). Nonetheless, we identify some promising agreement with

our better resolved but idealised group infall model that encourages further refinement.
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Chapter 3

Evolution of dust and molecular

hydrogen in the Magellanic System

3.1 Introduction

The analysis in the preceeding chapter demonstrated the principle role played by a limited gas

supply, resulting in a exponentially-declining star formation rate that is essentially prescribed

by a fixed star formation law. While the results showed reasonable agreement with observa-

tional constraints, the subgrid model of the interstellar medium is admittedly simplistic. In

this chapter, we provide a more comprehensive perspective on the relationship between en-

vironment and star formation, wherein we capitalise on the broad range of multi-wavelength

data recovered from the Magellanic System.

Detailed star formation histories of dwarf galaxies are limited to the Local Group where

individual stars can be resolved. As uniquely gas-rich and blue galaxies within our Local

Group, the Magellanic Clouds are a convenient probe of star formation more common at

higher redshifts (Tollerud et al. 2011). The low differential rotation in the Clouds also permits

the direct association between star formation and local conditions such as supergiant shells
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(Leroy et al. 2009). Their proximity allows high resolution imaging of Giant Molecular Clouds

(GMCs; Fukui et al. 2008), where almost 300 individual GMCs have been resolved from the

NANTEN 12CO(1-0) survey of the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC; Fukui & Kawamura 2010).

3.1.1 The coupled lifecycles of dust, gas and star formation

Stars habitually form in localised over-densities of cold gas, but predicting star formation (SF)

remains challenging. Kennicutt (1998) proposed that the star formation rate (SFR) correlates

principally with the total (i.e. Hi+H2) gas surface mass density, with the gravitational collapse

of sufficiently dense clouds in a turbulent interstellar medium (ISM) being the dominant SF

mechanism (Mac-Low & Glover 2012; Renaud et al. 2012). Alternatively, revisions of the SF

Law in favour of a metallicity- and H2-dependence have been advocated (Gao & Solomon 2004;

Bigiel et al. 2008; Gnedin & Kravtsov 2011; Kuhlen et al. 2012). The apparent correlation

of H2 and ΣSFR with mid-plane pressure in massive spirals (Wong & Blitz 2002) implies that

SF reflects the equilibrium between H2-formation by dust grain catalysis and dissociation by

the FUV (Far Ultra-Violet) background (Blitz & Rosolowsky 2004). The significance of this

mechanism, relative to turbulence-regulated cloud-collapse, is disputed, particularly in light

of some resolved SF regions exhibiting very low H2 content (i.e. Boissier et al. 2008).

These competing hypotheses both accommodate the inefficient SF found among metal-

poor dwarves. On the one hand, a lack of or inefficiency of coolants in the ISM can restrict

supersonic turbulence to higher density thresholds, thus mitigating the shocks that lead to SF

(Renaud et al. 2012). On the other hand, weak H2 growth and protection from FUV in a

metal-poor environment can push the Hi−H2 transition to higher surface densities (Kuhlen et

al. 2012).

Interstellar dust plays a seminal role in the latter mechanism, being responsible for shield-

ing and H2 formation (Cazaux & Tielens 2002). The properties of dust vary with environment

(Cardelli et al. 1996), manifesting in a dependence on the local metallicity and quotient of

Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) stars and Supernovae (SNe) Type Ia/II (Matsuura et al.

2009; Boyer et al. 2011). SNe II ejecta are believed to synthesise significant dust mass (Lisen-
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feld & Ferrara 1998; Dwek 1998), and are the favoured culprits for high observed extinction

in the early (z > 6) universe (Dunne et al. 2003), although the efficiency with which ejected

metals condense remains subject to debate given the simultaneous grain destruction in the re-

verse shock. Recent analytical models suggest SNe II are inefficient overall sources in dwarves,

coupled with weak grain growth in the metal-poor ISM, leading to the high gas-to-dust ra-

tios in these systems (Zhukovska 2014). Understanding the relative rates at which dust mass

growth is contributed to by stellar sources and the ISM, as a function of metallicity, is key

to elucidating conflicting observations of a universal dust-to-metal ratio (i.e. Zafar & Wilson

2013; De Cia et al. 2013; Mattsson et al. 2014).

Recent developments in the numerical modelling of H2 formation, its conversion to new

stars, and the accretion and destruction of multi-elemental dust, can help to understanding

this complex issue. Previous sub-grid prescriptions for H2-regulation have reproduced the

empirical Kennicutt-Schmidt Law (Kennicutt 1998) for massive discs (Robertson & Kravtsov

2008; Bekki 2013a) and dwarves (Kuhlen et al. 2012). A self-consistent treatment of dust

accretion and destruction, recently introduced in Bekki (2013a), follows from semi-analytic

models of the dust lifecycle (e.g. Dwek 1998; Lisenfeld & Ferrara 1998; Hirashita et al. 2002).

3.1.2 A focus on the Magellanic System

The complexity underlying the formation of the Magellanic System has thus far prohibited a

detailed numerical study of the ISM, although a progression of increasingly refined simulations

(i.e. Connors et al. 2006; Diaz & Bekki 2012; Besla et al. 2012) currently support the tidal-

dominated paradigm (Gardiner & Noguchi 1996). In this context, the adoption of the subgrid

ISM model of Bekki (2013a) is a timely means of constraining simulations of this scenario,

given the wealth of recent multi-wavelength data revealing the masses and distributions of the

constituents of the Clouds’ ISM.

At the mean metallicity of the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) (∼0.2 Z⊙; Bernard et al.

2008), the mass fraction of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) decreases rapidly with

metallicity (Smith et al. 2007). Sandstrom et al. (2012) attribute this drop to the inability
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Table 3.1: Summary of recent observations addressed in this work

Stream Hi mass/column density Putman et al. (2003), Brüns et al.
(2005)

Gas-Phase Metallicity [SII/Hi]∼ -1.1 (Fox et al. 2010, 2013)
Depletion (dex) ∼-0.6 (Fox et al. 2013)
Gas-to-Dust ratio 3.3∼19 solar (Fox et al. 2013)
Maximum stellar density Brúck & Hawkins (1983)

Bridge/Wing Gas-Phase metallicity [Z/H]=-1.02 (Lehner et al. 2008)
Stellar Metallicity [Z/H]=-1.1 (Rolleston et al. 1999; Lee

et al. 2005)
H2 mass fraction 0.002 (Mizuno et al. 2006)
Dust-to-Gas Ratio 1:1000 (Gordon et al. 2009)

SMC SFH Harris & Zaritksy (2004)
Current SFR (M⊙yr−1) 0.037-0.05 (Bolatto et al. 2011; Wilke

et al. 2004)
AMR Harris & Zaritsky (2004); Livanou et

al. (2013)
Metallicity Gradient Cioni (2009)
H2 mass (M⊙) 3.2×107 (Leroy et al. 2007; 2009;

2011)
Dust mass (M⊙) 106 (Leroy et al. 2007; Bot et al.

2010)
LMC SFH Harris & Zaritsky (2009); Weisz et al.

(2013)
Age-Metallicity Relation Harris & Zaritksy (2009); Rubele et

al. (2012)
Metallicity Gradient Grocholski et al. (2006)
H2 mass (M⊙) 4-10×107 (Israel 1997; Fukui et al.

1999)
Dust mass (M⊙) 1.6×106 Matsuura et al. (2009)

of PAHs to survive the ambient UV medium, after having been formed in dense molecular

clouds, with the implication that higher metallicity galaxies have softer UV fields or larger

PAH grains. Moreover, the CO-to-H2 conversion factor is shown to vary substantially as a

function of metallicity in the LMC and SMC (Leroy et al. 2011), with the SMC exhibiting

a magnitude greater dissociation of CO relative to the H2 molecule. Dynamics or the stellar

bar and gas inflow have been used to explain the observed age-metallicity relations (AMR)

and radial profiles of metallicity (Cole et al. 2005; Carrera et al. 2008a, 2008b; Haschke et al.

2012a, 2012b); the correlation of the latter with the distribution of dust has also been detected
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in the LMC (Meixner et al. 2010).

The diffuse Hi-dominated structures that envelope the Clouds (Putman et al. 2003;

Nidever et al. 2008) provide a further test for present hypotheses of ISM evolution. The

Stream is very metal poor (Fox et al. 2010, 13) with an oxygen abundance similar to that of

the SMC when the Stream was presumed to have first formed (∼2.5 Gyr ago; Nidever et al.

2010), and thus betraying its probable origin (Diaz & Bekki 2012). No direct detection of dust

or stars have been made within the ∼ 200◦ span of the Stream (Nidever et al. 2010), in spite of

abundant Hi supply and an elemental depletion in the ISM of ∼0.6-0.7 dex comparable to the

Galaxy (Fox et al. 2013). It is not known if the latter was established by in situ dust formation

or is a signature of an earlier depletion level of the SMC. While dust could be preserved by

the presumed lack of stellar feedback in the Stream, the interaction with the Galactic hot halo

(Bland-Hawthorn et al. 2007) indicated by Hα would be hostile to grains. Conversely, the

Bridge, a structure of similar tidal origin (Diaz & Bekki 2012; DB12), offers strong evidence of

extant molecular hydrogen (Muller, Staveley-Smith & Zealey 2003; Mizuno et al. 2006), dust

(Gordon et al. 2003), and young stars (∼7 Myr old), formed in situ and not sourced from the

SMC (Harris 2007).

Recent data on the metals abundance of the Stream (Fox et al. 2013; Richter et al. 2013)

however support the emerging hypothesis, previously suggested on the basis of kinematics, that

the Stream is also sourced from the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC). The exact mechanism

for this is as yet undetermined: the presence of the Leading Arms (Putman et al. 2003)

in conjunction with the trailing Stream is consistent with the classic tidal disruption of the

SMC, but ram pressure interactions with the Galaxy can remove much of the LMC ISM in

simulations (Mastropietro et al. 2005). Ionised High Velocity Clouds (HVCs) observed at

the periphery of the LMC (Staveley-Smith et al. 2003) and matching it in kinematics and

metallicity (Lehner et al. 2009) also imply strong stellar outflows (Olano 2004; Nidever et al.

2008). Elucidating the role of tidal interactions is however presently beset by large uncertainty

in the orbital history of the MCs as derived from proper motions.

The principal aim of this study, the first to numerically model the MCs’ recent evolution
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with a multi-elemental representation of the ISM, is to combine the major phenomenological

aspects of these earlier simulations and reproduce the salient multi-wavelength observations

for star forming conditions of the MCs (Table 3.1). We also consider this a valuable test of

a dust model introduced in Bekki (2013a), albeit modified in its treatment of characteristic

dust timescales to accommodate the low metallicity of dwarf galaxies. The study is organised

as follows: in the next section, we describe our parametrised structural models and H2/dust

model, derived largely from Yozin & Bekki (2014a) and Bekki (2013a; B13). The main results

from several reference models and an accompanying parameter study are described in Section

3.3, and the applicability of these results to the Magellanic System and SF in a broader context

are discussed in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 concludes this study.

3.2 Numerical Method

Our simulations commence with the backwards orbital integration (Murai & Fujimoto 1980)

of the MCs in proximity to the MW. The galaxies are represented with fixed mass point

potentials, following trajectories consistent with proper motions cited in DB12. We note that

recent HST-based measurements have cast doubt on these kinematics, favouring instead a

higher energy orbit with the implication of a more recent infall to the Galactic neighbourhood

(Kallivayalil et al. 2013). We argue that in both this case and the long-term orbital scenario

adopted in DB12, the extensive Magellanic morphology arises largely due to mutual LMC-

SMC tidal interaction. We thus elect to base our dynamical model on that of DB12 to exploit

their exhaustive search of the orbital parameter space to reproduce this morphology (a task we

deem beyond the scope of this current study, the focus of which lies in the chemical evolution).

Following the backward integration, the LMC or SMC potential is replaced with a live

N-body model, and the simulation proceeds forward in time. For collisionless models and

a conservative choice of proper motion (aligned with neither a first infall nor bound orbit

scenario), DB12 exploited this method to a maximum lookback time of ∼3.4 Gyr, which

they found sufficient to capture the tidal dynamics that reproduce the on-sky morphology.

Conveniently, a period of elevated SF in the MCs (e.g. Weisz et al. 2013) is encompassed
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by this timescale. In this section, we provide an overview of these initial conditions and the

sub-resolution physics recently adopted for these live models.

3.2.1 Orbital Models

For simplicity, the Galaxy is conveyed with a fixed mass potential. The dominant mass

component is the extended halo, for which we adopt a NFW density distribution (Navarro et

al. 1996a), up to a viral radius Rcir of 175 kpc:

ρ(r) =
ρ0

(cr/Rvir)(1 + cr/Rvir)2
. (3.1)

In the present study, we use Mvir=1.3×1012M⊙ and a virial radius Rvir = 175 kpc (Klypin

et al. 2002). The Galactic disc uses the potential of Miyamoto & Nagai (1975), which has the

form:

Φdisk = − GMd√
r2 + (a+

√
z2 + b2)2

, (3.2)

where the total mass of the disk Md = 5.0×1010 M⊙ (Binney & Tremaine 2008), a = 3.5 kpc

and b = 0.35 kpc. The Galactic bulge uses the spherical potential model of Hernquist (1990):

Φbulge = − GMb

r + cb
(3.3)

with mass Mb = 0.5×1010 M⊙ and cb = 0.7 kpc (Binney & Tremaine 2008). For a total mass

MMW (within a limit radius of 300 kpc) of 1.73×1012 M⊙, the rotation profile is specified with

regard to the Solar circular velocity of vcir = 240 kms−1 (i.e. Reid et al. 2009).

The LMC and SMC potentials utilise the Plummer model:

Φmc = − GMmc√
r2 + a2mc

, (3.4)

where Mmc is the total mass of the SMC/LMC (Section 3.2.2.1-2), r is the distance from the

centre of mass, and amc is the scale length. The MCs are subject to dynamical friction while
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Figure 3.1: (Left panels) Absolute distance between galaxies: LMC-MW (red line), SMC-
MW (blue line) and LMC-SMC (black dashed line), as a function of lookback time. Top and
bottom panels correspond to the high (L1; 6×1010 M⊙) and low (L2; 1×1010 M⊙) mass LMC
models respectively (SMC and MW masses fixed in both cases). The orbits are constrained
by observed positions and proper motions (Diaz & Bekki 2012); (Right panels) Orbits of the
LMC/SMC (red/blue) in the Y-Z plane, with present day locations indicated with open circles.
The cross represents the MW centre of mass; plot side length is 500 kpc.

within the massive halo of the Milky Way, which is implemented with the Chandrasekhar

formula (Binney & Tremaine 2008):

Fd = −4πG2M2
mcln(Λ)ρd(r)

υ2
[erf(X)− 2X√

π
exp(−X2)]

v

υ
, (3.5)

where Mmc is the total mass of the MC galaxy for whom the force is calculated, Λ is 3.0

(Gardiner & Noguchi 1996), υ is the velocity of the MC, and X = υ/
√
(2σ), where σ is an

analytic approximation to the isotropic velocity dispersion of the halo (Zentner & Bullock

2003).

3.2.2 N-Body Models

We run N-body models with 106 particles, comprised initially of 5×105 DM, 4×105 old stars,

and 1×105 gas particles treated with smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH). The per-particle

simulation time-step varies with density, lying within a range 1.41×104 to 1.41×106 yr. The
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Table 3.2: Summary of initial conditions and parametrisations for the reference models

LMC SMC
Parameter L1 L2 S1 Description
Mt (109M⊙) 60 10 3 Total Mass
MHalo/MDisc 9 2 1.5 -
fg 0.3 0.3 0.8 Gas mass fraction
Zo -0.6 -0.6 -1.0 Central metallicity
αm (dex kpc−1) -0.1 -0.1 -0.15 Metallicity gradient
τsn(yr) 4×105 4×105 4×105 SN timescale
ρth(cm−3) 10 10 10 SF threshold density
tacc,o (yr) 2.5×107 2.5×107 2.5×107 Accretion timescale
tdest/tacc 2 2 2 Destruction/accretion

gravitational softening length is provided individually for baryonic (ηb) and dark matter (ηdm)

particles; an average (ηb + ηdm)/2 is utilised for baryon-dark matter interactions. All N-body

simulations are implemented with an original code (e.g. B13), which executes with GPU

clusters and the Pleiades computing architectures at the University of Western Australia, and

gStar resources at Swinburne University of Technology

3.2.2.1 SMC

Our live N-body models for the formation of the SMC-sourced Stream are bound to the

dynamical masses and orbital configuration of DB12. At 3×109 M⊙, the SMC mass conforms

to earlier numerical studies on the origin of the Stream (Gardiner & Noguchi 1996; Bekki &

Chiba 2005), and accommodates estimates from observed rotation curves (i.e. 2×109 M⊙,

Westerlund 1997; 2.4×109 M⊙, Stanimirovic, Staveley-Smith & Jones 2004). The observed

stellar and Hi components have masses of ∼3.1×108 M⊙ (within r<3.5 kpc) and ∼5×108

M⊙ respectively (Staveley-Smith et al. 2003). Accordingly, DB12 utilise a halo-to-baryon

mass Mh/Md ratio of unity for their collisionless models, consistent with dwarves at a similar

rotational velocity (Geha et al. 2006). In this work, we incorporate a dissipative component

prone to destabilisation under substantial tidal interaction, and find Mh ≥∼1.5 is required to

reproduce the on-sky morphology of the MCs. Besla et al. (2012) assume similar baryonic

masses for their simulations commencing 7 Gyr ago, but use a halo-to-disc mass ratio on the
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order of 50 in accord with halo abundance matching for pre-infall SMC-analogues (Guo et al.

2010).

For this mass, we require a large initial gas fraction fgas of 80 per cent, if asumming this

initial quota includes material that later comprises the Stream/Bridge. The paucity of stars

and the disturbed nature of tidal Hi makes distance estimates difficult, however, and provides

the major uncertainty associated with estimates of the Hi mass (Stanimirovic et al. 2004).

Brüns et al. (2005) suggest that the uncertainty regarding the distance of the Bridge, lying

between the LMC at 50 and the SMC at 60 kpc, could result in a 20 per cent variation in

assumed mass. Taking however the best estimates from the literature, the Hi contained within

the SMC and its tidal structures is approximately 109 M⊙.

These estimates may be lower limits, as they rely on an assumption of an optically thin

21cm line; Bernard et al. (2008) point out that if the observed emission arises from a colder

component (T≤60 K), regions of high column density may conceal Hi masses ∼3.3 times larger.

Taking a molecular hydrogen and Helium correction, and accounting for new stellar mass in

this period of 1-2×108 M⊙, (plausibly inferred from the SFH; e.g. Harris & Zaritsky 2004) the

total gas fraction originally contained within the SMC could accumulate to more than 1.5×109

M⊙. By contrast, the present stellar mass is estimated to only 3.1×108 M⊙(Stanimirovic et

al. 2004), implying a fgas at 3 to 4 Gyr ago of >90 per cent; this far exceeds the average fgas

for low-luminosity dwarves (0.6; Geha et al. 2006). A large ionised gas component may need

to be accounted for, as evidence for large corresponding fractions have been ascertained in

regions as disparate as the Stream tip and Bridge (Lehner et al. 2008; Fox et al. 2010).

The initial disc size at 3.4 Gyr ago cannot be well constrained by the present size. Old

stars have been found out to 6 kpc (Nóel & Gallart 2007) and De Propis et al. (2010) suggest

this as the limiting radius; Nidever et al. (2011) find however Red Giants (RGs) arranged

almost axisymmetrically to 11 kpc. Moreover, Harris & Zaritksy (2006) use kinematics of

RGs to infer a primarily spheroidal structure with at least 1.4×109 M⊙ within the central 1.6

kpc and up to 5.1×109 M⊙ within 3 kpc. In addressing these observations, DB12 tested models

of pressure-supported stellar spheroids embedded within the gas disc, for which the stripped
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kinematics and distribution compared favourably to those observed at the SMC periphery. Our

focus on the ISM evolution justifies the simplification of the SMC model to a bulge-less disc

with a NFW dark matter profile (Section 3.2.1), in which case the observed tidal morphology

(Section 3.3.1) can be obtained with a disc size Rd = 3.75 kpc, with stellar scalelength (R0)

and scaleheight (Z0) of 0.2Rd and 0.04Rd respectively.

Other aspects of the structural configuration are determined according the observed ro-

tation curve and amplitude within the inner ∼4 kpc (Stanimirovic et al. 2004). The radial

(R) and vertical (Z) density profiles of the stellar disc are assumed to be proportional to

exp(−R/R0) and to sech2(Z/Z0). The radial and azimuthal velocity dispersions are assigned

with respect to epicyclic theory, with a Toomre parameter Q=1.5 providing an initially sta-

ble disc but susceptible to bar formation (Toomre 1963). The initial orientations of the disc

(θ=45◦ and ϕ=230◦; Gardiner & Noguchi (1996) obtain a present day viewing angle consistent

with the SMC (Haschke, Grebel & Duffau 2012a). Likewise for the LMC, we find θ=-100◦

and ϕ=260◦ are non-unique but satisfactory initial orientations, leading to the present viewing

angle (∼35◦; van der Marel et al. 2002).

The initial distribution of metals is prescribed in a linearly varying fashion. At in-plane

radius R (kpc), the metallicity [m/H] (in dex) is defined in terms of a central metallicity

[m/H]R=0 (dex) and gradient αm (dex kpc−1):

[m/H](R) = [m/H]R=0 + αmR, (3.6)

The Age-Metallicity Relation (AMR) of the SMC for stellar clusters (Da Costa & Hatzidim-

itriou 1998; Piatti et al. 2001; Carrera et al. 2008a) suggests a mean enrichment of the ISM

by ∼0.4 dex in the past 3-4 Gyr. This is commensurate with the metallicity of the Stream

(0.1 Z⊙; Fox et al. 2013) at its presumed departure from the SMC disc several Gyr ago.

The present metallicity gradient appears to be shallow across disparate stellar populations

(Da Costa & Hatzidimitriou 1998; Parisi et al. 2009; Cioni 2009), attributable to dilution

encouraged by a strong stellar bar, or the regular infall/accretion of metal-poor gas triggered
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by tidal influence. Alternatively, a small primordial SMC, ostensibly without significant SF in

the period bridging its initial formation (>12 Gyr ago) to the non-quiescent phase (<4 Gyr;

Harris & Zaritksy 2004), would be unlikely to retain a gradient in the presence of even secular

mixing (Zaritsky et al. 1994). For this study, we explore αm for our LMC and SMC models in

the range -0.15 to -0.05 (dex kpc−1), in accordance with late-type gas discs at similar rotation

velocity and mean metallicity (Zaritksy et al. 1994).

3.2.2.2 LMC

Van der Marel et al. (2002) finds a stellar mass for the LMC at 2.7×109 M⊙, using the mass-

to-light ratio (with significant uncertainty) M/LV = 0.9± 0.2 (Bell & de Jong 2001) together

with the halo mass of 8.7×109 M⊙(within 8.9 kpc) found from Carbon Star kinematics. This

motivated the orbital dynamics upon which DB12, and thus our SMC model, is based. Recent

third-epoch data have however revised the dynamical mass within 8.5 kpc to 17±7×109 M⊙

(van der Marel & Kallivayalil 2014). This higher mass lies closer in agreement with recent

halo occupation models for pre-infall MC-mass analogues (Munshi et al. 2013), which imply a

halo mass far larger, in some cases a magnitude, than those measured for the LMC and other

Magellanic Spirals (i.e. Bush & Wilcots 2004).

To account for the uncertainty regarding the orbits (and corresponding halo stripping of

the MCs within the Local Group since the commencement of our simulations 3.4 Gyr ago),

we develop LMC models with dynamical masses of 1×1010 and 6×1010 M⊙, for which the

baryonic mass (and halo radius) is determined from the reproduction of the rotation curve

(van der Marel et al. 2002; Staveley-Smith et al. 2003), leading to 3×109 M⊙(1.5 Rdisc) and

6×109M⊙(4 Rdisc) respectively, where Rdisc is the truncated stellar disc radius. The present

neutral component mass lies in the range of 4-5×108 M⊙(Kim et al. 1998; Staveley-Smith et

al. 2003; Brúns et al. 2005), assuming that the mass associated with the LMC and SMC can

be distinguished from extraneous features by kinematics and column densities. By accounting

for recent stellar growth (Harris & Zaritksy 2009), minimal mass transfer to the less massive

SMC, and H2 (10 per cent; Fukui et al. 2008) and He corrections, a fgas of 30 per cent is
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reasonable at 3.4 Gyr ago. With a (truncated) stellar disc radius Rdisc of 7.5 kpc (i.e. Bekki

& Chiba 2005) and a gas disc 1.5 times more extended, our LMC model otherwise adopts the

same mass distribution and kinematic model as the SMC (Section 3.2.2).

Fig. 3.1 compares the orbits of the reference SMC (S1) and LMC (L1, L2) models, with

respect to the Galaxy. The orbits of the low mass LMC (L2) and SMC are more consistent with

a perigalacticon 1.8 to 2.5 Gyr ago, at which epoch the Stream is thought to have formed under

tidal influence from the Galaxy. Besides the difficulty in obtaining high-precision transverse

motions for the MCs, Zhang et al. (2012) show these orbits are highly sensitive to the solar

circular velocity and halo structure of the Galaxy. A higher LMC mass also finds the SMC

more tightly bound to it, leading to multiple close encounters. The similar SFHs of the

MCs shed some light on these orbital encounters (Harris & Zaritsky 2004; 2009), but the

increasing uncertainty with lookback time presently precludes the precise determination of

their occurrence and strength. Accompanying evidence of cluster formation at 2 Gyr ago and

the formation of the Bridge <500 Myr ago support the occurrence of major interactions at

these epochs (Piatti 2011), with which both LMC mass models approximately agree.

3.2.2.3 Chemical enrichment and cooling

Our model incorporates the evolution of 11 elements (H, He, C, N, O, Fe, Mg, Ca, Si, S

and Ba). Chemical enrichment of the ISM relies on the expulsion of material from SNe Ia,

SNe II and AGB stars; in each case, our code identifies the nearest gas particles as mass

recipients. Our model implements the non-instantaneous recycling of chemical components in

recognition of the time delay between massive star formation and the subsequent supernova

event or AGB phase. Therefore the mass of each chemical element ejected from each stellar

particle is time-dependent, and necessitates an approximation for the main-sequence turn-off

mass from Renzini & Buzzoni (1986).

Bekki & Tsujimoto (2012) finds the prompt SN Ia model to be necessary in explaining

the chemical evolution of the LMC. This model consists of a time delay (tIa) between the SN

Ia event and its metal ejection to the ISM, and is motivated by observational results (e.g.,
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Manucci et al. 2006). We adopt a delay time distribution (DTD), for 0.1 Gyr ≤ tIa ≤ 10 Gyr,

which is consistent with the SN Ia rate in extra-Galactic galaxies (Totani et al. 2008). This

rate is determined by the number of SN Ia per unit mass (which is controlled by the adopted

IMF and the binary fraction for intermediate-mass stars for the adopted power-law slope of

-1).

Radiative cooling, with a specified ratio of specific heat for the ISM η = 5/3, follows

the rate curves of Rosen & Bregman (1993) in the range 102 < T (K) < 104, and Mappings

III (Sutherland & Dopita 1993) for T > 104K. This cooling prescription in the critical low

temperature regime is simplistic compared to recent studies (Maio et al. 2007) that indicate

that the various Hydrogen-derived molecules (principally H, H2, He and HD) are efficient

coolants.

3.2.2.4 Dust Model

Our dust model incorporates all gas phase elements heavier than He, with their formation

restricted to SNe and AGB stars. For simplicity, we adopt an initially solar composition for

metal and dust species, although the total metallicity is less than solar. This is justified in

light of our primary focus in this preliminary study on the overall dust mass budget. To

minimise the number of initial model parameters with high uncertainty, only new AGB stars

and SN (those which form during the simulation) eject dust. While we acknowledge that this

modelling may lead to an underestimation in dust mass, this is compatible with the tidal

epoch of the MCs that we encompass in our simulations. The last 3.4 Gyr has seen elevated

star formation in both galaxies (i.e. Weisz et al. 2013), in which case we can assume that the

dust contribution by older stars is small compared to recent SNe/AGB output.

The total mass of stellar ejecta is estimated by using stellar yield tables by Tsujimoto et al.

(1995) and van den Hoek & Groenewegen (1997). The mass of metals locked in up in the dust

phase, which varies with the element in question, is the same for SNe types Ia/II (>8M⊙), and

varies for AGB (0.1M⊙<M<8M⊙) depending on the C/O fraction. A prominent but highly

uncertain parameter in this model are the condensation efficiencies (mass fraction of ejected
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Figure 3.2: Dust-to-gas ratio as a function of oxygen abundance. The contours and underlying
logarithmic grayscale correspond to gas-phase particles of SMC model S1 lying within 3.5 kpc
of the galaxy centre. The observational data provided for comparison include datasets for
dwarf irregulars (Lisenfeld & Ferrara 1998) and three low-metallicity galaxies of the more
recent Galametz et al. (2009) sample. The blue dashed is a linear regression best fit to the
aforementioned samples (Galametz et al. 2011). The blue circle indicates the intersection of
the mean oxygen abundance for HII regions and mean D for the SMC (Russell & Dopita 1992;
Leroy et al. 2007).

metals converted to dust grains) for each element, which we take from Dwek (1998) and were

successfully adopted in B13 to reproduce massive spiral evolution. For SNe, the efficiency

of (Mg, Si, Ca and Fe) and C are 0.8 and 0.5 respectively. For C-rich stars (C/O>1), the

efficiency is unity for Carbon, and zero otherwise. We note that these efficiencies are high,

and most applicable to evolved metal-rich systems. We discuss the implications in Section

3.4.1. Sulphur is treated as a special case with efficiency null, following Fox et al. (2013), who

take metallicity measurements of the Stream ISM with [SI/Hi] as a reliable indicator due to

its apparent zero depletion to the dust phase.

Dust grain growth in the ISM is nominally dependent on an accretion timescale τacc, which

varies between gas particles, and is defined separately between elements. By adopting the one-

zone approximation by Dwek (1998), which we simplify with the assumption of constant grain
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size and mass density, dust growth by accretion depends on the local gas density and thermal

speed:

τacc =
ρ0
ρ

√
T0

T
τacc,0, (3.7)

where T and ρ are the temperature and density of the respective gas particle from its SPH

framework; T0 and ρ0 are typical Galactic values, equating to 20 K and 10 cm−3 respectively.

A reference local timescale corresponding to these conditions τacc,0 has no precedent in

previous works. Dwek (1998) points out that it should be determined by recycling processes

resident within low-mass molecular clouds which typically exhibit lifetimes of several 107 yr.

In this work, we adopt a τacc,0 of 2.5×107 yr, which reproduces various observable properties

of the MC ISM (Section 3.3).

Dust destruction occurs by sputtering (in which high energy atoms/ions, e.g. from SNe,

collide with grains), background UV radiation, astration in stellar formation and outflows.

Dwek (1998) noted that a spatial correlation in metallicity and the dust-to-gas ratio through

the Galactic ISM implied a constant relationship between τacc and the destruction timescale

τdest, irrespective of other environmental conditions. For the suggested τdest= 2τacc, B13 was

able to numerically reproduce the dust properties for secularly evolving massive galaxies, and

thus we adopt this value, although this is clearly a major assumption for actively evolving

metal-poor galaxies such as the MCs. Destruction occurs only in dust-contaminated gas

particles that lie within a (SPH) smoothing length of SNe. For the astration of gas to new

stellar particles, the gas-phase dust is effectively destroyed, contributing instead to the metal

content of the new star.

We implement an initial dust-to-metal ratio (Rd:m) of 0.4 (Dwek 1998). This value is

consistent with the Galactic ISM, and other evolved systems at around solar metallicity in

which condensation is efficient. In Section 3.4.1, we discuss the finding that the dust mass in

our SMC and LMC simulations at zero lookback time is not sensitive to the adoption of an

lower initial Rd:m (i.e. 0.1, a value which is ostensibly more consistent with low metallicity

systems; De Cia et al. 2013).
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3.2.2.5 Comparison with the observed D-AO relation

Table 3.2 summarises the initial model parameters for our models. We found the τdest and

τacc adopted in B13 could not accommodate the low-metallicity of the MCs, and therefore we

were required to run several preliminary simulations with differing dust and SF parameters

until good agreement with observational constraints was obtained. These constraints were

limited to the observed dust-to-gas ratio (D), oxygen abundance (AO) and star formation law;

fine-tuning was not adopted to reproduce the Magellanic morphology or abundances, which

represent the key results of this study.

Fig. 3.2 compares D and AO for our fiducial SMC model with the linear relation implied

from observational samples. The simulated model data correspond to gas particles within

3.5 kpc of the SMC centre, and thus exclude most particles under significant tidal influence.

The model data is broadly consistent with the observed global values for the SMC (Russell

& Dopita 1992; Leroy et al. 2007) as we similarly find for LMC model L1 and its observed

counterpart. The slight excess of D and metallicity in our model compared to their observed

counterparts is partly attributable to avoiding line-of-sight uncertainties by using only the

dust and gas associated with each gas particle, but also assumptions regarding the initial

Rd:m and stellar dust production rate, which we discuss in Section 3.4.1. Encouragingly, both

models exhibit an deviation from linearity towards lower metallicity (similar to the observed

transition from the linear regime at AO = 8.1 to 8.4; Smith et al. 2007). This non-linearity

can be explained in terms of a smaller dust abundance, with reduced cloud opacity, enables

more efficient destruction and thus less dust.

3.2.2.6 H2 formation and dissociation

Formation and destruction of H2 relies on the balance of dissociating FUV radiation and its

formation as a function of local dust, metallicity and kinematics. Our explicit modelling of

dust provides a key distinction from Pelupessy, Papadopoulos, & van der Werf (2006) upon

which our H2 code is based. We are still limited however by mass resolution, such that GMCs
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(with typical mass ranging from 104 to 106 M⊙) and the variety of conditions within are not

fully resolvable.

Grain catalysis (Cazaux & Tielens 2002) is the primary driver of H2 formation, which

we model self-consistently, albeit with the assumption of a constant formation efficiency per

surface area for carbonaceous and silicate grains (Draine 2009). Using neutral and molecular

hydrogen number densities estimated from our SPH framework, the rate of H2 formation

from the existing Hi of a given gas particle can be approximated with a linear dependence

(Jura 1975) on its dust-to-gas ratio (normalised by the Galactic value at 0.0064; Zubko et

al. 2004). The relative influence of the ambient radiative field is approximated with an

equilibrium model of Goldshmidt & Sternberg (1995), which uses an efficient expression for

H2 self-shielding (Pelupessy et al. 2006) and the radiation field. The intensity scaling factor

for each gas particle is estimated from the cumulative flux of stars within 1000 Å using the

SEDs of Bruzual & Charlot (2003) consistent with a Salpeter initial mass function (IMF).

3.2.2.7 Star Formation and Feedback

Stars form in dense cores of GMCs; the numerical application of this method is based on an

earlier Hi-dependent code adopted originally by Katz (1992), where a gas particle is converted

into a new star if (i) the local dynamical timescale is shorter than the sound crossing time

scale (Jeans instability), (ii) the local velocity field is in gravitational collapse (i.e. div v<0),

and (iii) the local density exceeds a threshold ρth. The latter condition, here estimated using

the molecular fraction of each gas particle fH2 , implicitly includes other physically-motivated

SF criteria such as cooling rates and temperature. We also constrain the conversion of gas

particles meeting the above criteria with a probability parameter, PSF, introduced in Bekki

(2013b), to account for GMC masses lying below our model resolution:

PSF = 1− exp(−∆tραSF−1),

where ∆t is the timestep width for a given gas particle, ρ is the density and αSF is 1.5

(Kennicutt 1998). If PSF exceeds a randomly generated number R with 0≤R≤1, the conversion
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proceeds, based on the assumption that the timescale for star formation is shorter for higher

density gas particles.

Each stellar particle is formed with a fixed IMF and initial mass. The stellar mass de-

creases with time due to mass loss by SNe Ia, SNe II and AGB stars. The adopted IMF is

prescribed with a power law (slope α), and normalised to within the range 0.1 M⊙ and 100

M⊙. We adopt α = 2.35 for all models in the present study, corresponding to the Salpeter

IMF, which has been shown to be valid for high mass (and therefore primary dust ejecting)

stars (Sirianni et al. 2000). A fixed IMF is nonetheless a conservative choice for our dust-

and H2-centred work, given the presently indefinite relation between properties of cloud col-

lapse and initial mass function (IMF). The bar dynamics and frequent infall-triggering events

characteristic of the MCs will have likely led to a variety of star forming environments, with

implications for the relative proportion of post-main sequence dust-forming populations.

Feedback is implemented by a SN model with the canonical 1051 ergs shared between

thermal (UV emission) and mechanical kinematic components; the balance is controlled with

the fk parameter. A choice of fk = 0.1 (10 per cent mechanical output, 90 per cent thermal) is

consistent with observations of SNe and simulations of Thornton et al. (1998). The resulting

shock extends to a radius of 0.175 kpc, with the energy distributed between neighbouring SPH

particles. The timescale for the adiabatic phase of expansion (4×105 yr) is established from

fine-tuning of the models. In Magellanic-type galaxies at similar resolution, this range of fkin

and τsn mitigates spurious clumpiness (Yozin & Bekki 2014a). It was not sufficient however,

to promote substantial SNe blowout, which Nidever et al. (2008) propose for the creation of

the Leading Arm and one of two kinematically distinct filaments in the Stream.

3.2.2.8 Comparison with observed star formation law

Our results are based on simulations with ρth=10 cm−3. This choice follows from physically-

motivated thresholds within dense GMCs (i.e. transition to supersonic turbulence in the SMC

ISM at 100 cm−3; Renaud et al. 2012), but also accounts for the mass resolution (∼103 M⊙)

which cannot resolve localised high density regions. This value is also constrained by the scale
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Figure 3.3: (Bottom panel) The star formation rate surface density as a function of total
(Hi+H2) gas surface density. Grey contours, with linear scale, show the distribution from
particles in the SMC model S1 at zero lookback time. A downsampling to 200 pc spatial
resolution permits comparison with the observed relation (dotted blue contours; Bolatto et al.
2011). The blue dashed line conveys the canonical (∼1.4 slope) relation for spirals (Daddi et
al. 2010); (Top panel) The SFR surface density with molecular hydrogen surface density; the
grey contours correspond to model S1, blue bars from the observed SMC (Bolatto et al. 2011)
and black dashed lines from best-fit relation for typical SF galaxies up to z = 3.5 (Genzel et
al. 2010).

and distribution of H2, where larger thresholds leave too much molecular hydrogen in the ISM,

and too low a threshold can promote the smearing out of SF (Hopkins et al. 2013). We show

in Section 3.3 that our choice of dust model and ρth leads to an appropriate mass of H2 and

clustering of clumps, and confirm here that the simulated star formation law (Fig. 3.3), for

total gas- and H2-surface density, compares acceptably with observed data from Bolatto et al.

(2011), for whom ΣSFR is derived indirectly from Hα and FIR emission, and assumes minimal

obscuration.

The H2-dependence is reproduced, although we note our model makes no distinction

between diffuse, cold, or CO-dark H2 components. We therefore predict a fH2 generally higher

(at 10 to 15 per cent) than that directly detected in the SMC (10 per cent; Leroy et al. 2007).

This can be partially atrributed to the uncertainty in XCO of several factors at the metallicity
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of the SMC (Leroy et al. 2011). The bottom panel of Fig. 3.3 shows however a systematic

overprediction of ΣSFR, pushing our relation towards the observed trend among massive spirals

and SF galaxies (Daddi et al. 2010; Genzel et al. 2010). We suspect this is a symptom of

using a H2 and dust model and parametrization based on the Galactic-type ISM, for which

the corresponding values at low metallicity are not well established, but also note that our

Gaussian smoothing (with equivalent FWHM of 200 pc) of the original face-on gas disc may

not wholly reproduce the observational resolution.

3.3 Results

In this section we describe reference simulations for the LMC (L1, L2) and SMC (S1), with

additional simulations illustrating parameter dependencies.

3.3.1 Magellanic Stream

Simulation S1 was constrained to reproduce the salient features of the Stream/Bridge. Our

model is the first to explicitly model Hi, permitting a direct comparison with observation.

Fig. 3.4 shows the Hi column density of S1 with a projection centred on the South Galactic

Pole and with the y-axis representing the Magellanic longitude (Wakker 2001). The per-pixel

density was derived from simulation data by projecting sightlines with width consistent with

the effective resolution (∼16◦) of the Parkes beam. The calculation also assumes the distance

of the SMC, LMC and all other extraneous material lie at heliocentric distances of 60, 50 and

55 kpc respectively (Putman et al. 2003).

In practice, all components show considerable line-of-sight depth; for example, radial

velocities can distinguish two distinct filaments extending from the root of the Stream, with

one obscuring the other in our projection (Section 3.3.1). The apparent mechanism behind

this bifurcation, as interpreted by Diaz & Bekki (2012), is the wrapping of a SMC tidal

arm by the MW after having been originally stripped by the LMC/MW. In this scenario,

the initial emergence of the tidal arm from the disc is dated to (∼1.5 to 2 Gyr) ago, as in
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et al. (2003) and Brüns et al. (2005). The simulations compare well in the vicinty of the MCs,
but the majority of the Stream conveys up to a magnitude deficit in mass.

Gardiner & Noguchi (1996). The Bridge, emerging from the recent (<300 Myr) LMC-SMC

orbit pericentre, is clearly apparent as an Hi filament drawn towards the LMC, resulting in

non-negligible accretion to the LMC disc. As in the collisionless models of DB12, the leading

Hi tidal component stripped from the SMC lies in advance of the LMC orbit (red line) rather

than the more broad distribution of the observed Leading Arms with a 60◦ deflection from the

Stream (Putman et al. 1998).

This SMC-sourced Stream is generally coincident with its observed location in regions I

to VI (Mathewson et al. 1974) and sightlines (Fairall 9, RBS 144) near the root (Fox et al.

2013). The offset of the Stream from the past SMC orbit (blue line) where it joins the LMC-

SMC Hi envelope is due to strong tidal action by the LMC. This can also explain the poor

spatial consistency towards the Leading Arm and the overly massive and dispersed Stream

tip, although ram pressure is a further possibility not accounted for here. Mastropietro et al.

(2005) reproduce the location of the Stream, and a density gradient with Magellanic Longitude
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(Westerlund 1997), primarily through ram-pressure interaction with the MW.

3.3.1.1 Hi Mass

We find a minor gradient in Hi mass and mean column density across the Stream (Fig. 3.5);

this generally occurs in our models where the bulk of the Stream is not stripped too early

by the LMC before being tidally disrupted by the MW following perigalacticon (2 to 2.5 Gyr

ago). Our capacity to constrain the relative tidal forces between the LMC-SMC is limited

however by a factor ∼5 deficit in the mean column density found along the Stream (an issue

also faced by the more massive models of Besla et al. 2012), when compared with Putman et

al. (2003) and Brüns et al. (2005). The corresponding total Hi mass is distance-independent

and similarly shows this deficit. At the fixed MSMC=3×109 M⊙ mass, increasing the initial

gas quotient to placate this disparity only leads to excessive mass stripping leading to a parent

SMC body no longer following the orbital dynamics of DB12 (leading to an erroneous on-sky

distribution). Mitigating this process through further compaction of the initial gas/stellar disc

leads to rapid gas depletion and enrichment not consistent with the AMR of SMC clusters (i.e.

Harris & Zaritsky 2004; Livanou et al. 2013), while further compaction of the halo prevents

the tidally-induced bar instability from propagating.

3.3.1.2 Stellar content of Stream

Material stripped from our reference LMC (L1; MLMC=6×1010 M⊙) does not contribute sig-

nificantly to the Stream, in contrast to the scenarios posited by Mastropietro et al. (2005) and

Nidever et al. (2008). An alternative explanation for the deficit is that the total Hi mass of the

Stream cannot be well constrained due to an absence of detected stars for a reference distance.

There have been various unsuccessful attempts to find stars in the Stream (e.g. Philip 1973;

Ostheimer et al. 1997). Fig. 3.6 shows the distribution of old and new (age < 3.4 Gyr) stellar

particles, at a mass resolution of ∼103M⊙. The stellar counterpart to our modelled Stream,

dominated by old stars, traces the same location as the Hi (Fig. 3.4), and exhibits a faint

surface mass density gradient (Fig. 3.7). The unsuccessful survey of Guhathakurta & Reitzel
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Figure 3.7: Mass composition of the Magellanic system as a function of Magellanic longitude.
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estimates of Leroy et al. (2007; blue triangle) and Bot et al. (2010; blue circle).

(1998) is coincident with this predicted stellar stream, while that of Recillas-Cruz (1982) is

not.

Brück & Hawkins (1983) predict a maximum on-sky density of 1000 per square degree

towards the base of the Stream. For model S1, mean stellar densities along the Magellanic

Longitude lie between 103 and 104 M⊙ per square degree. Our results are thus broadly

consistent with the limited availability of observational data, and commensurate with the

expectation of inefficient stripping to the Stream (Yoshizawa & Noguchi 2003), where most

stripped stars reside in a stellar halo instead (Weinberg 2000). Diaz & Bekki (2012) find a

similar mean density for models with a spheroidal stellar component of radius 5 kpc; a 2.5 kpc

radii leads to a magnitude reduction in the projected stellar density.

3.3.1.3 Dust and H2 masses

The H2 content of our simulated SMC is consistent with recent CO-independent measurements

of ∼3×107 M⊙ (Leroy et al. 2007; Bolatto et al. 2011). The underlying colour scale of Fig. 3.6

shows H2 to be concentrated within Hi-rich regions of Fig. 3.4, in particular the SMC Wing
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and southern branch of the Bridge. Given the lower limit on the logarithmic colour scale of

∼2×1016 cm−2, there appears to be negligible H2 in the Stream and leading tidal features,

compared with a mean ∼10 per cent in the SMC parent body (Israel 1997).

The total dust content in S1 (Fig. 3.7) lies towards the upper limit established from IR

and sub-millimetre imaging, which estimate a mass of (0.29-1.1)×106 M⊙ (Leroy et al. 2007;

Bot et al. 2010; Zhukovska & Henning 2013). Large dust-to-gas ratios of clusters within the

SMC tail (Gordon et al. 2009), formed from tidal action on the SMC, suggest that some

dust can be stripped and persist in low metallicity environments for several Myr. Our model

cannot specifically address the dust-to-gas ratio at the Fairall 9 sightline which Fox et al.

(2013) suggests exceeds that of the SMC. Mathewson et al. (1979) similarly proposed the

existence of obscuring material near peak Hi regions in the Stream, based on galaxy counts,

but dust was not detected in the early IRAS IR maps of the Stream (Fong et al. 1987). These

results rely on the assumption that the dust is well mixed with the gas, and is warm (>15

K) by means of friction with the MW halo and ambient radiation field, if not ionising stars

within the Stream.

3.3.1.4 D and elemental depletion in the SMC-sourced Stream

Fig. 3.8 shows the metallicity and dust-to-gas ratio for the ISM of S1 lying along the line-

of-sight as a function of Magellanic Longitude. Metal abundance is conveyed in Sulphur and

Iron ratios (relative to Solar; Asplund et al. 2009), to provide comparison with Fox et al.

(2013), who establish the metallicity of the Stream from several AGN sightlines (shown in

Fig. 3.4). They find minimal depletion of the gas-phase [SII/HII] ratio in the presence of

dust/ionization, and accordingly obtain a metallicity of ∼0.1 Z⊙, spanning from the root up

to -100◦. A notable exception lies in the direction Fairall 9 (corresponding to one of two

kinematically distinguished filaments at the root; Nidever et al. 2008) whose 5 times greater

metal abundance cannot be accounted for simply by beam-size uncertainty over such small-

scales. The authors conclude that the lower metallicity filament originates from the SMC

based on the mean metallicity implied from the AMR at 1.5 Gyr ago.
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Figure 3.8: Gas-phase metallicity and dust-to-gas ratio of the SMC-sourced Stream from
model S1, as a function of Magellanic Longitude. (Bottom panel) The mass weighted mean
[Fe/H] along l is shown with the thick black line (shaded region represents 1σ dispersion); the
equivalent mean for [S/H] is shown with the dotted black line. The sightlines of Fox et al.
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(black line, with 1σ dispersion in grey), compared with blue dots representing RBS 144 (RB)
and Fairall 9 (F9), the SMC (Leroy et al. 2007, Gordon et al. 2009) and LMC (Draine 2003).

We show here the first numerical validation for this argument, based on an initial metal-

licity profile that also satisfies the AMR in the inner SMC disc (Section 3.3.2). The initial

abundance gradient αm=-0.15, over the 7.5 kpc radial span of the S1 gas disc, is imprinted

on the Stream by means of the gradual decline in [S/H] with distance from the SMC. More-

over, the dust and metal abundance of the leading tidal plume are similar to the Stream, as

suggested by early chemical data (Lu et al. 1998; Gibson et al. 2000), and in support for the

tidal origin from the SMC. The corresponding spread of the S1 ISM in [S/H] in the vicinity of

Fairall 9 of around 0.1 dex deems it unlikely however to accommodate the relatively metal-rich

filament coinciding with Fairall 9 (Fox et al. 2013).

The mean gas-phase depletion of the simulated stream is [Fe/H]<0.1 dex, inconsistent with

the observed ∼0.6 dex. By comparison, the parent SMC disc, with ongoing star formation
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and the presence of H2, is consistent with Welty et al. (2001) who find, in the SMC wing, dust

depletions of Fe/Ni/Zn to vary from -0.3 dex to -1.7 dex in low and high column densities

respectively.

Fig. 3.9 shows the spatial distribution of D in the same projection as Fig. 3.4; the SMC

disc and tail are consistent with observation (i.e Gordon et al. 2009). At locations outside the

SMC/Bridge, D is largely homogenous at ∼10−5, in accord with the initial D at the periphery

of the gas disc, which in turn was set by the initial metallicity, metallicity gradient and the

dust-to-metal ratio. The complex dynamics of the interaction leads to very localised regions

with D up to 10−3. It is difficult however to reconcile these with a coherent dust-rich filament,

as implied by Fox et al. 2013), which possesses an upper limit on D only a factor of two

smaller than the SMC (Leroy et al. 2007); we discuss this result in Section 3.4.1

3.3.1.5 Promoting depletion in the SMC-sourced Stream

Fig. 3.10 shows the iron and sulphur abundances of the simulated SMC-sourced Stream, in

non-reference simulations in which fine-tuning of model parameters attain the observed ∼0.6

dex depletion level in the Stream. The top panel corresponds to the fixed dust timescale case

of B13, where dust growth/destruction are independent of local conditions. We use τacc,0=0.25

Gyr and τdest,0=0.5 Gyr, derived from Dwek (1998) from the Galaxy, and successfully adopted

by B13 to reproduce the main observed dust properties of massive spirals. This prescription

leads to a constant depletion level in both parent disc and the most diffuse regions of the

tails. As noted by Dwek (1998), this is a direct consequence of the proportionality in forma-

tion/destruction timescales. The corresponding dust-to-gas ratio (∼0.001) in the vicinity of

sightlines Fairall 9 and RBS 144 (Fox et al. 2013) matches their observed D with respect to a

Galactic value of 0.01 (Knapp & Kerr 1974).

In reference S1, we found iron depletion is concentrated towards the disc centre (Fig. 3.8),

where gas is directed and SF is most efficient (leading to a 1 dex depletion in the disc nucleus).

An alternative (but non-unique) means of promoting tail depletion (bottom panel, Fig. 3.10)

follows from decreasing the SN expansion timescale four-fold (τsn=1×105 yr) and increasing
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(SMC) and its past orbit respectively.

the SF threshold parameter five-fold (ρth=50 cm−3). The combination of changes described

improve the retention of H2, and thus endorse depletion within the outer disc, prior to its

stripping. The Stream depletion thus meets the observed level and remains preserved in the

largely passive ISM of the Stream/leading arm. A major caveat to this model lies however in

the excessive H2 mass, and overall enrichment inconsistent with the observed AMR (Section

3.3.2).

3.3.1.6 The hypothetical LMC-filament in the Stream

Fig. 3.11 compares the on-sky morphology of low and high mass LMC models (1 and 6×1010

M⊙respectively) in the same projection as Fig. 3.4. The stripping of the LMC in a large
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representing 1σ dispersion) abundance of the Magellanic System as a function of Magellanic
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The top panel shows the same for an environment-independent dust lifecycle model, whose
non-variable dust accretion timescale, established from Galactic models (0.25 Gyr; Dwek 1998;
B13) naturally reproduces the observed ∼0.6 dex depletion.

LMC-SMC mass ratio (20:1) is confined to dual tidal arms extending up to 10 kpc from the

parent disc (right panel). The observed LMC in fact shows only a single tidal arm/filament.

Ram pressure interactions have been shown to sufficiently truncate the simulated gas disc

(Mastropietro et al. 2005); the implication is that the eastern arm was dissipated by these

interactions while the western arm is shielded within the LMC-SMC interface region. In

simulations without the SMC, we find similar tidal arms emerge as a result of MW stripping

only, and thus the alignment of one arm in with the LMC-SMC Bridge may be serendipitous,

and not necessarily related to stripping by the SMC. The left panel of Fig. 3.11 shows that a

low mass LMC (with LMC-SMC mass ratio 10:0.3) is sufficiently perturbed by the MW and

SMC to leave a substantial Hi tail, stretching as far as the observed Stream (Nidever et al.

2010). The morphology of the LMC-sourced tail is clearly not coincident with the observed

Stream, with its curvature continuous with that of the Bridge.
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Figure 3.11: Low mass LMC model L2 (left) and high mass L1 (right) projected in the same
manner as in Fig. 3.4.

We can therefore apply the argument, as adopted for the SMC-sourced Stream, that the

LMC-sourced tail would be imprinted with the metallicity of the LMC at this earlier epoch

(i.e. Fox et al. 2013). The mean metallicity of L1 at 1.5 to 2 Gyr was ∼ −0.5 (Section 3.3.2),

but the LMC-sourced stream has [Fe/H]∼ −1.0. This is consistent with the least bound and

most metal-poor periphery of the LMC gas disc, but is quantifiably similar to the SMC-sourced

Stream thus making it difficult to distinguish on metallicity alone. The metal-rich filament at

[Fe/H]= −0.3, coincident with Fairall 9 (F9), is not reproduced either in this case or even in

models with a very shallow initial metallicity gradient (i.e. αm=-0.05 dex kpc−1).

The Hi mass (and column density) of this tail is generally a magnitude less than the SMC
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equivalent (Fig. 3.5); the stellar tail counterpart traces a similar on-sky location, at a stellar

density less than the SMC and thus not inconsistent with the upper limit estimated by Brúck

& Hawkins (1983). Our models thus indicate that the expulsion of the LMC ISM, in the form

of Supergiant Shell blowout as speculated in previous works (Olano 2004; Nidever et al. 2008),

is not strictly necessary to explain the formation of an Hi stream with no stellar counterpart.

Fig. 3.12 shows how the simulated radial velocity profile in the LMC, SMC and trailing

tidal features is commensurate with the observed range (Brúns et al. 2005). The principle in-

consistency lies in the kinematics of the leading arms (lMC > 0◦), although ram pressure would

plausibly fragment these structures, which lie further into the MW potential well. Within the

Bridge (-20◦ < lMC < 0◦) and interface region at the Stream root (-30◦ < lMC < -20◦), the

LMC and SMC components exhibit distinct radial velocities. The presence of this bifurcation

is noted in observations (Putman et al. 2003; Nidever et al. 2008), who find two spatially and

kinematically distinct Hi filaments in the range -40◦ < lMC < -5◦.

One of these filaments can be traced to the LMC, specifically, the south-east Hi over-

density (SEHO) that houses both the prominent star forming region 30 Doradus and the

Molecular Ridge (Ott et al. 2008). Nidever et al. (2008) propose that Hi gas was forced out

of this SEHO to form a filament that provides the bulk of the northern branch of the Bridge,

and the more kinematically energetic Stream filament. This hypothesis is supported by an
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apparent periodicity in the radial velocity, corresponding to the removal of gaseous material

from the SEHO within the rotating LMC gas disc. They adopt this scenario to date the

200 degree long Stream to at least 2.5 Gyr old. This hypothesis is more plausible than the

interpretation of the helical nature of the Stream (Putman et al. 2003) as a consequence of a

short period binary orbit of the LMC and SMC.

In our models, we do not find conclusive evidence of a coherent periodicity imprinted on

the simulated tails. The velocity range of the Stream is remarkably well constrained, such

that any such periodic amplitude lies on the order of 5 kms−1, as opposed to the ∼15 kms−1

espoused by Nidever et al. (2008). Dispersive effects from hot halo interactions would expand

this range, but simultaneously diffuse extant periodicity too. We cannot discount however

the possibility that this disparity is due to projection effects; our model matches the present

on-sky inclination, but may be inconsistent at earlier epochs in the Stream formation. Our

simulations are also limited by the modelling of a single Cloud in live form, such that the LMC-

sourced tail is perturbed by MW/SMC point potentials only. In practice, the mass-dominant

(by factor 10) SMC-sourced tail would impose upon the dynamics of the LMC-sourced tail,

and likely draw it towards the location of the observed metal-rich filament.

3.3.2 SMC

3.3.2.1 Star formation history of the SMC

Fig. 3.13 compares the simulated SFH of S1 with the observed SFH of Harris & Zaritksy

(2004), with lookback time in logarithmic scale. Our simulation coincides with the epoch in

which Weisz et al. (2013) propose an overall enhancement in the SFH compared with its prior

quiescent state. Harris & Zaritsky (2009) adopt a synthetic CMD method to estimate a mean

SFR of 0.1 M⊙yr−1 with a recent enhancement to 0.2 M⊙yr−1, which is not reproduced by

our model in spite of both their analysis and our model adopting the same Salpeter IMF.

By contrast, analyses pefformed with FIR emission (Wilke et al. 2004) and extinction

corrected Hα (Bolatto et al. 2011) obtain a lower current global star formation rate of 0.037
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Figure 3.13: The Star Formation History for SMC model S1 (black line) in logarithmic scale
of lookback time, in filtered form qualitatively similar to the reduced resolution with lookback
time in observational studies. The mean SFH (and dispersion) of the SMC (summed from
various subregions; Harris & Zaritsky 2004) is conveyed with the blue line (shaded region);
the current SFR obtained from the extinction-corrected Hα map of Bolatto et al. (2011) is
indicated with the blue circle. The epochs of close interaction (0.25 and 1.75 Gyr ago, Fig.
3.1) are also highlighted (blue arrows).

to 0.05 M⊙yr−1, which is more consistent with both our model and the expectation that half

the presently estimated stellar mass (3×108 M⊙; Stanimirovic et al. 2004) is formed in the

previous 3 to 4 Gyr (Weisz et al. 2013). Our model successfully maintains a low SFR and

correspondingly long gas depletion rate (estimated to be on the order of a Hubble time; Bolatto

et al. 2011), in spite of a high gas mass fraction.

The SFH of Harris & Zaritsky (2009) shows significant long-term enhancements (by a

factor 2 to 3) in the SFR more than 1 Gyr ago that are not reproduced by our model. These

are consistent with tidal triggering during orbital pericentres (Bergvall et al. 2003), but the

resolution of the CMD method decays with lookback time, with the implication that periods

of enhanced SFR, persisting on timescales of the order of 100 Myr (Di Matteo et al. 2008),

can be poorly resolved. The observational data is also beset by large uncertainty following

the wide dispersion in extinction values of younger stars, which have a greater tendency to lie

within their dusty formation environments.

The occurence of episodic bursts are supported however by cluster ages (i.e. Piatti et al.

2005; Glatt et al. 2010). Our model shows evidence of such bursts (albeit weaker), which lag

the orbital pericentres by up to several 100 Myr; additionally, each enhancement is preceeded
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Figure 3.14: The simulated Age-Metallicity Relation for the parent disc of S1 (thick line
with 1σ shaded), calculated for all new stars (age < 3.4 Gyr, for which chemical evolution
is traced). Observed data correspond to the measured clusters of Livanou et al. (2013), Da
Costa & Hatzidimitriou (1998), Harris & Zaritksky (2004), Piatti et al. (2001, 2005) and
Carrera et al. (2008a).

by a drop in SFR. In the context of our SF model, this highlights 1) the delay in tidally-torqued

gas infall to form dense clouds; 2) the delay imposed by the chemical conversions and cooling

rates within the dense clouds that faciliate SF; and 3) the capacity for SNe (whose progenitor

stars live on the order of only ∼10 Myr) to destroy dust/H2 and weaken SF within the same

triggered event.

3.3.2.2 Age-Metallicity Relation of the SMC

The modest enrichment, punctuated with only short starbursts, is further reflected in the sim-

ulated AMR of the parent disc. Fig. 3.14 shows that the new (age < 3.4 Gyr) subpopulation,

for which chemical evolution is exclusively traced in our code, overlap with the metal-rich con-

tingent of observed clusters (Da Costa & Hatzidimitriou 1998; Piatti et al. 2001, 2005; Harris

& Zaritksy 2004; Carrera et al. 2008a; Livanou et al. 2013). In spite of a mean [Fe/H] ∼ −0.7

(Bernard et al. 2008), De Propis et al. (2010) also find super-solar metal abundances, with

which the spread of our data is commensurate; the substantial jump in metallicity among

clusters at 6×108 yr ago (i.e. Livanou et al. 2013) is however not reproduced from this

subpopulation.
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3.3.2.3 Spatial distributions of metals and dust in the SMC

The present-time metallicity profile of S1 exhibits a shallow gradient (Fig. 3.15). The young

RGB sample of Carrera et al. (2008a) (adjusted by Cioni 2009, blue dashed line) is well

replicated by our outer disc; an older population of AGBs shows no gradient up to 12 kpc

(Cioni 2009). The lack of a metallicity gradient beyond radii of 3 kpc is consistent with clusters

(Parisi et al. 2009; Da Costa & Hatzidimitriou 1998), and is continuous with the neighbouring

Bridge (Lehner et al. 2008). The SMC is subject to several mechanisms facilitating this

flattening, including gas inflow from tidal interactions (Kewley et al. 2010). Strong stellar

bars can also efficiently mix the disc ISM, but the Hα emission of the SMC bar shows minimal

offset from the bar major axis (i.e. Bolatto et al. 2011), indicative of a weak bar (Sheth et al.

2002).

The enhancement towards the inner disc is concordant with the Cepheid distribution,

with ages between 30 to 300 Myr, which is closely correlated with recent star formation along

the SMC bar (Haschke et al. 2012a). Carrera et al. (2008a) also determine, from the spectra

of RGs, that the youngest and most metal-rich stars appear to be concentrated towards the

centre, but other studies claim no such trend (Cioni 2009).

Fig. 3.16 shows that the radial gradient of D traces the stellar metallicity gradient (Fig.

3.15), and is consistent with the observed 1:700 dust-to-gas ratio (Leroy et al. 2007). Further-

more, the factor ∼ 5 variation in D across the SMC bar and inner disc (r < 2 kpc) reproduces

the observed gradient through a slice of the SMC by Stanimirovic et al. (2000). Molecular hy-

drogen is concentrated homogenously through the stellar bar, similar to barred spirals (Young

& Scoville 1991), with a secondary concentration at ∼4 kpc corresponding to the Bridge. The

distribution is qualitatively different however to dust surface density and GMCs identified by

extended FIR in the SMC (Leroy et al. 2007), which instead manifest in two major sites at

opposite ends of the bar. This highlights either dynamical or possibly destructive mechanisms

unaccounted for in our model.
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Figure 3.15: Mass-weighted [Fe/H] of new (age < 3.4 Gyr) stars as a function of radius from
the photometric centre of SMC model S1. The data are compared with observed [Fe/H] for
stellar clusters from Parisi et al. (2009) and Da Costa & Hatzidimitriou (1998) with corrections
by Cioni (2009). The observed best-fit line for youg RGB stars is conveyed with the dotted
blue line (Carrera et al. 2008a; Cioni 2009). The initial metallicity slope (-0.15 dex kpc−1)
used for the model is shown for comparison with the dotted black line.

3.3.3 LMC

3.3.3.1 ISM of the LMC

Fig. 3.5 and 3.7 indicate that the Hi, H2 and dust budget of our reference LMC model

L1 compares well with recent observations, when utilising the same dust model parameters

as S1 (Table 3.2). The simulated dust mass across the disc matches the observed 1.6×106

M⊙, estimated by Matsuura et al. (2009) from the Hi mass and an assumed extinction ratio

(Gordon et al. 2003) and D of 1:500. Zhukovska & Henning (2013) establish a similar range of

1.1×106 to 2.5×106 M⊙. The overall molecular hydrogen fraction is similar to the estimated

ranges from CO and FUV emission (5 to 10 per cent; Israel 1997; Fukui et al. 2008), and thus

consistent with only limited destruction of CO clumps under the local ambient field in the

LMC (Pineda et al. 2009). Bernard et al. (2008) propose however an IR excess in the LMC is

associated with an as yet unseen cold gas component. The H2 abundance of GMCs, based on

the assumption of virial equilibrium, may also be underestimated given the highly perturbed

nature of the LMC.
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Figure 3.16: Mass-weighted mean radial variations of D and molecular hydrogen fraction (fH2),
with respect to the photometric centre of the SMC model S1 model, For comparison, the SMC
shows fH2∼10 per cent (Israel 1997; Bolatto et al. 2011); and the 1:700 dust-to-gas ratio for
the SMC (Leroy et al. 2007).

3.3.3.2 Tidal influence on stellar morphology and star formation

As an exemplary Magellanic-Irregular, the LMCs stellar morphology is highly asymmet-

ric/lopsided. Numerical simulations of LMC-analogues indicate that the off-centre bar (with

respect to the disc photometric centre), single spiral arm, off-planar warp and, notably, one-

sided SF (with respect to the stellar bar), can be the product of short tidal encounters (Besla

et al. 2012; Yozin & Bekki 2014a). In this study, we similarly find that the lopsidedness of our

LMC models L1 and L2 (the mean amplitude of the first periodic azimuthal mode between

1.5 and 2.5 disc scalelengths, AI) exceeds the average for late-type spirals (AI=0.1; Rudnick

& Rix 1998) by a factor of 2 during the near-synchronous pericentres in the LMC/SMC and

LMC/MW orbital motions (Fig. 3.1). Moreover, the ellipticity at present time is consistent

with observations (∼0.3; van der Marel 2001).

These distortions are shortlived (∼1 Gyr) and coincident with starbursts. The orbital

motion of our SMC model is retrograde with respect to the spin of the LMC disc, which Yozin

& Bekki (2014a) show can induce a significant non-symmetric distribution of star forming sites

along the major axis of the stellar bar (i.e. one-sided SF), the consequence of infalling gas flows

colliding with gas bound to the resonant stellar orbits in the off-centred bar. Our simulations

do not presently have the resolution to model molecular complexes such as 30 Doradus which,
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lying at one bar end, is responsible for much of the LMCs current star formation rate (Kim

et al. 2007; Harris & Zaritsky 2009). We show in the following section, however, that dust

and H2 in L1 similarly show non-axisymmetry in their distributions, with an analogue to the

Molecular ridge, a series of H2 clumps in proximity to 30 Doradus (Ott et al. 2008).

We note that for both LMC models, the SFR of the recent 3 Gyr is systematically less

than the 0.1 to 0.4 M⊙yr−1 calculated by Harris & Zaritsky (2009) by a factor of 2 to 3, while

the present time SFR lies towards the lower bound on other estimates (∼0.06 to 0.26 M⊙yr−1;

Calzetti et al. 2007; Kennicutt et al. 1995). We ascribe this discrepancy to numerically

unresolved SF regions that dominate the observational estimates, and poor constraints on the

initial gas mass of the LMC in our simulations.

We emphasise however the agreement of our model to within the uncertainties of the

overall H2/dust mass, and the AMR. Fig. 3.17 shows the mass-weighted AMR for LMC

models, compared to clusters (Harris & Zaritsky 2009; Livanou et al. 2013), and deep NIR

surveys (Rubele et al. 2012). All models show similarly modest enrichment until 2 Gyr

ago; this is retained by the high mass LMC model (L1), which reproduces the well constrained

metallicities within the recent 0.5 Gyr. The apparent jump in recent stellar metallicity inferred

by Livanou et al. (2013) and commencing from 6×108 yr ago can be invoked in the massive

LMC model with a more massive SMC (MSMC×2), such that the 1σ spread can even extend

to observed solar to super-solar metallicities (Livanou et al. 2013). The observed metallicities

at 1.7 to 2 Gyr ago convey a wide dispersion, encompassing the metallicities of the 0.1 Z⊙

Stream (Fox et al. 2013) and metal-rich filament (Richter et al. 2013). The data of Rubele

et al. (2012) imply however a large metallicity gradient at this epoch, such that the outer

disc, with the greater proclivity for tidal stripping, would not account for the [S/H]∼-0.3 Hi

filament.

The lower mass LMC model L2, whose tidal triggered SF is stronger, undergoes net de-

enrichment commencing at this epoch, coincident with a decline in dust mass; conversely, the

H2 abundance increases rapidly. This dichotomy is a consequence of tidally-torqued Hi infalling

to form substantial dense H2 clumps that, while effective in forming new stars, concurrently
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Figure 3.17: The Age-Metallicity Relation, for new stars (age < 3.4 Gyr) of LMC models L1,
L2, and an L1 model differing by the SMC mass alone (MSMC×2). The data are compared
with cluster data from Livanou et al. (2013), Harris & Zaritksy (2009), Bica et al. (1998),
Piatti et al. (2003) and Kerber et al. 2007). The averaged metallicity from NIR tiles (8-8)
and (6-6) from Rubele et al. (2012) are also shown.

destroy extant dust by a concentration of new SNe in the inner disc. This de-enrichment is

not observed in the LMC, nor are such nuclear concentrations of H2 (Section 3.3.3.3).

3.3.3.3 Spatial distributions in the LMC

The outer metallicity profile of LMC model L1 (Fig. 3.18) flattens during its recent evolution

(relative to the initial gradient αm=-0.1), consistent with the present abundance distribution

of RR Lyrae (Haschke et al. 2012b) and clusters (e.g. Grocholski et al. 2006). The stellar bar

has been considered responsible for this flattening through the mixing of stellar populations

(Sharma et al. 2009). Moreover, its effectiveness in driving gas flows since its apparently

recent triggered formation is indicated by an estimated 35 per cent of stellar material in the

bar being ≤3 Gyr old (Smecker-Hane et al. 2002).

The simulated dust-to-gas ratio profile of L1 is more resilient to this flattening and retains

a distinct gradient. Bernard et al. (2008) and Dobashi et al. (2008) similarly find observational

evidence of a dust gradient, with the latter noting an increase of the extinction-to-column

density (Aϵ/NH) from the outer regions of the LMC to the 30 Doradus complex, which is
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Figure 3.18: Metallicity Gradient of new stars (age < 3.4 Gyr) in the LMC model L1 at
zero lookback time (thick black line, with 1σ dispersion in the shaded region), with Iron
abundance as a function of radial distance from the LMC disc centre. The initial metallicity
slope is indicated with the dotted black line. An L1 model differing by initial slope alone
(αm×0.5) is shown with the dashed red line. The results are compared with clusters from
Grocholski et al. (2006), which indiate a flat profile beyond the bar radius of 1.5 kpc (van der
Marel et al. 2002).

interpreted as an increase in dust abundance close to star formation sites or a CO-dark H2

component. The simulated dust traces the location of the bar; similarly, observed PAHs

appear to be enhanced along the LMC stellar bar (Paradis et al. 2009; Meixner et al. 2010).

Kim et al. (2010) note that D is relatively uniform across the LMC, except in the vicinity of

supershells, which are clustered around the bar (Williams et al. 1999).

Molecular clouds in the LMC are distinct and well spread throughout the disc (Fukui et

al. 2008), and Kawamura et al. (2009) establish the physical association between very young

clusters in the LMC and GMCs. Fig. 3.19 shows that H2 clumps are widespread in our L1

simulation, but predominantly lie in the vicinity of dust. A stronger spatial correlation could

be claimed however with dynamical features such as the central bar and a major tidal arm.

Furthermore, a substructure analogous to the continuous ridge of CO emission south of 30

Doradus, called the Molecular Ridge (e.g. Ott et al. 2008) extends from one end of the bar.

This ridge is not clearly traced by the dust intensity, which is mainly concentrated along the

bar major axis.
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3.3.3.4 Dependence of LMC evolution on dust and metal parameters

The robustness of the massive LMC model (unlike the highly tidally-disturbed SMC model)

permits us to explore how its evolution depends on dust parametrisations. The most striking

result, shown in Fig. 3.20, is the substantial de-enrichment that follows from (i) halving the

reference destruction timescale τdest,0, such that it is equivalent to τacc,0 (τdest,0×0.5); and

(ii) halving both τdest,0 and τacc,0 (τacc,0×0.5). Increasing both τdest,0 and τacc,0 (τacc,0×2)

yields the opposite evolutionary behaviour. These trends are mirrored in the global dust mass

evolution (i.e. a reduced τdest,0 leads to systematic decline in dust mass), highlighting the

coupling of stellar metalicity to dust abundance.

The similarity in the AMRs corresponding to aforementioned scenarios (i) and (ii) implies

the AMR is governed more by the choice of τdest,0 than τacc,0. We argue in Section 3.4.1 that

τdest in our dust model is a proxy for the local SN rate, and thus the dependence on τdest,0

reflects the common observation that dust mass is constrained by SNe, as both major sources

and sinks of dust. Accordingly, the model is also sensitive to the timescale over which SNe

expands adiabatically into the ISM (i.e τsn×2).

In an alternative model where the initial abundance slope is halved (αm=-0.05 dex kpc−1)

we find a 0.4 dex dip in the AMR ∼1.5 Gyr ago. A shallower dip is found in the observed

AMR (Harris & Zaritksy 2009), which Bekki & Tsumjimoto (2012) attribute to the transfer

of at least ∼109M⊙ metal-poor gas from the SMC. While we do not model external gas infall

on our live model, this mass value cannot be fully reconciled with that stripped from the

S1 model (Fig. 3.5). Instead, we find the dip can be traced to the anomalously metal-poor

inner disc (Fig. 3.20), which we ascribe to a combination of 1) highly efficient early SF in the

inner disc destroys extant dust, inhibiting later nuclear SF; 2) efficient early SF enhances disc

self-gravity, leading to a stronger bar that dilutes the inner disc by drawing in metal-poor gas

from the outer disc (i.e. Friedl & Benz 1995); and 3) highly efficient dust accretion in the

metal gas-phase promotes H2 formation and SF, but leaves only depleted gas for subsequent

astration. Exploring the coupling of these mechanisms would serve a useful topic for future
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Figure 3.19: Surface mass density (M⊙pc−2) of dust (black contours/grey colour scale) and H2

(blue contours) of model L1 with logarithmic scaling. The stellar bar and a single prominent
tidal arm are clearly traced by both mediums. We also highlight a possible analogue to
the Molecular Ridge which is similarly quasi-coherent, and is not a spiral structure despite
protruding from a single bar end.

work.

3.3.4 Composition of the Bridge

Fig. 3.21 shows properties of the simulated Bridge across its ∼20 degree extent from the

combined data of S1 and L1. The LMC model L1 contributes material to this Hi-structure,

consistent with the observed bimodality (Muller et al. 2003), and unlike its purely-tidal role

in shaping the simulated Stream. This bi-directional stripping results in a typical density of

around the observed 5×1020 cm−2 (Brúns et al. 2005). Since we model the LMC and SMC

as separate live models, we can only speculate as to whether shock fronts at these converging

Hi flows collide and collapse to form H2 clumps. Nonetheless, young stars (age less than 300

Myr) are present throughout the Bridge (Fig. 3.22), as found by Mizuno et al. (2006).

We find a generally low velocity mean dispersion along the Bridge, consistent with the
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Figure 3.20: The parameter dependence of the AMR. Reference model L1 is compared with
models with a shallower initial metallicity gradient (αm×0.5=-0.05 dex kpc−1), increase SNe
adiabatic timescale (τsn×2), increased and decreased dust accretion timescale (τacc,0×2=5×107

yr, τacc,0×0.5 =1.25×107 yr respectively) and equal dust accretion and destruction timescales
(τdest×0.5 =2.5×107 yr).

observed 20 kms−1 (Brúns et al. 2004). At smaller scales, Mizuno et al. (2006) find localised

dispersions for CO-emission sites as low as 2 kms−1, implying in-situ formation rather than

removal from the parent MC. In our simulation, the low gravitational stability implied in the

high density analogue to the SMC tail coincides with the largest concentration of H2, dust and

new stars (with lifetime shorter than the 300 Myr since the previous close encounter with the

LMC). The peak 40 kms−1 towards the centre of the Bridge results from multiply different

kinematic components (such as the counter-bridge) lying along this sightline, similarly found

by Brúns et al. (2004).

The dust-to-gas ratio in the tail (4 to 8◦ along the SMC-to-LMC path) agrees well with

Gordon et al. (2009). This is lower than that expected from a metallicity-dependence, leading

the authors to propose ongoing dust destruction. This is concordant with the abundant young

stellar concentration in the simulation, and acknowledged RSG, OB stars and Hi shells in the

SMC tail (Irwin, Kunkel & Demers 1985; Muller et al. 2003; Boyer et al. 2011; Harris 2007).

The average molecular hydrogen fraction of the simulated tail (and the Bridge as a whole)

exceeds the 0.2 per cent estimated from CO-emission (Mizuno et al. 2006) by a magnitude, in

spite of their using a XCO appropriate for the 0.1 Z⊙ SMC. This excess mass may instead exist

in ionised form, which Lehner et al. (2008) propose accounts for 90 per cent of the Bridge.
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The metallicity of the Bridge is contiguous with the SMC metallicity gradient (Fig. 3.15),

implying its stripping from the outer gas disc. The [Fe/H] of new stars (age less than 3.4 Gyr)

averages to ∼0.1 Z⊙; the ISM is 0.2 dex more enriched. Our results are consistent with

previous simulations of the Bridge with a more simplified approach to chemical evolution

(Bekki & Chiba 2005; 2007), but marginally exceed the gas-phase abundance established from

sightlines (Lehner et al. 2001; 2008). An apparently large variation in metallicity between

the wing and bridge, as inferred from Lee et al. (2005) and Lehner et al. (2008), cannot

be accounted for in our models. We note however the wide spread in observed abundance

measurements (ISM, Lehner et al. 2009; B-type stars, Dufton et al. 2008; clusters, Livanou

et al. 2013), which hinders efforts to constrain our model parameters at this time.

3.4 Discussion

Table 3.3 provides a cursory diagnosis of our simulations’ capacity to address the myriad

observations outlined in Table 3.1. The present study demonstrates that our ISM model and

the tidal-dominated paradigm for the current morphology can qualitatively reproduce the

recent evolution of the MCs. We discuss in the following section caveats and improvements

for our models.

3.4.1 Dust abundance as a function of metallicity and environment

To first-order, the global dust-to-gas ratios across our simulated LMC and SMC follow a linear

correlation with their respective mean metal abundances (Fig. 3.23), qualitatively matching

previous numerical work (B13) and an observed correlation in observational samples (i.e. Dwek

1998; Zafar & Wilson 2013). This dust-to-metal ratio (Rd:m) is maintained by the model self-

consistently (i.e. not explicitly set as a constraint, except as an initial value) as shown in the

D-AO plane (Fig. 3.24). This contrasts with present observational estimates of D in the SMC,

which are a factor of 5 to 14 less than the Galactic ratio (Sofia et al. 2006; Leroy et al. 2007;

Gordon et al. 2009), and thus imply a deficit in dust when compared to the factor 4 to 5

expected from differences in mean metallicity.
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Figure 3.21: (Top panel) Second moment of radial velocity in the Bridge as a function of
position (in degrees) from the SMC to LMC. The mean (1σ) from observed Hi spectra (Brúns
et al. 2004) is shown with the blue dashed line (shaded region). The tail region spans ap-
proximately from 3.5 to 10 degrees; (Middle panel) mass fraction of Molecular Hydrogen (fH2)
and the Dust-to-Gas ratio (with observed D from Gordon et al. 2009); (Bottom panel) mean
metallicity of new stars (open circles) and gas-phase ISM (filled circles).

Our calculation of Rd:m from simulations are free of line-of-sight uncertainties and selection

bias towards warm dust. The line-of-sight morphology of the SMC is complex where, besides

tidal effects (Nidever et al. 2011; Diaz & Bekki 2012), feedback within the ostensibly weak

potential of the SMC influences vertical structure and therefore measures of attenuation. This

also makes a representative CO-H2 conversion factor for the SMC difficult to ascertain (Leroy

et al. 2011). The presently low observed D could also be explained by an underestimation of

the contribution from cold dust lying towards the limits of equilibrium; Leroy et al. (2007)

derive an upper constraint on the dust mass at ∼2 times the 106 M⊙ mass commonly attributed

to the SMC. Galametz et al. (2011) show that sub-millimetre data can be combined with SED

analysis in low-metallicity dwarves to recover the universal Rd:m.

In practice, dwarf galaxies exhibit wide dispersion in Rd:m, which various studies attribute
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Table 3.3: Comparison of observations outlined in Table 3.1 with the scope of results attained
by our simulations

Property Reproduced?
Stream Hi mass/column density Matches morphology, mass deficit of

factor ∼5
Gas-Phase Metallicity Yes
Depletion No, unless depletion very efficient

prior to tidal stripping
Gas-to-Dust ratio Consistent with upper observable

limit
Maximum stellar density Yes, for low mass LMC and SMC-

sourced streams
Bridge/Wing Gas-Phase metallicity Within 0.2 dex of observation

Stellar Metallicity Yes
H2 mass fraction No, simulation estimates more H2

Dust-to-Gas Ratio Yes, in wing region
SMC SFH Matches gas depletion timescale, but

weak starbursts
Current SFR Yes
AMR Yes
Metallicity Gradient Yes
H2 mass Yes, but concentrated in bar
Dust mass Yes, but concentrated in bar

LMC SFH Consistent with observed lower limits
Age-Metallicity Relation Yes
Metallicity Gradient Yes
H2 mass (M⊙) Yes, but too centrally concentrated
Dust mass (M⊙) Yes, but too centrally concentrated

to the variability in dust sources with metallicity, stellar outflows, SFH and destruction effi-

ciencies (Lisenfeld & Ferrara 1998; Mattsson et al. 2014). Furthermore, tidal perturbations

disrupt the potential and drive gas dynamics, upon which the ISM composition depends.

Mergers can reduce Rd:m following the triggered consumption of metal-rich gas (Hayward et

al. 2011), and tidal stripping appears to preferentially remove the metal-enriched Hi over dust

(Pappalardo et al. 2012). This manifests in our simulated Stream and Leading Arms, which

show negligible dust content (Fig. 3.23). However, observational estimates for D in the Stream

filaments (coincident with sightlines Fairall 9 and RBS 144; Fox et al. 2013) far exceed that in

our reference model by orders of magnitude (Fig. 3.8). In the following sections, we attempt
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Figure 3.22: Hi contour map, plotted in the equatorial coordinate system similar to Putman
et al. (1998), centred on the simulated Bridge (combining S1 and L1 simulation data at zero
lookback time) with scale limits as in Fig. 3.4. The blue dots represent stellar particles from
the SMC with age less than 300 Myr, showing a significant presence across the tail region and
up to the LMC disc.

to reconcile our results with the broader discussion of interstellar dust evolution.

3.4.1.1 Dust synthesis and growth

The contributions of different stellar sources to the metals and dust in the ISM are not well

understood for the MW/MCs (Gehrz 1989; Boyer et al. 2011). AGBs convey a variability cycle

in mass loss (Srinivasan et al. 2009) and large scatter with metallicity (Boyer et al. 2012),

while the dust mass in SN remnants ranges from conservative lower limits of 0.01 M⊙ to an

estimated ∼0.5 M⊙ in SN 1987a in the LMC (Matsuura et al. 2011). The latter uncertainty

largely prohibits a constraint on dust grain growth in the ISM (Draine 2009; Boyer et al.

2012). The relative delay in dust output from different stellar sources (Dwek 1998) is also a

major complication in the MCs, which are presently experiencing starbursts and whose current

dust output is compounded by the delayed products from prior starbursts in their very recent

evolution (Harris & Zaritksy 2009).
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Figure 3.23: Dust-to-gas ratio as a function of mean metallicity for our simulated LMC (model
L1), SMC (S1), Bridge (S1+L1), and the Leading Arm and Stream features as formed primarily
from stripped SMC (S1) material. The linear relation (proportionality constant of 0.4; dashed
lines) proposed by previous works (i.e. Dwek 1998) matches the trend implied by the simulated
LMC, SMC, Bridge and the Galactic D (0.01; Knapp & Kerr 1974) at solar metallicity.

The evolution in dust sources can manifest in the C/O ratio (Dwek 1998; Zhukovska &

Henning 2013). Given our adoption of simple ejecta yields (Dwek 1998, instead of that from

more recent work i.e. Ferrarotti & Gail 2006), and the tracking of elemental abundances for

only the 3.4 Gyr of our simulations, we cannot fully compare our results with more detailed

analytical studies (i.e. Zhukovska & Henning 2013). Nonetheless, we find the C/O ratio drops

at commencement of the simulations, consistent with tidally-triggered starbursts that invoke

large silicate production in short-lived massive stars. Comparing the final C/O ratios of our

MC models with the analytical Galaxy model of Dwek (1998), we find consistency with an

anticorrelation of oxygen abundance with metallicity among dIrrs (Garnett et al. 1995). Two

observations of the MCs are further consistent with this result. First, the 2175 Å feature is

weak in the LMC and absent in the SMC (Gordon et al. 2003) with the implication that

small carbonaceous grains are destroyed more efficiently in the harsher FUV background of

the SMC. Secondly, Matsuura et al. (2013) find substantial SNe gas feedback in the MCs but

more significantly so in the SMC (even when accounting for uncertainty in mass loss rates

and the assumed AGB gas-to-dust ratio), in accordance with relatively more enhanced SFR

or weaker stellar winds in the more metal-poor environment.

The dominant dust sources can be also revealed by constraining the variation of dust mass
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with metal abundance, since the yields of stellar winds and accretion efficiency are expected

to vary with metallicity. For instance, Zafar & Wilson (2013) interpret a constant Rd:m

(similar to the Galactic value adopted by Dwek 1998) among a recent sample of GRB/QSOs

across redshifts 0.1 to 0.63, as evidence for rapid dust production. Their metallicity range

encompasses that of the MCs, appearing to support our adopted dust model parametrisations.

A spatial correlation of extinction and stellar density (Grootes et al. 2013), and the slow

synthesis of dust by AGBs, suggests SNe are responsible for this production rate, as further

demonstrated by our self-consistent work, analytical models (Lisenfeld & Ferrara 1998; Dwek

1998), and other studies attempting to explain high redshift dust masses (Dunne et al. 2003).

On the other hand, De Cia et al. (2013) find strong metallicity dependence of Rd:m among

another sample of quasar foreground DLAs. Mattsson et al. (2014) try to reconcile these

studies by proposing that while stellar yields vary with metallicity, rates of dust accretion and

destruction by SNe will tend towards an equilibrium that manifests in an apparent constant

Rd:m.

Our models provide some support to the concept of an equilibrium state. Fig. 3.24

compares the evolutionary tracks, within the D-AO phase space, of our reference LMC model

L1 with additional models covering a small subset of the ISM model parameter space. Model

L1, with an initial Rd:m set at the Galactic value (∼0.4, Dwek 1998), is self-consistently bound

to this Rd:m throughout its evolution, similar to analytical models (i.e. Edmunds 2001).

The bottom panel highlights the substantial sensitivity of our simulations to characteristic

timescales of ISM processing, which we conveyed earlier in the AMR (Fig. 3.20). Our model

is however robust to variations in the initial Rd:m (Fig. 3.24, top panel) where, over the 3.4

Gyr duration of the simulation, an initially dust poor model converges upon our reference

model in which we had assumed almost complete condensation of gas-phase metals.

Our results thus far are consistent with efficient dust production by SNe. However, a

recent analytical model by Zhukovska (2014) tracks the evolution of low metallicity galaxies in

the D-AO plane, from which she argues that the SNe II condensation efficiency is a governing

parameter. Hirashita (1999) similarly showed that larger efficiencies correspond almost linearly
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to higher D. For brevity, we adopted in this study the efficiencies derived by Dwek (1998),

which are typically a order larger than those advocated in the cited one-zone studies (i.e.

0.01 to 0.1). It is presently unclear, for the purposes of self-consistent models, an appropriate

choice of this parameter; the dust yield from SNe may be invariant over a metallicity range,

but the condensation efficiency into its surroundings may depend indirectly on metallicity via

cooling rates/shielding (Mattsson et al. 2014). Moreover, elemental depletion observed in the

vicinty of SN ejecta could indicate an additional cold dust component unaccounted for in the

low efficiencies commonly derived (Morgan & Edmunds 2003; and references therein).

In the specific case of the MCs, however, dust output rates of SNe/AGBs are insufficient,

by up to magnitude, to account for the global dust mass (Boyer et al. 2012; Zhukovska

& Henning 2013). This is supported by the spatial correlation of the dust surface density

with atomic and molecular hydrogen (Roman-Duval et al. 2010; Sandstrom et al. 2010)

indicating therefore the dominant role of dust growth in the ISM. By contrast, we find τacc

is a weak parameter for our LMC models (Section 3.3.3). We leave the task of reproducing

the observed relative roles of dust growth by stellar sources and accretion to a subsequent

study. We generally find that the final dust mass is set by the sensitive balance of: the

initial metallicity profile ([m/H]R=0, αm), the initial dust-to-metal ratio (Rd:m), reference dust

accretion timescale (τacc,0), the adiabatic timescale of SN (τsn), the stellar dust yield and

condensation efficiencies, and the tidal environment which triggers star formation and shapes

the distribution of dust/H2. To date, these factors are not well constrained for the metal-

poor MCs, and thus we do not attempt further fine-tuning of our model parameters against

observational constraints (i.e. Table 3.1).

3.4.1.2 Destruction timescale

Dwek (1998) derives the Galactic accretion and destruction timescales independently; the

former depends on the time to accrete a typical layer thickness on dust grains and the mass

fraction of molecular clouds; the latter follows from modelling of radiative shocks. These

factors were assumed constant over a Hubble time evolution, despite a wide dynamical range
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Figure 3.24: (Bottom panel) Dust-to-gas ratio as a function of mean oxygen abundance for
LMC model L1, and models which vary by increased adiabatic timescale for SNe (τsn×2),
shorter dust accretion timescale (τacc,0×0.5) and a 1:1 ratio in destruction and accretion
timescales (τdest×0.5). The symbol colour tone varies from light (3.4 Gyr ago) to dark (0
Gyr ago), highlighting how reference model L1 evolves with a near constant Rd:m, whereas
deviations to the ISM timescales can yield very different behaviour; (Top) A comparison of
L1 and a model with initial Rd:m of 0.1. Note that both models converge after commencing
from different locations in the D-AO phase space.

in local conditions, leading to the canonical τdest=2τacc relation adopted in this work. This is

a justifiable simplifying assumption, but the recent evolution of the MCs is clearly not steady.

More recent studies have since argued for a decoupling of the timescales, where τdest should

directly reflect the local SN rate (i.e. Inoue 2003; Zhukovska & Henning 2013).

Our simulations are the first to provide per-particle allocation of τacc (and τdest), estab-

lished per timestep from the local ρ and thermal speed (Equation 3.7). While not decoupled,

our cursory parameter studies indicate the galaxy-wide AMR depends more sensitively on

the parametrised τdest than τacc (Section 3.3.3), supporting our earlier assertion that SNe are

significant dust sources in our model. This conflicts with studies indicating the dominance of

dust accretion over its production to accomodate the current budget in the MCs (see Section

3.4.1.1). It is nonetheless instructive to compare destruction efficiencies in our LMC and SMC
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models.

Observational studies have adopted the SN rate per unit surface area to establish the mean

dust lifetime, implicitly assuming a constant SFR over the corresponding timescales. For the

LMC, a range of 0.4 to 1.1 Gyr, depending on grain type and subject to the error bounds

of the SFR is obtained (Zhukovska & Henning 2013). By a similar method, Matsuura et al.

(2013) estimates lifetimes of ∼0.4×109 yr and ∼1.4×109 yr for the LMC and SMC respectively.

These data suggest dust destruction is less efficient in the SMC by an approximate factor of

3.

Our dust model does not explicitly account for microscopic-scale grain sputtering in the

diffuse warm gas behind the SN remnant, since simulations cannot at present distinguish this

region due to resolution limitations. Instead, dust destruction in our models, as parametrised

by τdest, is assumed to be most efficient in proximity to the thermal radiation ejected from SNe

emerging from dense clouds (where Equation 3.7 is imposed only on those gas particles lying

within the smoothing length of a given SN). Our parametrised τdest is thus a proxy for a local

SN rate dependence, with which we evaluate the global destruction timescale in our reference

LMC and SMC models, to compare with these observational estimates. We consider only gas

particles lying in the line-of-sight region of the sky for which the integrated SFH histories (a

proxy for the SN rate, if combined with the IMF) of the MCs were established by Harris &

Zaritsky (2004; 2009).

The main panel of Fig. 3.25 shows the PDF of τdest for individual gas particle lifetimes

(at zero lookback time), ascertained with Equation 3.7 and τdest=2τacc. The PDF peaks

correspond to short τdest on the order of the reference Galactic value (5×107 yr; Section 3.2.2)

in regions of relatively large ρ/T (i.e. the inner disc). The wider spread of the SMC model

S1 (i.e. where τdest>1 Gyr), is largely attributable to diffuse gas particles in the line-of-

sight stripped from the disc plane by tidal forces from the LMC/MW. This interpretation is

further supported by the time-varying ratio of τdest for the SMC/LMC (inset panel of Fig.

26), which shows peaks coinciding with pericentres in its complex orbits of the LMC and

MW. Nonetheless, our models are implied to have appropriately reproduced the ISM density
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distribution given the underlying ratio of τdest in the SMC/LMC at present time (∼3) is

consistent with the aforementioned estimates.

3.4.1.3 Depletion in the Stream

It is not clear from observation whether the Magellanic Stream and Leading Arms harbour

significant extant dust mass (i.e. Fong et al. 1987; Brúns et al. 2005), in spite of clear

depletion patterns similar to the Galaxy (Fox et al. 2013). The extraneous Hi streams of

our simulated MCs do not follow the universal dust-to-metal relation to which their parent

discs are bound (Fig. 3.23), although we note that the tenuous tails test the limits of our

Galaxy-derived dust model.

The lack of direct detection for stardust sources in the Stream presently negates in situ for-

mation, while accretion is limited by the available refractory elements. Reprocessing of mantle

into further core material provides a speculative remedy for dust growth in the Stream. Dwek

(1998) invokes this process to explain the failure for the observationally-inferred destruction

timescale by SNR in the Galaxy (Jones et al. 1996) to account for core depletion of Iron. Ac-

cretion may be further limited by the systematic absence of H2 in the observed and simulated

Stream (Fig. 3.6). Zwaan & Prochaska (2006) show for local galaxies a transition from Hi

to H2 at a column density of 1020 cm−2, which surpasses the peak observed densities of the

Magellanic Stream (Putman et al. 2003; Brúns et al. 2005). Our high-resolution simulations

are presently insufficient for probing this transition in highly localised molecular clumps within

the diffuse Stream. This H2 dependence may be irrelevant; Lisenfeld & Ferrara (1998) find in

a sample of dwarf galaxies, strong depletion in spite of the lack of dense molecular clouds in

which accretion would occur. Moreover, at up to ∼1.7 Gyr old, the tails are not young; extant

dust could be long-lived with the relative lack of ionizing stars in the Stream, but we do not

incorporate ionization from hot halo interactions that can permeate the densest self-shielding

regions of the Stream.

At relatively low mass, with strong SN activity as evidenced by a porous ISM (i.e. Kim et

al. 1998), the MCs are susceptible to the outflow of heavy elements, a mechanism which has
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been proposed to explain dispersions in Rd:m for dwarf galaxies (Lisenfeld & Ferrara 1998).

The existence of high velocity clouds on the periphery of, and traced to, the LMC (Staveley-

Smith et al. 2003) has also motivated previous studies to suggest the Stream is a product of

outflow (Olano 2004; Nidever et al. 2008). This is partly in response to the paucity of stars

in the Stream, although our simulations suggest that the tidal Hi will not necessarily have

a stellar counterpart. A further refutation arises from abundance measures of the metal-rich

Stream component (Fairall 9). Ejecta from SNe type II would show a deficiency in C, N and Fe

relative to O (Garnett 2002), but this is not exhibited in the depletion analysis (Fig. 3.8 of Fox

et al. 2013). On the other hand, the mixing of dust and exchange with the gas-phase means

that the observed depletion may be more a measure of grain survival than the progenitor

stellar sources (Dwek 1998).

We posit two interpretations for the depletion level and apparent absence of dust in the

Stream, in the context of tidal/ram pressure stripping from the SMC disc. First, the depletion

level of the Stream reflects that of the MCs (prior to stripping 2 Gyr ago) which, in our

simulations, depends sensitively on SF parameters, feedback, and dust lifetimes (Section 3.3.1).

Moreover, dust typically traces metallicity; an appropriate choice for the initial metallicity

gradient is as yet ill-defined within observed ranges (Zaritsky et al. 1994); both MCs show

flattened profiles at present time, but are likely to exhibited steeper gradients previously

(Rubele et al. 2012), before recent enivronmental influences in the Local Group and bar-

driven gas inflow became significant.

Secondly, recent observations and simulations suggest that a group/cluster environment

is more efficient at removing Hi than H2/dust (Pappalardo et al. 2012). B13 interprets

these results in terms of dust being locked within cool stabilised H2 regions, as opposed to

its relatively loose Hi envelope. A corollary of this preferential stripping is a positive radial

gradient in the dust-to-gas ratio, which to date has not been reproduced numerically (B13;

this work). Other evidence suggests however no such preference. Stripped dust is evident in

the SMC tail (Gordon et al. 2009); the corresponding D in these regions is less than expected

from metallicity, but the authors propose this as a consequence of local destruction. Roussel
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Figure 3.25: Probability Distribution Function (PDF) for gas particles in models L1 and S1
at present time, as a function of their local destruction timescale (τdest, as calculated from
Equation 3.7). The dotted line signifies the reference τdest,0 from the Galaxy; (Inset) The ratio
of mass-averaged τdest() in the S1 and L1, as a function of lookback time.

et al. (2010) find stripped dust from M82 following a tidal interaction, which they distinguish

from that swept out by superwinds, which is warmer and more diffuse. Walter et al. (2007)

also find substantial dust mass in the tidal arm of NGC 3077; this feature was pre-enriched

before its stripping ∼3×108 yrs ago, given that the SFR within the arm is insufficient to form

the dust. A more detailed study of the stripping efficiency of various subcomponents of the

ISM will comprise a future study.

3.4.1.4 Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons

Up to 20 per cent of the IR discharge of dust contaminated objects show emission lines cor-

responding to PAHs (Smith et al. 2007), but their origin is not well defined (Paradis et

al. 2009). A recent census of PAH-producing carbon stars in the LMC suggests that stellar

sources provide a magnitude less than the total PAH mass over their assumed lifetime (Mat-

suura et al. 2013). The implication is that the ISM reprocesses grains, supported by the

anti-correlation of PAHs with carbon-rich stars in the LMCs (Sandstrom et al. 2010) and its

preferential residence in dense molecular gas (Wiebe et al. 2011). The production of PAHs

from the shattering of larger grains in shocks (Jones et al. 1996) is also proposed from the
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spatial anti-correlation of PAHs and very small grains (VSGs) at the surfaces of molecular

clouds (Paradis et al. 2009). In this scenario, PAHs are longer lived than larger grain species,

perhaps explicating their spatial discordance with the original progenitor carbon stars.

In the first self-consistent models of PAHs, B13 delegated 5 per cent of the total carbona-

ceous dust in the ejecta of C-rich AGB stars to new PAHs, similar to the abundance fraction

in the Milky Way (0.046, Li & Draine 2001). For the LMC, this model is reasonable given

the majority of carbon-rich stars lie in the vicinity of the stellar bar (Matsuura et al. 2009),

coincident with a PAH mass enhancement (Paradis et al. 2009; Meixner et al. 2010). B13 pos-

tulates that this enhancement stems from tidal interactions triggering centralised starbursts;

the environment of the LMC could also explain its greater PAH abundance over galaxies of

comparable metallicity (Paradis et al. 2009).

In vindication of this model, B13 finds the PAH-to-dust mass fraction varies with metal-

licity in accord with observations (Draine et al. 2007; Muńoz-Mateos et al. 2009). In a

cursory diagnosis of our reference MC models, we find the PAH-to-dust mass ratio overlaps

with the observed ∼1-2 per cent in star forming regions, to 0.6 per cent in diffuse ISM and HII

regions (Sandstrom et al. 2011). We note however that our models show positive PAH abun-

dance gradients, in conflict with observed samples of Sdm and Irr galaxies (Muńoz-Mateos

et al. 2009) which show a preference for zero to negative gradients. This partly stems from

the non-inclusion of old C-rich AGBs (age greater than our simulation duration of 3.4 Gyr)

that would have settled towards the galaxy centre. Nonetheless, PAH destruction is likely the

driving factor behind the apparent metallicity dependence (Bolatto et al. 2007). Observed

spatial variations in PAH emission strength, in particular those around 30 Doradus, suggest

that PAHs tend to avoid bright HII regions and are found instead near atomic and molecular

gas (Wiebe et al. 2011). We thus advocate future models of the MCs to model the various

evolutionary paths of PAHs to further shed light on dust lifecycles in the MC ISM.
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3.4.2 Molecular Hydrogen in the MCs

3.4.2.1 Abundance as a function of ambient conditions

The global H2 mass fraction of our simulated LMC is consistent with observational estimates

(∼10 per cent; Israel 1997; Fukui et al. 1999), is comparable to wider samples of such galaxies

(Young & Scoville 1991), and accordingly less than the Galaxy. The simulated SMC, under

similar evolutionary parameters, produces an H2 abundance of up to 15 percent. This lies

in excess of observational estimates (again, ∼10 percent), including those that account for a

CO-dark H2 component for AO < 8.2 − 8.4 (Leroy et al. 2007; Wolfire et al. 2010; Leroy et

al. 2011), in spite of a broad agreement between observations for the Hi mass/metallicites of

the MCs and our models.

Since H2 formation is sensitively bound to the dust abundance, this excess can be traced

to oversimplifications in our adopted dust production model (Section 3.4.1). Furthermore, the

flux density from irradiating massive stars is fixed to SEDs derived from the Salpeter IMF

(Section 3.2.2), ignoring the possibility for a top-heavy IMF for lower metallicity galaxies (Maio

et al. 2007). Refinements in this direction would permit comparison with the varying hardness

of the UV field (Cox et al. 2006), especially that between individual clouds (Paradis et al.

2011). Greater regulation by photo-ionisation would manifest in an increasing average cloud

column density with decreasing metallicity to attain equilibrium (McKee 1989). The ambient

UV radiation is recognised as generally harsher than the MW, and clouds are accordingly

hotter and smaller in the SMC (Lequeux et al. 1994; Leroy et al. 2007).

3.4.2.2 Distribution as a function of dynamics

Recent studies have suggested the metallicity-dependent balance between formation and dis-

sociation is not as critical as ISM turbulence (Walch et al. 2011; Renaud et al. 2012) and

local density enhancements (Mac Low & Glover 2012). For example, GMCs and YSO in the

LMC are often enhanced and organised in the vicinity of supergiant shells and their colliding

fronts (Dawson et al. 2012). The turbulent ISM is also driven by successive tidal interactions
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that render the ISM very porous; several hundred supershells in the SMC (Staveley-Smith et

al. 1997) conform to a turbulence spectrum driven by the recent close encounter (Goldman

2000).

Detailed simulations of the MCs (Bekki & Chiba 2007; Besla et al. 2012; this work)

cannot yet accurately reproduce the present distribution of star formation or H2; a clear

example in our models is the concentration of H2 in the stellar bars, in a manner similar to

massive barred spirals, but unlike the scattered FIR/CO emission in both MCs (i.e. Wong

et al. 2009). Moreover, numerical limtations restrict our capacity to address the possible

preferential stripping of H2 over Hi (Pappalardo et al. 2012); the stronger tidal actions acting

on the lower mass SMC may explain why its H2 gas mass fraction is broadly similar to that

of the LMC in spite of a factor ∼2.5 lower mean metallicity.

On the other hand, Fig. 3.19 shows an analogue to the Hi overdensity (Nidever et al.

2008) or Molecular Ridge, which at 100-200 pc wide and 1.8 kpc long (Ott et al. 2008) is

argued to be a coherent structure, but kinematics and the discrepancy from the Hi envelope

would suggest otherwise. Extending from one bar end, without a clear counterpart at the

other, the structure forms in our simulations from strong recent lopsidedness (Section 3.3.3) of

the bar resulting in the asymmetric collision of gas flows. The hydrodynamical collision of the

LMC and SMC or hot halo have also been proposed for its formation (Fujimoto & Noguchi

1990; Kim et al. 1998), but which are not modelled here.

Significant molecular mass is also traced in the simulated Bridge (Section 3.3.4); the

Stream, at comparable metallicity, is conversely devoid of H2 (Fig. 3.6). Young stars with

ages 10 to 40 Myr are located throughout the Bridge (Demers & Battinelli 1998), including

young B-type stars with a low (0.1 Z⊙) metallicity similar to the gas phase ([Fe/H]=-1.7 to -0.9;

Lehner et al. 2008). The low metals abundance clearly does not preclude H2 formation and

subsequent star formation in this Hi-rich environment. In a similar bridge structure between

massive spirals, Gao et al. (2004) find the highest concentration of Hα near the intruder

galaxy (which in our simulations is the SMC), due to the collisional nature of the gas-rich

interaction.
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3.4.3 Other influences on the Age Metallicity Relation

We propose that the observed AMR is a complex function of the role played by dust evolution

in quiescent and starburst epochs; the modest but sustained enrichment of the MCs since

3.4 Gyr ago (Weisz et al. 2013) disguises an underlying balance of competing growth and

destructive processes in a tidally-driven ISM, given the coupling of dust mass/ metallicity. In

the following sections, we suggest refinements to our models and model analysis that would

further elucidate the evolution of the MCs.

3.4.3.1 Mass transfer and infall

The tidally-driven MCs would show evidence in their AMR of not only the nominally secular

balance of dust accretion and destruction, but also the infall and outflow of ISM. Tidal torques

retard gas in the disc such that it encourages infall and fuels nuclear starburst and centrally

concentrated growth, with the central starburst determined by the infall rate (Jog & Das

1992). In one-zone models, dispersions in the infall rate have been shown to perturb the

derived Rd:m (Inoue 2003), while the metallicity drops if the rate of gas accretion exceeds the

SFR (Koppen & Edmunds 1999).

The recent interaction history of the MCs provides multiple means of gas infall onto the

galaxies with the implication of dilution, but most studies associate recent close encounters

with rapid enrichment (Harris & Zaritsky 2009; Livanou et al. 2013). This mirrors a broader

debate on the role of interactions on metallicity: Marquez et al. (2002) find in a large sample of

isolated and interacting spirals that the gas-phase metallicity does not appear to correlate with

the interaction state, while conversely Kewley et al. (2006) find smaller galaxy separations

correlated with lower metallicity.

Evidence for major infall events in the MCs lie first with the assertion by Bekki & Tsumji-

moto (2012) that an apparent dip in the AMR (Harris & Zaritsky 2009) corresponds to stripped

metal-poor gas from a less massive SMC, consistent with a subpopulation of anomalous stars

in the LMC which Olsen et al. (2011) propose originate from the SMC. The mass transfer
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invoked by Bekki & Tsujimoto (2012) to drive this dip exceeds that simulated in this work.

Alternatively, the timescale of this dip agrees with simulations of fly-by interactions (Mon-

tuori et al. 2010), wherein inflows occur over a dynamical time (∼108 yr) and the dilution of

circumnuclear metallicities persist up to 109 yrs; the extent of the dip is also quantitatively

similar to the 0.1 to 0.3 dex dilution established by Rupke et al. (2010). For the more recent

close interaction (∼0.2 Gyr ago), Bekki & Chiba (2007) show that 108 M⊙ of gas can be

stripped from the SMC and collide with the LMC. The relative velocity of gas transferred in

this scenario (∼60 kms−1) is less than that of HVCs (∼160 kms−1) and the circular velocity of

the LMC disc (∼80-120 kms−1), and would better explain the young (∼10 Myr) subpopulation

of Nitrogen deficient stars than the timescales of accreting HVCs.

Gas accretion from the IGM is another efficient driver of secular evolution (Dekel et al.

2009). The stellar bar of the LMC is barely traced by the ISM (Mizuno et al. 2001), suggesting

it imparts a weak gravitational influence. The lifetime of bars with a dissipative medium is not

well constrained, but weakening can occur gradually by cold gas accretion (Berentzen et al.

2004). Concurrently, accretion can enhance asymmetry in strength and longevity (Bournard

et al. 2005). The inner LMC and bar show strong lopsidedness (van Der Marel et al. 2002),

the persistence of which is implied by carbon-rich stars which preferentially lie at one bar end

for at least a Gyr (Cioni, Habing & Israel 2000; Matsuura et al. 2009). Bekki & Tsujimoto

(2010) hypothesise that accreted HVCs are responsible for the low nitrogen content of HII

regions (a factor of 7 lower than solar), which mix within a rotation time (108 yr), and have

minimal impact on other elemental abundances. The implications of a gas supply external to

the MCs has yet to be modelled self-consistently and is advocated for future studies.

3.4.3.2 Stellar outflow

The metallicity and kinematics of HVCs on the periphery of the LMC imply their origin from

the gas disc, following superwind driven outflow (Staveley-Smith et al. 2003), which can also

explain the various components of Hi in the line-of-sight of the MCs. The metal-rich filament

lying ahead of Fairall 9 (Richter et al. 2013) also advocates the LMC as an origin to the
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Stream (Olano 2004; Nidever et al. 2010), although the elemental abundance may negate this

argument (Section 3.4.1). Alternatively, the stronger outflow from the lower mass SMC could

strip metal-rich ISM from LMC to form this filament, a mechanism explored for generic low

and intermediate mass galaxies by Scannapieco & Broadhurst (2001).

These arguments are consistent with the prominent role of SNe in gas-rich, low mass

galaxies with inefficient star formation akin to the SMC (Dalcanton 2007). Lisenfeld & Fer-

rara (1998) attribute the wide dispersion in Rd:m to outflow, where metals mixed in hot gas

preferentially escape, while the cool ISM is largely retained (MacLow & Ferrara 1999). The

mass range susceptible to metal-enriched outflow (<1010.5 M⊙; Garnett 2002) includes our

models for the SMC and low mass LMC.

Strong feedback is also invoked to sustain the late-type spiral structure of the LMC, by

mitigating the quenching, gas depletion and build-up of a nuclear bulge that follows strong

starburst phases (Governato et al. 2009). This process shares a complex relationship with

accretion mechanisms discussed in Section 3.4.3, where feedback drives out gas and mitigates

subsequent infall through the dynamical heating of the halo (Dubois & Teyssier 2008). The

multiple recent starbursts of the MCs can also mitigate outflow, where dynamical heating by

previous feedback activity can oppose the motion of more recent superbubbles.

The relationship between infall and outflow thus represents an important question for fu-

ture simulations of Magellanic-type galaxies, where presently adopted models are too primitive

for this purpose. Future work could follow from previous one-zone model considerations of

[α/Fe] as a means of constraining starburst epochs and gas outflow (Bekki & Tsujimoto 2012),

who find variations from a Salpeter IMF, or outflows with preferential [α/Fe] can explain

elemental abundances.

3.5 Conclusion

We have investigated the recent chemodynamical evolution of the Magellanic System with

N-body/SPH simulations, and the first self-consistent model of dust and H2 lifecycles. Our
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models are broadly consistent with observations; we discuss these results in terms of the

metallicity-dependence of dust production, dynamical influences on H2-abundance, and future

refinements to the numerical model. The principal results are summarised as follows:

1. We simulate the Magellanic Clouds for their previous 3.4 Gyr of chemodynamical evolu-

tion while in proximity to the Galaxy, based on collisionless models originally developed

in Diaz & Bekki (2012). This timescale corresponds to a period of elevated star formation

(Weisz et al. 2013), which our models associate with strong mutual tidal perturbations

operating within the LMC-SMC-Galaxy triplet. The past orbits of the MCs are recon-

structed from recent proper motion measurements and constrained by the morphology

of the Magellanic Stream, which is formed from tidal stripping of the SMC commencing

∼2 Gyr ago. The mass composition of our SMC model S1 (which we assume includes

most of the neutral hydrogen that presently comprises the Magellanic Stream, Bridge

and Leading Arms) and LMC model L2 are thus constrained by that adopted in Diaz &

Bekki (2012) wherein observed rotation curves were reproduced. We also investigate the

evolution of a massive LMC model L1 whose mass more closely matches that predicted

by pre-infall halo occupation models.

2. Our ISM model, which explicitly follows the evolution of H2 and multi-elemental dust,

incorporates parametrizations derived in the seminal work of Dwek (1998) and similarly

assumes the 2:1 coupling of dust destruction/accretion timescales. We calibrate this

model, together with star formation criteria, against the observed star formation law

and dust-to-metal abundance relations of the Clouds. Our reference model for the SMC

reproduces the present star formation rates inferred from FIR and Hα emission (i.e.

Bolatto et al. 2011). We find qualitative agreement with the observed age-metallicity

relations and star formation histories of both MCs (Harris & Zaritksy 2004; 2009; Weisz

et al. 2013). For low and high mass LMC models, a recent (<300 Myr ago) enhancement

in the SFR coincides with an above-average asymmetry of the disc as observed (van der

Marel et al. 2002).

3. In a parameter study, we find the overall enrichment of the metal-poor Clouds highly
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dependent on the choice of dust parameters, in particular the characteristic timescale

for destruction by SNe. Assuming destruction is most efficient in supernova remnants

and is thus correlated with the recent star formation rate, the ratio of mean destruction

timescales in our LMC and SMC models is consistent with other observational and

analytical studies.

4. By adopting an initial dust-to-metal ratio of 0.4 (the presumed metallicity-independent

value for evolved systems) our reference LMC/SMC models match the observed ISM

abundances. Moreover, the models are bound to this ratio throughout their evolution.

Commencing from a ratio of 0.1 converges upon the same abundances, implying the ten-

dency towards an equilibrium state. Observational estimates of the dust-to-gas ratio and

oxygen abundance of the MCs and other metal-poor systems favour instead a non-linear

metallicity dependence of dust abundance. We trace this discrepancy to the uncertainty

regarding SNe II dust condensation efficiencies; our adopted values from Dwek (1998)

are ostensibly too high, given recent evidence suggesting that dust growth in the ISM is

the primary source of the present dust mass.

5. The morphology and low (0.1 Z⊙) metallicity of the simulated Magellanic Stream and

Leading Arms (i.e. Fox et al. 2013) are reproduced following the tidal stripping of our

SMC model by the MW/LMC. Our simulations are the first to model these tidal features

with an ISM comprising Hi, H2 and dust components; we find they are dominated by

Hi, while H2 and dust make a negligible contribution. The Hi shows a column density

gradient along the Stream, similar to that observed (Putman et al. 2003) and thus

precludes the requirement for ram pressure interactions with the Galaxy to explain this

feature. The Hi mass is however deficient by a factor of ∼5, similar to that found by other

numerical studies (i.e. Besla et al. 2012). This highlights a fundamental underestimation

of the SMCs original mass/gas budget.

6. The dust-to-gas ratio and depletion of the gas phase to dust condensate is smaller in our

simulated Stream than that implied from sightline analysis, attributable to the stripped

material being loose, unenriched metal/dust-poor gas from the peripehery of the SMC.
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We show in additional models how the observed ∼0.6 dex depletion level can be obtained

from encouraging dust accretion in the SMC gas disc prior to its stripping to the Stream;

these models lead however to excessive H2 and dust abundances in the parent disc. We

also address the recent hypothesis that a metal-rich and kinematically distinct filament in

the Stream was sourced from the LMC (Nidever et al. 2010; Richter et al. 2013). Unlike

our massive LMC model (dynamical mass 6×1010 M⊙), our low mass model (1×1010

M⊙) contributes a filament to the Stream via stripping by the MW. This filament is less

massive than that sourced from the SMC by a magnitude, and does not readily match

the metal or dust abundances of the aforementioned filament for the same reason as the

SMC-stream.

In a subsequent study, we aim to improve upon our reproduction of the MCs evolution

and present abundances (in a tidal-dominated scenario with the adopted dust/H2 model)

with the following major refinements: 1) uncoupling the relationship between dust accretion

and destruction timescales to better reflect local ISM conditions; 2) calibrating our SNe II

condensation efficiencies and characteristic timescales of dust growth against those estimated

for metal-poor systems; and 3) extending the method of Diaz & Bekki (2012) to larger lookback

times (assuming improved constraints on the MCs proper motions and dynamical masses

become available), such that we can assert if a realistic ISM abundance distribution at the

onset of recent tidal stripping can accomodate the observed depletion of the Stream.
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Chapter 4

Local ultra faint dwarves as a product

of Galactic processing during a

Magellanic group infall

4.1 Introduction

The dynamical model of the Magellanic System presented thus far is constrained by those

which preceeded it (e.g. Gardiner & Noguchi 1996, Diaz & Bekki 2012), which focused on

a reproduction of the most salient features of the system (namely the Stream and Bridge).

However, this model should not continue to exist in isolation, but rather draw upon the ΛCDM

framework upon which the more generalised analysis of Chapter 2 was based.

According to the results of recent cosmological simulations, this framework makes two

key predictions: i) satellite galaxies with mass comparable to that of the Large Magellanic

Cloud (LMC) in Milky Way-type halos should be accompanied by a multitude of subhalos

that have survived to the present day (Sales et al. 2011), and ii) Milky Way-type halos have

preferentially accreted satellites from 1010−12 M⊙ subgroups since ∼z = 1 (Wetzel et al. 2015).
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The uncharacteristically blue and gas-rich LMC is a prime candidate for the central

galaxy of such a subgroup (Tollerud et al. 2011), and is consistent with previous arguments

for a recent Magellanic Group infall (Lynden-Bell 1976, Bekki 2008, D’Onghia & Lake 2008).

One such argument is that the spatial distribution of most dwarf satellites in the Local Group

is not isotropic as expected if they had been accreted individually over time, but exhibits a

correlation in phase-space (Kroupa et al. 2005). A notable, alternative interpretation is that

these satellites are the tidal remnants of a past M31 merger event (Hammer et al. 2013).

The search for evidence of these Magellanic group subhalos, through possible stellar coun-

terparts, ties in with a key development in modern astronomical imaging. The last decade has

seen the proliferation of resolved or candidate satellites in the Local Group, whether by wide-

field imaging surveys and/or blind HI surveys (e.g Simon & Geha 2007, McConnachie 2012,

Adams et al. 2015), in apparent fulfillment of the prediction for abundant dark substructure

by the standard ΛCDM cosmological model (Klypin et al. 1999). Many constitute ultra faint

dwarf (UFD) galaxies with, in some cases, as little as 103−4M⊙ in stellar mass and mass to

light ratios of >1000 M⊙/L⊙. Ongoing and future observations of such systems provide great

insight as to the baryonic processes dictating the faint end of the luminosity function (Brown

et al. 2015, Meyer et al. 2015).

Recent independent detections of stellar overdensities in the DES survey by Koposov et al.

(2015, K15) and Bechtol et al. (2015, B15) represent some of the latest UFDs to be discovered.

Although subject to further investigation, these nine UFDs (with −6.6 < MV < −2.7) are

thus far the best candiates for Magellanic satellites, lying within a relatively small footprint

close to the LMC (but without Hi counterparts; Westmeier et al. 2015).

By identifying LMC-mass galaxies accreted onto MW-type halos in the ELVIS suite of

N-body simulations, Deason et al. (2015) have recently proposed that surviving LMC-type

satellites account for as much as 7 percent of the LG inventory, although the specific association

of these UFDs and others (e.g Leo II/IV/V) hinges on whether the LMC has just passed its

first pericentre.
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Figure 4.1: Galacto-centric radius of the LMC for orbits BOUND and INFALL, whose initial
conditions differ only by the assumed present-day MW mass/c; the respective 1σ spread in
UFD model orbits with respect to the LMC are shown. The present radii of the observed
UFDs (K15/B15) are shown with black dashes where the top-most corresponds to Eridanus
2; (Inset) LMC orbits in x-y space (coplanar with and centred on the MW disc).

In this chapter, we establish the likelihood that these UFDs were previously associated

with the LMC as part of a loose association, using the latest estimates for the dynami-

cal/kinematic properties of the Galaxy/LMC, which affords the opportunity to consider group

processing specific to the local environment. We tentatively identify, therefore, an evolution-

ary link between these stellar systems and the so-called gas-rich dark halos, such as recently-

discovered Leo P and AGC198606 located on the periphery of the Galactic halo (Adams et al.

2015).

4.2 Orbital history of a hypothetical UFD progenitor

4.2.1 Method

We adopt a method that builds upon that of Nichols et al. (2011), in which a long-term

MC-UFD association is deduced from tracing the trajectories of the LMC and small MC

(SMC), with respect to the MW, back by 9 Gyr (at which point infall is deemed to have

commenced; Wetzel et al. 2015), then integrating forwards 105 UFDs models according to a
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Monte-Carlo technique, wherein their initial location is randomly sampled from an assumed

Magellanic Group that is analogous to known dwarf associations (Tully et al. 2006). All orbits

are integrated with the symplectic leap-frog algorithm.

Using the HST third-epoch proper motions for the MCs (Kallivayalil et al. 2013, K13),

we trace the past MC trajectories with a backwards-integration method composed of potential

models of the LG (Murai & Fujimoto 1980), as adopted previously to establish the formation

of the Magellanic Stream (Chapter 3). Our model therefore consists of a MW comprising

an adiabatically-contracted NFW dark halo with dynamical mass MMW, a Miyamoto-Nagai

stellar disc with mass Md and a Hernquist bulge with mass Mb. The dynamical friction

imposed on the orbits of the MCs while travelling through the MW halo is modelled according

to the method established by Zentner & Bullock (2003). Our models of the MCs each consist

of NFW halos with mass MLMC (MSMC) and exponential discs with mass Md,LMC (Md,SMC).

The redshift evolution of the respective NFW mass and concentration (c) of the MW

is incorporated here using merger rate-z relations from Fakhouri et al. (2010) and Munoz-

Cuartas et al. (2011) and assuming the MW halo’s virial radii (rvir) scales with mass MMW

as rvir∝M1/3
vir . We also assume the stellar components of the MW, Md and Mb, have grown

linearly by 50 percent since z = 2 (Snaith et al. 2014).

The stellar components of the MCs are fixed in mass, but their halo masses, MLMC and

MSMC, are assumed to lose mass as a function of time due to tidal truncation. The halo mass

of each MC at 9 Gyr ago is thus prescribed the value that corresponds to their current stellar

mass according to halo abundance matching methods (Behroozi et al. 2013); the mass loss

rate that links these values with those deduced from present day observations (e.g. K13) is

assumed constant.

In preliminary models, we do not find the key results of this study (i.e. the orbits and

spatial distribution of UFDs at zero lookback time) to depend significantly on the assumed

structural properties or mass loss rates of the constituent galaxy models, and so the inherent

simplifications in this simulation are deemed acceptable. The key exception lies in the MW’s
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total mass and c, insofar as they strongly influence the number of completed MW-MC orbits

since infall. In this work, we consider a BOUND case corresponding to a high-mass MW

(MMW = 1.6 × 1012M⊙; Gnedin et al. 2010) and a INFALL case with a compact/low-mass

MW (MMW = 0.8 × 1012M⊙; Kafle et al. 2014). While each of these estimates are based on

stellar halo radial velocities, the respective assumptions for density/velocity anisotropy profiles

vary significantly, leading to estimates of one and zero completed MW-MC orbits respectively.

In the absence of dynamical measurements of the observed UFDs, we infer their total

masses from neighbouring LG objects in the size-luminosity plane (e.g Segue 2/Leo V; Simon

& Geha 2007, McConnachie 2012), thereby adopting a stellar mass Md,UFD of 103.5M⊙. Abun-

dance matching of subhalos in this faint regime is highly uncertain, relying on extrapolaton

over 5 orders of magnitude; for our UFDs, modelled as NFW halos, we adopt a halo-to-stellar

mass Mh/Md|UFD at 9 Gyr ago of 105 (Fig. 4.2), as obtained from Garrison-Kimmel et al.

(2014) who fit their relations to the more luminous LG satellites.

The z = 0 properties of this LG model are summarised in Table 4.1. The thick lines in

Fig. 4.1 illustrate the respective orbits of the LMC in both BOUND and INFALL scenarios as

deduced from the backwards integration. The shaded regions that accompany them convey the

1σ deviation in galactocentric radii (r) of the 105 UFDs as a function of time, whose respective

orbits commence in the vicinity of the LMC at 9 Gyr ago. The initial UFD locations at this

lookback time are randomly sampled assuming they trace the isotropic NFW distribution of

DM in groups, with concentration ∼3 (Lin et al. 2004) up to distances of ∼250 kpc from the

central LMC (Tully et al. 2006), and with velocities constrained by an Eddington distribution

function.

4.2.2 Results

Fig. 4.1 illustrates how UFDs in a BOUND scenario are far more widely distributed in r

than in an INFALL scenario on account of significant scattering by Galactic tides upon first

pericentre ≥4 Gyr. This result agrees qualitatively with that of Deason et al. (2015); the

significant proportion of UFD models that remain closely associated with the LMC in BOUND
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is also consistent with prior analytical predictions of their dispersion timescale (Bowden et al.

2014).

At present, detections of such faint galaxies will be biased towards those at low r, at

evidenced by the clustering of the K15/B15 sample at r<100 kpc. While it is therefore

difficult to support a particular orbit scenario based on the observed UFD locations, Fig. 4.3

demonstrates our prediction for the location for further discoveries, where the modelled UFD

locations at zero lookback time are compared with those lying in the DES footprint, in an

equatorial projection. The probability distribution of UFDs as a function of δ reveals those in

BOUND peak at low and high δ, while those in INFALL are almost equally distributed along

the (more than ∼100 kpc) span of the Magellanic Stream (Fox et al. 2014), many of which

will likely be obscured by it.
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Table 4.1: Summary of a) properties of observed UFDs; b) Initial UFD model parameters; c)
present day MW and MC properties, where MMW and c for the MW are given for BOUND
and INFALL (in parentheses).

(a) UFD Parameters Range
Half-light radius 0.014 to 0.169 kpc
MV -6.6. to -2.7 mag
Heliocentric distance 30 to 380 kpc
(b) UFD Model Initial Parameters Value
Stellar mass M∗ 103.5 M⊙
Gas mass Mg 106 M⊙
DM halo mass Mh 108.5 M⊙
DM halo radius 2.5 kpc
Stellar disc radius 0.1 kpc
Gas disc radius 0.26 kpc
(c) MW and MC Parameters Value
MW halo mass MMW 1.6(0.8)×1012 M⊙
MW halo concentration, c 12 (21)
MW stellar disc mass 5.5×1010 M⊙
MW stellar disc radius 3.5 kpc
MW bulge mass 1×1010 M⊙
MW bulge radius 0.7 kpc
LMC (SMC) halo mass 5×1010 (3×109) M⊙
LMC (SMC) halo concentration, c 9 (15)
LMC (SMC) virial radius 120 (60) kpc
LMC (SMC) stellar disc radius 1.4 (1.1) kpc
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4.3 Gas loss to the hot galactic Corona

Faint galaxies observed on the periphery of the MW halo and in extragalactic surveys (e.g.

ALFALFA) report gas-to-stellar ratios of >100 (Huang et al. 2012, Cannon et al. 2015), and

the ongoing UV emission from others is proposed as a viable means for future discoveries

(Meyer et al. 2015). By contrast, the UFDs of K15/B15 (with the possible exception of the

anomalously distant and blue Eridanus 2) appear to have no associated Hi (Westmeier et al.

2015), and the strong possibility that they have been recently accreted to the Galaxy as part

of a Magellanic Group would tentatively support their recent processing by this environment.

However, the star formation histories of other Galactic satellites suggest that those with

the least stellar mass were quenched at very high redshift. Brown et al. (2015) combine the

photometry, spectroscopy and isochrones of six UFD Milky Way satellites to find in all cases an

ancient stellar population, largely formed prior to z = 3. Weisz et al. (2015) define the epoch

of quenching for each of their sample of 38 satellites as when 90 percent of their respective

stars were formed, and establish a (possibly underestimated) quenched fraction of 0.4 by z = 2,

which in many cases predates their time of infall to the Galactic system.

The pre-infall quenching is consistent with the extant gas of UFDs escaping their halos

upon reionisation of the Universe, but this scenario contrasts with ultra-high resolution simu-
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lations (sufficient to resolve M∗ ≃ 104M⊙ UFD analogues) that have recently probed the effect

of the UV field on the UFD stellar mass regime and find it to merely suppress further gas

accretion (Onorbe et al. 2015). The extended SF histories of several low mass dSphs highlight

a further feasible scenario (Weisz et al. 2015), wherein early quenching by the UV field is

followed by gas accretion which renews a period of SF that is quenched once again upon infall.

4.3.1 Method

In this section, we investigate the possibility that the absence of Hi associated with the

K15/B15 UFDs can be explained in terms of an interaction between a previously gas-rich

disc and the Galactic hot halo alone. We thus prescribe our UFD models with an initial Hi-to-

stellar mass of 102.5; illustrated in Fig. 4.2, this is motivated by high M∗/L∗ systems imaged

by the VLA (Cannon et al. 2015) and the simulated analogues from Onorbe et al. (2015).

In an analytical method to establish the gas loss, we adopt the same 105 UFD orbits

computed in Section 2, which in each case provides their respective galactocentric radius r

at a given lookback time. The MW’s hot halo density at r is computed from the modified-β

density model of Miller & Bregman (2015); although the normalised hot halo mass distribution

is fixed, its total mass is assumed to evolve in a self-similar manner that follows the evolving

MMW as documented in Section 2.

The gas mass loss rate via ram pressure for each UFD orbit is predicated on the condition

that:

ρV2 ≥ Σ(rd)
δϕ(rd)

δz
|z0 , (4.1)

where ρ is the local halo density for a UFD with velocity V and a restoring force perpendicular

to its disc computed from the gas surface density profile Σ and potential gradient δϕ/δz at the

in-plane radius rd. Thus we assume the stripping of all Hi beyond rd for which the condition

is met.

A caveat with this method lies in the uncertainties regarding the height z0 at which the

gradient should be computed, and the rate at which stripped gas can fall back upon the
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galaxy. To address this issue quantitatively, we perform a single self-consistent N-Body/SPH

ram pressure simulation for a single UFD orbit (in the BOUND scenario). By calculating

the sum of the galaxy’s SPH gas particles exceeding their respective escape speed within

the galaxy’s instantaneous potential, the corresponding gas stripping rate during the critical

pericentre passages can be used to calibrate our analytical model.

The details of this numerical apparatus is given in other studies (Bekki 2014, Chapter

6), but can be briefly summarised as follows: a cubic lattice of SPH particles with periodic

boundary conditions are used to model the Galactic hot halo local to the galaxy (up to 10

disc scalelengths). The self-gravitating galaxy model sits at rest within this lattice, while the

density and relative velocity of the halo SPH particles are varied at each simulation timestep

(length of order 105 yr) according to the aforementioned predefined UFD orbit and the beta-

model density at the corresponding r.

Although the UFDs are not expected to be rotationally-supported, their analytical/simulation

models adopt an exponential density model for an UFD progenitor with a size 0.1 kpc extrap-

olated from the tight size-mass relation (over 107 < M∗/M⊙ < 1011) from Ichikawa et al.

(2012), with a similar profile for the co-planar gas disc, albeit with a factor 2.6 larger scale-

length (Kravtsov 2013).

The inclination of these discs with respect to its orbit is prescribed to an arbitrary ∼37.5

degrees. The analytical formula provided above is strictly defined for a face-on (0 degrees)

inclination, although in simulations where the external ram pressure is comparable to the

central pressure of the galaxy’s gas disc (such as in the scenario considered here), Roediger &

Hensler (2006) find the ram pressure efficiency varies only for those inclinations close to edge-

on (90 degrees). By assuming no preference in the infall inclination of the alleged Magellanic

UFDs, we conservatively account for their simulated results by scaling our computed stripping

rates by a factor 0.7.
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4.3.2 Results

The top row of Fig. 4.4 shows a snapshot from the simulation method taken during the

first pericentre passage, illustrating the large Hi wake that trails the orbit of the UFD. The

corresponding gas mass loss is shown in the second row, and compared with an equivalent UFD

model from our analytical method and whose properties are calibrated by it; the peak Hi mass

loss rate during the pericentre passages is ∼3-4×105 M⊙Gyr−1. The third row compares

the gas loss associated with ram pressure for a single UFD model constrained to the LMC

trajectory in both BOUND/INFALL scenarios. To account for up to magnitude variations in

local halo densities around simulated stripped satellites (Bahe & McCarthy 2015), we present

for each orbit two runs in which the local ρ is scaled by 1 and 10 respectively.

This suite of models predict in general a (near) complete removal of extant Hi by z = 0 for

those UFDs proximate in location to the LMC, consistent with Westmeier et al. (2015). The

bottom row of Fig. 4.4 confirms this result for the 105 UFD models in a log-scaled histogram

of the gas-to-stellar ratio-heliocentric distance (r) phase space (where ρ is scaled by random

factor f , 0.1 < f < 10).

The large Hi loss rates reported above implies their remnants will be similar in both

morphology and mass to the ∼105−6 M⊙ compact High Velocity Clouds that populate the

MW halo (e.g. Giovanelli et al. 2010). For the instantaneous local density and velocity of the

UFD, we can calculate the destruction timescale of a stripped 105 M⊙ gas blob with effective

size d = 0.1 kpc and gas density ρb ∼ 1019cm−2 with the formula of Bland-Hawthorn et al.

(2007) i.e. τd ≃ (ρb/ρ)
0.5(d/V ).

If conservatively assuming a velocity V equal to that of the UFD, we obtain τ of order

several Gyr, implying that such blobs have feasibly survived to the present day since their

removal up to 5 Gyr ago, independently of their progenitor UFD. While Fig. 4.3 shows how

these blobs most likely lie in the vicinity of the MS, it is possible to distinguish them from

fragments of the MS by their primordial metal abundances (e.g Kumari et al. 2015), given

that the chemical abdundance and filamentary structure of the Stream are consistent with a
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relatively metal-rich SMC as its origin (Fox et al. 2013, Chapter 3).

The proximity between these the UFD orbits and the Stream also implies their mutual

hydrodynamical interaction. It is beyond the scope of the methods presented thus far to

examine this in detail, so we refer to the average gas density of the Stream (including a

substantial ionised component), log(nHcm−3)≃-1.8 (Fox et al. 2014), and a characteristic

velocity dispersion of group associations (∼30 kms−1; Tully et al. 2006) to represent the

relative UFD-Stream velocity. The corresponding ram pressure (∼ρV2) is approximately two

orders of magnitude less than that imposed by the Galactic hot halo. Although seemingly

insignificant, the suspected lifetime of the Stream deduced from tidal models (e.g. 2 Gyr;

Besla et al. 2012) implies a long-term interaction that will necessitate an explicit modelling in

more refined models.

4.4 Discussion and conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented a viable formation scenario for several of the ultra faint

dwarf satellites recently detected by Koposov et al. (2015) and (Bechtol et al. 2015). Unlike

the spatial distribution of dSphs at large in the LG, whose origin presently eludes clear expla-

nation within the context of ΛCDM, these UFDs are consistent with their infall as part of a

loose association centred on the LMC, a scenario that agrees well with those of cosmological

simulations of the local volume (Wetzel et al. 2015).

If assuming the majority of these UFDs were originally Magellanic satellites, then our

model yields a probability distribution for the present locations of these UFDs (Fig. 4.3) that

predicts in the range of 10 more, most of which are lying within the Magellanic Stream. This

represents the second prediction for stellar objects in this region, where previous attempts to

detect the stellar arms postulated to have been tidally removed from the MCs (Chapter 3)

have been thus far inconclusive (e.g Ostheimer et al. 1997). If such objects were found, they

could be adopted as valuable distance constraints on the Stream itself.

It is postulated here that overcoming the detection biases that plague the current K15/B15
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UFD sample, and revealing the wider population of putative Magellanic satellites, can provide

constraints on their combined orbital history. By extension, this can provide a novel constraint

on the wide range of Galactic dynamic masses reported in the literature; other such constraints

have recently been provided by models of the tidal formation of the Sagittarius Stream (yielding

a surprisingly low mass estimate of 4×1011 M⊙; Gibbons et al. 2014).

Our results generally compliment those of Deason et al. (2015), who searched for surviving

LMC-type satellites and their entourage within MW-type hosts of the ELVIS simulation.

However, for the range of observationally-motivated MW masses considered in this study

(0.8− 1.6×1012 M⊙), the LMC is an unusual satellite for variety of reasons, not least its mass

(e.g. Rodriguez-Puebla et al. 2013). For this reason, the scenario derived from their ELVIS
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sample is quantitatively different to ours, being biased towards 2× 1012M⊙ hosts.

We note however that our non-static MW/MC model, like those of Kallivayalil et al.

(2013), is subject to a variety of simplifications that require further refinement. As noted by

Deason et al. (2015), the tidal processing of the UFDs prior to and during accretion remains to

be considered, as emphasised not only by the morphological disruption of other UFDs (Simon

& Geha 2007), but also the potentially long-term LMC-SMC binarity as part of a common halo

(Bekki 2008, Besla et al. 2012). Incidentally, we note that although ram pressure acts directly

on the UFDs’ gas, our single N-Body/SPH simulation demonstrated how the significant shift

in baryons for such large MHI/M∗ (∼100) drives a morphological change manifesting in the

elongation of the disc in the direction of its Hi-wake.

We have assumed the effects of reionisation in the UFD mass regime are separable to those

as part of group processing (Wetzel et al. 2015), and thus do not preclude large gas masses

upon infall (Onorbe et al. 2015). Therefore, the disparity between dark gas-rich galaxies

(without clear stellar counterparts at present, e.g. Tollerud et al. 2015), and the paucity of gas

detected near the stellar overdensities identified by K15 and B15 (Westmeier et al. 2015), can

be traced to the highy eccentric/energetic trajetory of the Magellanic Clouds/Group which

penetrates some of the densest regions of the Galactic hot halo.

By accounting for the possible influence of the Magellanic Stream, the primary uncertainty

pertaining to our ram pressure model lies in the gas stripping rate. Nonetheless, our second key

prediction lies in observable signatures of this mechanism, in the form of compact HVCs lying

in the wake of the Magellanic Stream and distinguishable by their low metallicity. Accordingly,

the UFDs are expected to be dominated by an old stellar population with a negligible specific

star formation since commencement of their recent accretion between 1 and 5 Gyr ago.
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Chapter 5

The quenching and survival of

ultra-diffuse galaxies in the Coma

cluster

5.1 Introduction

Low surface brightness galaxies (LSBs) remain an important test for the favoured ΛCDM

cosmology, given the dominance of dark matter in these systems whose number density exceeds

that of normal galaxies (Bothun et al. 1997, Dalcanton et al. 1997). Although distinguished

by classification from high-SB systems and exhibiting qualitatively different halo properties

at low radii (e.g. de Blok et al. 2001), their conformance to the Tully-Fisher relation supports

a continuity with late-type discs (Zwaan et al. 1995, Schombert & McGaugh 2014). In the

standard galaxy formation framework, these diffuse systems nominally formed within low

initial density fluctuations (Fall & Efsthathiou 1980, Mo et al. 1998), resulting in blue, gas-

rich and slowly evolving discs (McGaugh & Bothun 1994). The vulnerability of such tenuous

systems to external influence typically precludes their existence in high-density environments

(Dekel & Silk 1986a, Rosenbaum et al. 2009, Galaz et al. 2011).
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In late 2014, a novel imaging technique revealed a surprising new population of extremely

low surface brightness galaxies within a rich cluster environment. Specifically, we refer to

the recent detection in the Dragonfly Telephoto array of large diffuse galaxies (van Dokkum

et al. 2015a, VD15) in the Coma cluster, whose association with the cluster is proposed on

the basis of both their spatial distribution and a lower limit on their distance as implied by

the unresolved nature of their stellar component. With further examination via high quality

CFHT imaging, and assuming a distance equivalent to Coma, the authors assert 47 of these

objects as Ultra-diffuse galaxies (UDGs) with effective radii (re) ranging from 1.5 to 4.5 kpc,

and central surface brightnesses of 24 to 26 mag arcsec−2 (Table 5.1). The membership of the

largest of these objects in Coma has since been confirmed using spectroscopy from the Keck

I telescope (van Dokkum et al. 2015b).

While classical blue LSBs have been previously detected in the Virgo cluster (Impey

et al. 1988), the UDGs lie on the faint end of the red sequence of the (more massive) Coma

cluster (Gavazzi et al. 2013), a dichotomy possibly related to environmental dependencies.

The recent accretion and quenching of gas-rich LSBs in Coma is consistent with 1) the slow

formation of LSBs within cosmologically underdense regions; 2) their recent accretion to large-

scale structures/filaments (Rosenbaum et al. 2009), and 3) a recent build-up of the faint

end/an increase in the dwarf-to-giant ratio in the cluster red sequence since z = 0.2 (Lu

et al. 2009, Gavazzi et al. 2013). Moreover, other faint dwarves in Coma display generally

radial/anisotropic orbits, suggestive of recent accretion from the field or as part of subgroups

(Adami et al. 2009).

If applying stellar population models, however, the median UDG colour ⟨g-r⟩ = 0.8± 0.1

is consistent with an old stellar disc passively evolving over a timescale up to z = 2, if

assuming the typically low metallicity of diffuse LSBs (i.e. oxygen abundance 12+log(O/H)≤8;

McGaugh & Bothun 1994). The paucity of quenched field galaxies within this mass range

(Geha et al. 2012) thus implies a scenario in which the UDGs were quenched upon infall at

high redshift, leading VD15 to speculate that these are examples of failed L∗-type galaxies.

This early quenching is supported by evidence of an almost complete red sequence in
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a z = 1.8 analogue of Coma (JKCS041; Andreon et al. 2014). The apparent absence of

UDGs within 300 kpc of the cluster centre, presumably via their destruction here, is also not

consistent with their very recent accretion to a kinematically hot host. More generally, the

apparent ubiquity of these UDGs in Coma conflicts with the theoretical rarity of large diffuse

LSBs such as Malin I (Hoffman et al. 1992), motivating an alternate scenario for their origin.

In this first theoretical study of these objects, we adapt the idealised model of dwarf

satellite evolution in a group environment, introduced in chapter 2, to simulate the evolution

of hypothetical UDG progenitors within a high-density environment modelled on the Coma

cluster. Guided by observational constraints from VD15, we devise a theoretical template for

the scenario in which these objects are normal galaxies accreted as satellites and quenched

soon after the standard epoch of disc formation (z = 2). Section 5.2 describes this UDG

model, while Sections 5.3 and 5.4 describe its hydrodynamical and tidal interactions within a

rich cluster. Section 5.5 concludes this study with a discussion of these results.

5.2 A hypothetical model for a UDG progenitor

Our study adopts a numerical method introduced in Bekki & Couch (2011) and Bekki (2014).

The N-body idealisation of the UDG progenitor is constrained by the observed properties

(Table 5.1), in particular the estimated median stellar mass of 6×107 M⊙, inferred from their

median ⟨g − r⟩ and a tight mass-colour relation revealed in the GAMA survey.

For an initial stellar (disc) mass (Md) of 108 M⊙, abundance matching in cosmological

simulations (e.g. Munshi et al. 2013, Behroozi et al. 2013) suggest a dark matter (DM) halo

mass (Mh, within the virial radius rvir) up to ∼103Md, although rotation curves obtained from

observed samples suggest these simulations produce too much substructure, attaining instead

a factor 10 lower prediction (Miller et al. 2014). We adopt an intermediate value for our UDG

progenitor, and assume a mean density comparable to the Galaxy (assuming rvir,MW = 258

kpc and Mh,MW = 1×1012 M⊙ Klypin et al. 2002), giving a rvir of 83 kpc. We assume an
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Table 5.1: Summary of a) properties of observed UDGs b) our reference model parameters

(a) UDG Parameters Mean (Range)
µ(g,0)/mag arcsec−2 25 (24-26)
re/kpc 3 (1.5-4.5)
Sérsic index, n 1 (0.5-1.5)
Stellar mass, Ms/M⊙ 6×107 (1×107-3×108)
Cluster-centric radius/kpc - (>300)
(b) UDG Model Parameters Value
No. DM halo particles 1×106

No. Stellar particles 3×105

No. Gas particles 2×105

DM halo mass, Mh (M⊙) 3.2×1010

NFW concentration, cNFW 5.0
DM halo rvir (kpc) 83
Stellar (disc) mass, Md (M⊙) 108

Stellar scalelength, rd (kpc) 1.7
Stellar scaleheight, zd (kpc) 0.34
Gas mass, Mg (M⊙) 5×108

Gas scalelength, rg (kpc) 5.1
Gas scaleheight, zg (kpc) 0.34
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Figure 5.1: (Top) Initial rotation curve (assuming V (r) = (GM(< r)/r)0.5) for the UDG
progenitor model; (bottom) simulation BOUND in the Vrot/B-band Magnitude phase space
(black filled circles); its evolution (with direction highlighted with the red arrow) is consistent
with an observed LSB sample (black crosses) with best-fit curve (dashed line), reproduced
from Chung et al. (2002).
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exponential disc morphology, with a density defined for the cylindrical radius r and height z:

ρ(r, z) ∝ exp

(
− r

rs

)
sech2

(
z

0.2rs

)
. (5.1)

The scalelength rs is derived a size-massα scaling relation (Dutton & van den Bosch 2009,

Ichikawa et al. 2012) whose shallow slope at this stellar mass range (α ≃ 0.15, with respect to

simple self-similar models based on virial relations where α ≃ 0.33) is believed to reflect the

role of feedback (Mo et al. 1998, Dekel & Woo 2003, Shen et al. 2003).

Assuming reff = 1.67rd, the sizes of the observed UDGs can be attained if we thereafter

scale rd by a factor λs. If the UDGs are assumed as classical LSBs, λs is a proxy for variations

in the initial spin parameter; our adopted λs = 1.5 gives a spin parameter within ∼1σ of that

typical among simulated halos (Maccio et al. 2007), and is consistent with the tendency for

high spin halos to host LSB galaxies.

This selection of free parameters (Md, λs) yield a central surface brightness consistent

with those observed (24<µ(B,0)/(mag arcsec−2)<26). We further note that the resulting

ratio re/rvir lies within 1σ of a tight linear relation identified by Kravtsov (2013), consistent

with the galaxy size being set by the halo’s initial specific angular momentum (Mo et al. 1998).

We adopt the NFW density profile for the halo, defined as:

ρ(r) ∝ (r/rh)
−1(1 + (r/rh)

2)−1, (5.2)

where rh = rvir/cNFW and cNFW is a concentration factor, here set to 5 in accordance with

mass-redshift-dependent relations for the adopted Md (i.e. Maccio et al. 2007, Munoz-Cuartas

et al. 2011). This is similar to the characteristic cNFW among a sample of LSBs obtained from

fits to high quality Hα-HI (cNFW ≃ 5− 6; McGaugh et al. 2003), although the authors argue

that a cored pseudo-isothermal density profile provides a better fit than NFW.

The interstellar medium (ISM) is considered isothermal (temperature 104 K), and mod-

elled with smoothed particle hydrodynamics. We assume again an exponential density profile,
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as for the disc, and adopt a scalelength rg = 2.6rd (i.e. the sample mean from Kravtsov 2013),

with a total mass (Mg) five times that of the disc, as inferred from scaling relations identified

by Popping et al. (2015).

Fig. 5.1 illustrates the initial rotation curve of our model (with parameters summarised

in Table 5.1). We do not readily find other curves of comparable extension and Vrot in the

literature, noting also that, similar to previous simulations of a similar nature (e.g. Kazantzidis

et al. 2011a), Vrot will decline significantly due to substantial mass stripping. The curve is

qualitatively similar to LSBs, in which the stellar disc is dynamically insignificant (Bothun

et al. 1997). Our model also lies on the same Tully-Fisher relation exhibited in the sample of

LSBs compliled by Chung et al. (2002).

Following the method of Yozin & Bekki (2014a), our SF/feedback model (see Bekki 2014,

for more detail) is selected principally to avoid gas clumping in the gas-rich ISM while providing

the low SF rates of generic LSBs (Schombert et al. 2013). To summarise, star formation occurs

in the event of a convergent, cool region of gas with local density threshold >100.5 cm−3, while

the thermal component of Supernova feedback (0.9×1051 ergs) is injected into the ISM over

an adiabatic expansion timescale of 106 yrs.

5.3 Ram pressure stripping in a Coma-analogue cluster

In this section, we test the hypothesis that the UDG progenitor model can be efficiently

quenched by ram pressure stripping (RPS) upon first infall and interaction with the intracluster

medium (ICM) of a predecesor of Coma at z = 2. We derive a model of Coma using recent

weak lensing measurements from deep CFHT images, which reveal a dynamical mass Mcoma (at

z = 0.024) of 5.1×1014 h−1M⊙ (Gavazzi et al. 2009). Assuming H0 = 70 kms−1 Mpc−1, this

estimate is low compared to previous studies (i.e. Kubo et al. 2007) and is thus conservative

within the context of our work. We adopt statistical measures of halo mergers/assembly,

followed in cosmological simulations (Fakhouri et al. 2010, Munoz-Cuartas et al. 2011, Ludlow

et al. 2013) to attain the evolution of mass and cNFW as a function of redshift, with respect
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to their present values (Fig. 5.2).

To model the impact of hydrodynamic interactions on our model, we adopt the method

of Bekki (2014), in which a cluster satellite lies within a cubic lattice (with periodic boundary

conditions) representing its local ICM. The SPH particles comprising this lattice have their

density (and velocity, relative to the fixed satellite) vary according to a cluster-centric radial

dependence described by a NFW profile (with cNFW as inferred above). For the extrapolated

Mcoma at z = 2, we obtain a total baryonic mass MICM from Lin et al. (2012), who use X-ray

emission to establish 0.1<MICM/Mcoma<0.15, and an ICM kinetic temperature interpolated

from the cluster sample of Matsumoto & Tsuru (2000).

We assume the UDG progenitor is accreted onto the cluster with the cosmologically most

common trajectory upon first infall (Benson 2005). Described in terms of the radial/tangential

velocity at rvir, this trajectory does not vary significantly since z = 2. To avoid setting our

satellite in thermal equilibrium with the ICM, the orbit commences at 1.5rvir, and is shown

schematically in Fig. 5.3.

We find this scenario satisfies the hypothesis that rapid quenching of the UDG progenitor

can occur at high z; their red colour can be facilitated by the drop in the SF rate upon

first infall (relative to an isolated counterpart, as illustrated in Fig. 5.4) and consistent with

other numerical studies (e.g. Cen et al. 2014). This occurs in spite of the exclusion, in this

simulation, of cluster tides that would otherwise diminish the halo restoring force. While not

all gas exceeds escape speed, being retained in the massive halo, its gas surface density is

insufficient to permit further SF (generally lying below the typical threshold density for SF of

∼10 M⊙pc−2). The RP stripped ISM shows a qualitatively similar (jellyfish) morphology to

Virgo cluster satellites undergoing a similar process (e.g. Chung et al. 2007).

The uncertainty introduced by the extrapolation of Coma’s properties at higher z should

be highlighted, given for example, the uncharacteristically high ICM temperature of Coma

for its X-ray luminosity (Pimbblet et al. 2014). Similarly, a recent analysis of the GIMIC

cosmological simulations for quenched galaxies residing in (1013−15 M⊙) host halos illustrates
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a highly variable RP efficiency with redshift (with primary cause as yet undetermined; Bahe

& McCarthy 2015). The authors note, however, that quenched galaxies preferentially lie in

overdense regions of the ICM (by a factor 10, with respect to the mean at a given cluster-

centric radius; see also Tonnesen & Bryan 2008) in which case our model, devoid of such

substructure, can be deemed conservative.

We further emphasise that our model is of similar mass to the dwarf-type model of Bekki

(2014), which was also demonstrated to be efficiently quenched in a Coma-type cluster envi-

ronment during first infall. That his dwarf-type model was HSB, as contrasted with our high

spin/diffuse model, would further indicate that the quenching efficiency demonstrated here is

not sensitive to our assumptions regarding the construction of the UDG progenitor model.
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5.4 Survival of UDG progenitors in cluster tidal environments

Our UDG progenitor is hypothesised to reside in Coma over several crossing timescales (τcr ≃1

Mpc/1000 kms−1≃1 Gyr). Previous studies have highlighted how successive pericentre pas-

sages or harassment by other satellites can transform (Sérsic index) n = 1 discs to earlier-type

morphologies (Moore et al. 1996, Kazantzidis et al. 2011a). In this section, we compare the

time-evolution of our models structural properties (illustrated in the diagnostic of Fig. 5.5)

with observed UDG constraints (Table 5.1).

The group’s tidal influence is modelled explicitly at each simulation time-step with the

acceleration imposed upon the constituent stellar/halo particles of the UDG progenitor by the

cluster halo’s gravitational potential. We adopt the fixed spherically-symmetric NFW profile

of Section 5.3 for the halo mass distribution, and derive the gravitational potential at the

location of an individual progenitor particle with its cluster-centric radius.

The trajectory of the progenitor within the cluster potential is defined by a selection of

orbits/redshifts. Orbit ’infall’ refers again to the cosmologically most common infall trajectory

at z = 2, adopted in Section 5.3 (Benson 2005). Orbit ’bound’ adopts the z = 0.023 properties

of Coma, with a ratio of apocentre to pericentre (rperi) set to the median value determined

from large-scale simulations (6; e.g. Ghigna et al. 1998), and rperi fixed at 300 kpc, similar to

the apparent limit identified by VD15. We accordingly test if UDG progenitors are destroyed

below this limit with orbit ’bound (<300 kpc)’, in which rperi is 150 kpc. We assume that the

UDG model would occupy these bound orbits subsequent to its quenching during the initial

parabolic orbit ’infall’, as a result of dynamical friction experienced through interaction with

a live cluster halo (not modelled here).

Fig. 5.5 conveys how, for our initial stellar disc mass Md = 108 M⊙, the models following

orbits ’bound’ and ’infall’, remain within observed ranges for UDGs. This is in spite of tidal

mass loss (estimated from the stellar mass exceeding escape speed) and the passive fading of

the stellar disc. We estimate the latter from stellar evolution models (Bruzual & Charlot 2003,

Portinari et al. 2004), assuming an initial stellar metallicity of 0.03 Z⊙, comparable to faint
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Local Group satellites (Leaman et al. 2013) and consistent with passive fading since z = 1− 2

to provide the observed (⟨g-r⟩) colour (VD15).

These models remain disc-like and extended, consistent with VD15 who obtain a good

fits in GALFIT for stacked Σg/Σi images of the UDGs. These, together with deeper imaging

and a multicomponent fit of the largest UDG (van Dokkum et al. 2015b), exhibit low n in

the range 0.5 to 1.5. Unlike in our similar study, in which 109 M⊙ dwarf satellites develop

strong asymmetries and bulges within a group environment (Chapter 2), the disc stabilisation

provided by a dominant halo, together with early removal of the ISM, leads to a persistently

late-type morphology. These models also tightly match the Tully-Fisher relation, established

from a sample of LSBs by Chung et al. (2002), for the duration of their evolution (Fig. 5.1).

The deviations from a unity n are caused principally by elongation of the disc and/or

formation of tidal arms. These features are quantified with an axis ratio (b/a) estimated

with the µ-weighted mean axial ratio among ellipses fit to isophotes (between the satellites’

central µ and µg = 28 mag arcsec−2 at 0.25 mag arcsec−2 increments) of the smoothed face-on

µ distribution (using a gaussian kernel that matches the ∼0.12 kpc FHWM of the CFHT

imaging). The simple morphology of the models (lacking strong bisymmetries like bars due to

a low disc mass) means this simple method is sufficiently robust for our purposes, as illustrated

in Fig. 5.6. For orbit ’bound’, which we deem conservative in light of successive rperi at 300

kpc, b/a falls to the lower end permitted by observations (Fig. 5.7); by contrast, ’infall’ lies

at the upper end. This metric alone therefore suggests the UDGs occupy orbits in between

these extremes, although we do not account for the effects of their inclination.

For orbit ’bound (<300 kpc)’, we can demonstrate the effective destruction of the UDG

progenitor, denoted by substantial mass loss and disruption to the previously exponential

disc, clearly illustrated in mock CFHT images that do not compare well with the observed

counterparts (Fig. 5.6). The systems do not, however, resemble the ultra-compact dwarves

often found concentrated at their respective cluster centres (Drinkwater et al. 2003). Although

occupying a similar magnitude range to the UDGs, the small sizes of UCDs (<100 pc) are

speculated to reflect the loss of up to 98 percent of their original luminosity via tidal stripping
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(Bekki et al. 2001a).

The bottom row of Fig. 5.5 shows how this satellite disruption is related to an insufficient

mass (mt) enclosed within its tidal radius rt when interacting with the cluster tidal field at

pericentre. For an orbital radius r, tides exerted by the cluster mass M enclosed within r

can yield substantial pruning of the satellite if mt/(3M(rt/r)3)≤1 (Binney & Tremaine 2008).

For orbits ’bound’ and ’infall’, we find this mass ratio of the order of unity for several τcr,

consistent with their apparent robustness in morphology. Incidentally, we note that VD15

adopt this same formulation to predict, for the UDGs estimated stellar mass, a stellar-halo

mass ratio (Md/Mh) to account for these objects survival at 300 kpc; their value of ∼0.04

within rt is consistent with the initial conditions of our progenitor models (Section 5.2).

5.5 Discussion and conclusions

Using constraints from the first detections of large faint galaxies (UDGs) in the Coma cluster

(VD15), we have developed a theoretical template for their evolutionary history. The excep-

tionally diffuse stellar component would imply a late infall as deemed common theoretically

and observationally among LSBs (Rosenbaum et al. 2009), yet the degeneracy associated with

their red colour permits a passive fading since as early as z = 1−2 (depending on the assumed

metallicity). In this context, we have examined the intriguing possibility that these UDGs are

an example of satellite-quenching at high redshift.

While there are no previous examples of large red LSBs in clusters, the UDGs possess

several characteristics (n, µ(g,0), b/a) similar to Local Group dSphs (VD15). It is intriguing

therefore that in an inventory of local resolved stellar populations, the Galactic companions

typically formed 30-50 percent of their mass (but in some cases, only 10-20 percent) by z = 2

(Weisz et al. 2011). This downsizing (lower mass galaxies showing more prolonged formation

epochs) supports the role of reionisation in these objects’ early formation, where gas heating

by the UV-background suppresses SF by both preventing gas collapse/accretion and heating

the ISM, delaying cooling until z = 1 (Babul & Rees 1992, Skillman et al. 2003). The recent
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finding of a central depression in the surface brightness profile (relative to an exponential disc)

of the largest UDG by van Dokkum et al. (2015b), a feature common amongst dSphs, leads

them to speculate further the role of early stellar feedback in supressing SF at high-z and

contributing to gas loss due to ram pressure stripping (e.g. Stinson et al. 2013).

It remains to be demonstrated if these mechanisms would be efficient for our UDG pro-

genitor (with Vmax of 40-50 kms−1), but we note that the construction of our model (Section

5.2), in particular the choice of λs, accommodates the scenario in which the UDGs are un-

derdeveloped HSB galaxies. We note that log(λs)≃α (where α is the size-mass relation power

index); this has the implication that our progenitor model at z = 2 would have nominally

developed a factor ∼10 more massive stellar disc if not quenched so early.

The implication is that the UDGs would have become Galactic-mass systems if not ac-

creted as subhalos, as originally proposed by VD15. In support of this scenario, merger trees

established from the Millenium Simulation (McGee et al. 2009) suggest Coma-mass clusters

at redshift zero assembled much of their current mass from accreted 1011−12 M⊙ halos, the

accretion rate of which peaks at z = 2. The assembly bias suggests these lower mass halos

had sufficient time to form prior to this epoch, by which time they hosted the progenitors of

today’s Galactic-mass systems Behroozi et al. (2013).

We presently find tentative support for an early accretion/quenching scenario with the

deprojection (with an Abel integral identity) of the UDGs spatial distribution (Fig. 5.7),

which reveals a number density (as a function of radius) that can be reasonably fit with a

NFW profile with cNFW of 3, consistent with the satellite population at large (Lin et al. 2004).

If ignoring the small sample size, this implies a relaxed distribution, in a cluster whose

two-body relaxation time is of order a Hubble time. However, the more centrally located dwarf

satellites of Coma tend to be older (in spite of a wide range of stellar ages depending on the

chosen mass proxy; Smith et al. 2012b). Fig. 5.7 indicates the 47 known UDGs exhibit no

clear trends among their properties as a function of cluter-centric radius, although VD15 note

that the intracluster light may be obscuring some UDGs.
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Our tidal diruption model is simple, insofar as the tidal harassment from other Coma

satellites is not explicitly incorporated (and in which case our mass loss predictions may be

lower limits). We have assumed at this stage that the UDGs, as low mass systems in a

kinematically hot cluster (σ≃1000 kms−1; Danese et al. 1980), are not significantly disrupted

even on long timescales, as demonstrated in previous studies (e.g. Tormen et al. 1998). In

general, dwarf galaxies are weakly influenced by dynamical friction in clusters (i.e. drag force

∝ satellite mass), with the associated orbit mostly avoiding regions of strong harassment

(Smith et al. 2010). Diffuse systems such as the UDGs may remain quite vulnerable (Moore

et al. 1996), but we have tentatively demonstrated here that the halo masses associated with

these systems can provide some measure of stability.

We cannot state however if this stability is sufficient in the event that the UDGs were

first accreted as part of a group, as exhibited by simulated dwarf satellites (De Lucia et al.

2012). Our models have assumed a static host at the two epochs concerned (z = 0.023 and

z = 2), yet Coma-cluster analogues within cosmological simulations accrete >5 group-mass

(1013 M⊙) halos within the last Gyr alone (Fakhouri et al. 2010). The dynamical state of major

subgroups in Coma (e.g. NGC 4839) as pre- or post-merger is uncertain (Burns et al. 1994,

Sanders et al. 2013), but the (radial, anisotropic) kinematics of other faint dwarves tentatively

suggest a significant recent infall from the field or as part of subgroups (Adami et al. 2009).

Besides pre-processing in the more tidally disruptive environment of a group, tidal inter-

actions between galaxies accreted as a group/filament are also quite feasible (Gnedin 2003).

This scenario is not compatible with our hypothesised high-z quenching and low-z late-type

morphology of the UDGs, but is consistent with cosmological simulations which rarely find

large intact LSBs in clusters (e.g. Avila-Reese et al. 2005).

To conclude, it is entirely possible that the observed UDGs are classical LSBs, recently

accreted, and even on the verge of destruction. The recent deep imaging of the largest UDG

evidence does not support its tidal disruption, although this may not be representative of the

population (van Dokkum et al. 2015b). We might also speculate if they are the cluster-bound

gas-stripped remnants of another population, recently detected in the ALFALFA survey, con-
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stituting exceptionally gas-rich (for their stellar mass) dark galaxies, typically with high spin

parameters (Huang et al. 2012). The kinematics of the UDGs would certainly aid in identifying

their relationship with their hosts’ dynamical history e.g. subgroup mergers (Vijayaraghavan

et al. 2015). With this information, and the dynamical mass/metallicities obtainable in future

long-exposure LSB-optimised observations, we look forward to refining our theoretical model.
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Chapter 6

The Fornax dwarf spheroidal galaxy as

a remnant of recent dwarf-dwarf

merging in the Local Group

6.1 Introduction

An assumption common to the preceeding chapters lies in dismissing mergers as a significant

influence on dwarf satellite evolution since intermediate redshifts (e.g. z<1). Cosmological-

scale simulations in which the halo merger trees are ascertained demonstrate quantitatively

that this is a fair assumption (Angulo et al. 2009, Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2015). Further-

more, constrained simulations of the Local Group predict that only a few percent of surviving

subhalos experienced a signficant merger in their past, and these events are largely restricted

to high redshift (z>3) and in many cases prior to the respective subhalos’ accretion to their

current DM host (Klimentowski et al. 2010, Kazantzidis et al. 2011b). However, other authors

report that the most massive amongst Local Group satellites (stellar mass >106 M⊙) may have

experienced at least one merger (with mass ratio >0.1) since z = 1, preferentially occuring

at or beyond the virial radii of the Galactic halo and during their original infall to the host
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(Deason et al. 2014).

Tentative observational evidence for a recent local merger has been revealed through

photometric analyses of the Galactic satellite Fornax dSph Coleman et al. (2004; 2005). These

studies have interpreted statistically-significant (4.5σ) stellar overdensities as evidence of an

extant shell substructure, with the most prominent shell ’sheets’ aligned with the major axis

of Fornax and extending beyond its tidal radius (rt = 71± 4 arcmin; Irwin & Hatzidimitriou

1995) of Fornax. Tidal interaction with the MW is discarded as a causative factor, since the

predominantly intermediate (2 Gyr) age of the overdensity subpopulation contrasts with the

otherwise mixed aged general population of Fornax (Buonanno et al. 1999, Stetson et al. 1998).

Quinn (1984) showed that low-energy minor mergers can result in shell-like substructures, and

a gas-rich companion galaxy may also provide the fuel source for a past starburst, given the

present lack of HI gas observed in Fornax. Olszewski et al. (2006) argue however that the

metallicity in the overdensities bear the signature of Fornax itself.

These features add to the list of Fornax’s unusual characteristics. Lying in the Local

Group at a distance of 138 kpc (Saviane et al. 2000), and receding at 53.3 kms−1 (Walker

et al. 2007), the foremost distinguishing features are six Globular Clusters (GCs), resulting

in one of the highest known specific frequencies of all galaxies (29; van den Bergh 1998).

Although these GCs are associated with Fornax (Mateo et al. 1991), with distances to the

galaxy centre ranging between 0.24 and 1.6 kpc, there exists an atypical spread in metallicity

and age (Buonanno et al. 1999, Strader et al. 2003). Moreover, dynamical friction acting on

the GCs in the dark matter (DM) dominated Fornax should have resulted in their assimilation

into the Fornax nucleus since their formation more than ∼10 Gyr ago. Tidal interaction with

the Milky Way (MW) has been invoked to explain the latter by Oh et al. (2000); further

analysis by Goerdt et al. (2006) propose that a cored DM halo would increase the effective

sinking time for GCs, while Cowsik et al. (2009) assert dynamical friction to be weaker than

previously thought.

The influence of the Milky Way (MW) potential on Fornax has been previously estab-

lished with respect to the assumed orbit of Fornax. Successive measurements for the present
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day proper motion of Fornax have been conducted by Dinescu et al. (2004), (Piatek et al.

2007), Walker et al. (2008), and Méndez et al. (2011), hereafter D04, P07, W08 and M11

respectively. M11 gives a high-energy orbit with an orbital period ∼21 Gyr, while D04, P07

and W08 imply a low-energy orbit with orbital periods ranging between 5-8 Gyr. In all cases,

Fornax is established to have been at perigalacticon in the last ∼100-300 Myr. Méndez et al.

(2011) propose that this triggered an enhanced star formation rate at this period, and perhaps

a similarly induced starburst >10 Gyr ago, thus supporting their hyper-extended orbit (if

the merger scenario can explain the remaining intermediate subpopulation). By contrast, a

minimum galactocentric radial distance of 131-148 kpc leads Coleman et al. (2005) to assert

the relative insignificance of tidal forces at this separation. To date, no numerical studies

have been conducted to assert the interaction and merger history of Fornax, using the latest

measurements of its proper motion.

The purpose of this chpater is to test the hypothesis of Coleman et al. (2004) that Fornax

is a remnant of recent dwarf merging. We accordingly demonstrate that the overdensities are

plausible evidence of a shell substructure formed by the most recent merger event. We also

discuss how the recent dwarf merging is important for (i) the formation of intermediate-age

(∼2 Gyr) stars in the core of Fornax and (ii) physical properties of its unusual globular cluster

system. We make predictions for future observations that would constrain the present range

of proper motions and further support the merger hypothesis.

6.2 The model

Our investigation assumes that the present day Fornax dSph is the product of the merger of

two dwarfs, referred to hereafter as Fornax A (host) and B (companion) respectively. Our

merger model is developed in two stages: first, we evaluate the orbital history of Fornax for

a given Galactic potential and a mass model for Fornax A/B (§2.1) by using the "backward

integration scheme” used in similar simulations (e.g. Diaz & Bekki 2012, , hereafter DB12).

In the second step (§2.2) we introduce a collisionless N-body representation of Fornax B, and

investigate its dynamical evolution under the gravitational influence of the Galaxy and Fornax
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Table 6.1: Summary of model parameters

Model Proper Motion TM VX VY VZ rAB adm Rs,dw

Gyr kms−1 kms−1 kms−1 kpc kpc kpc
1 P07 -3.5 -137 -80 103 3.75 0.645 0.6
2 P07 -2.1 -137 -80 103 3.75 0.645 0.6
3 P07 -2.1 -137 -80 103 3.75 0.43 0.4
4 M11 -3.5 -226 -185 149 3.75 0.645 0.6
5 M11L -3.5 -125 -96 99 3.75 0.645 0.6
- M11H -3.5 -326 -274 199 3.75 0.645 0.6

A.

6.2.1 Orbit Integration

We adopt the same Galaxy model as used in our previous simulations on the evolution of the

Magellanic Cloud (Diaz & Bekki 2012). The dominant component is the extended halo, for

which we adopt a NFW density distribution (Navarro et al. 1996b), up to a virial radius Rvir

of 175 kpc:

ρNFW (r) =
ρ0

(cr/Rvir)
(1 + cr/Rvir)

−2, (6.1)

from which the virial mass Mvir is derived as:

Mvir = 4πρ0(Rvir/c
3)(ln(1 + c)− c/(1 + c)) = 1.30× 1012M⊙, (6.2)

where r is the spherical radius, ρ0 is the characteristic density and c is a concentration pa-

rameter (= 12). The disk uses the potential of Miyamoto & Nagai (1975), which has the

form:

Φdisk = − GMd√
R2 + (a+

√
z2 + b2)2

, (6.3)

where the total mass of the disk Md = 5.0×1010 M⊙ (Binney & Tremaine 2008), R =
√
x2 + y2,

and a and b are scale parameters with values 3.5 and 0.35 kpc respectively. Finally, the Galactic
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bulge uses the spherical potential model of Hernquist (2006):

Φbulge = − GMb

r + cb
(6.4)

where the mass of the bulge Mb is 0.5×1012 M⊙ and cb = 0.7 kpc (Binney & Tremaine 2008).

The total mass of the MW, up to a limit radius of 300 kpc, is thus calculated as ∼ 1.73× 1012

M⊙. Fornax A is assumed to have a Plummer potential:

ΦFA(r) = − GMFA√
r2 + aFA2

, (6.5)

where MFA is the total mass, eqauting to 109M⊙ (consistent with the latest observations,

e.g. Walker et al. 2007), and aFA is a softening radius of 0.6 kpc. We consider the spherical

Plummer model sufficient for the slightly oblate Fornax dSph; Hernquist & Quinn (1989) show

a complex dependence of the shell structure alignment on the primary galaxy potential, but

we consider this dependence sufficiently small to ignore within the scope of this preliminary

study.

The time integration of the equation of motion is performed by using 2nd-order leap-frog

method (Murai & Fujimoto 1980), with a time step interval of ∼ 1.4 × 106 yr. For initial

space velocities, we used the proper motions of P07 and M11 as representative of the low-

and high-energy orbits respectively. The calculated error in the measurements of P07 were

sufficiently low to justify the use of space velocities (in the galactocentric rest frame) derived

from the nominal proper motion. The measurements of M11 by contrast are accompanied

by significantly broad confidence limits, in which case we separately considered the nominal

(M11), lowest- (M11L) and highest- (M11H) energy combinations from this data to attain the

corresponding space velocities (VX, VY, VZ) in Table 1.

We use the coordinate system adopted in DB12, in which Fornax is currently located at

position (X,Y, Z) = (−39.0,−48.0,−126.0) kpc, as derived from van den Bergh (1999). For

each orbit, the integration scheme is utilised until the time (TM) at which a merger is judged

to have commenced. To establish the time varying dependence of our postulated mergers, and
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accommodate the age range of young stars in Fornax (e.g. Fig. 4 of Tsujimoto 2011), we vary

the merger time among models from TM = -3.5 to -2 Gyr, where T = 0 is the present time.

6.2.2 N-Body model and merger parameters

Fornax B is assumed to be a dwarf disk galaxy embedded in a massive dark matter halo, and

is therefore represented here by N-body particles in a self-consistent manner. We adopt the

dwarf disk model adopted in our previous simulations on dynamical evolution of dwarf disk

galaxies around the Galaxy, the details of which are given in Bekki & Yong (2011).

The total mass of Fornax B (Mt,dw) is assumed as 5 percent of Fornax A (i.e., Mt,dw =

5×107 M⊙); if it is assumed that Fornax A and B conform to the mass-metallicity relationship

of Fornax (e.g. Kirby et al. 2011), the observed metallicity of Fornax can be produced by a

20:1 merger to within an acceptable error (∼ 30 percent). The density profile of the dark

matter halo with a total mass of Mdm,dw is represented by that proposed by Salucci & Burkert

(2000):

ρdm(r) =
ρdm,0

(r + adm)(r2 + adm2)
, (6.6)
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where ρdm,0 and adm are the central dark matter density and the core (scale) radius, respec-

tively. The mass-ratio of Mdm,dw to Mt,dw is set to be 0.9, while adm is varied for different

models. The stellar component of the dwarf is modelled as a bulge-less stellar disk with the

total mass of Ms,dw and the size of Rs,dw. The radial (R) and vertical (Z) density profiles of the

stellar disk are assumed to be proportional to exp(−R/R0) with scale length R0 = 0.2Rs,dw

and to sech2(Z/Z0) with scale length Z0 = 0.04Rs,dw, respectively. The gravitational softening

length for the dark matter and stellar disk is set to be 2.7 pc.

In addition to the rotational velocity caused by the gravitational field of disk and dark

halo components, the initial radial and azimuthal velocity dispersions are assigned to the disc

component according to the epicyclic theory with Toomre’s parameter Q = 1.5.

The mass-ratio of Ms,dw to Mt,dw is set to be 0.1. The spin of the dwarf galaxy is specified

by two angles θ and ϕ (in units of degrees). Here, θ is the angle between the z-axis and the

vector of the angular momentum of the disk, and ϕ is the azimuthal angle measured from the

x-axis to the projection of the angular momentum vector of the disk onto the x-y plane. The

initial position of Fornax B, with respect to Fornax A, is described with:

XAB = (rAB cos(Φ), 0, rAB sin(Φ)),

where rAB is the initial radial separation and Φ is an inclination angle; similarly, the velocity

is:

VAB = (frVc, ftVc, 0), (6.7)

where Vc is the circular velocity at rAB, and fr and ft are radial and tangential component

factors respectively. The locations of the overdensities from Coleman et al. (2004) and Coleman

et al. (2005) would appear to describe an aligned shell, which is most often imposed by radial

or near-radial collisions (Hernquist & Quinn 1989). The relative sparseness of the Local

Group, and Fornax’s location on the periphery of those satellites considered bound to the

Galaxy, would result in galaxy interactions tending towards those observed in field rather

than cluster environments. We thus constrained the trajectory of Fornax B with respect to A
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to a low-energy, infalling parabolic orbit, with fr = −0.5 and ft = 0.1. The morphology of a

shell substructure is also sensitive to the initial orientation of the encounter: the sharp-edged

features of the shell are phase-wrapped sheets as seen edge-on, with their overall distribution

(the symmetry plane) seen face-on. We assumed that the overdensities fit this perspective,

and thus we determined θ = 135, ϕ = 0 and Φ = 30◦, which together promote a face-on view

from a heliocentric location at T = 0.

The dynamical evolution of Fornax B was investigated for a wide extent of the contingent

parameter space described by the variables here defined, with models consisting of 200,000

particles (split equally between the stellar and DM components). For parameter sets where

the stellar distribution is comparable with extant observations, we confirm the results with

higher resolution 1,000,000 particle models. All simulations are implemented with an original

code (Bekki 2011a), which executes with the parallel computing architecture CUDA, on a PC

cluster installed with Nvidia GTX580 GPUs at the University of Western Australia.

6.3 Results

Fig. 6.1 shows the backwards integrated orbits of Fornax A for the nominal proper motions

of P07 and M11, and conveys the wide discrepancy in their respective proximity to the MW.

For a merger instantiated at (TM = −3.5) using the proper motion of P07 we find, in the

dynamic stellar distribution, overdensities are developed for a specific parameter subset of

Fornax B which we define as Model 1 (Table 1). The top row of Fig. 6.2 gives the projected

stellar distribution of Model 1, with a gaussian-convolved image of Fornax from Coleman et al.

(2005) for comparison; the outer overdensity is highlighted together with the inferred axis of

symmetry. At T = −1.4, a classical type 1 classification (Prieur 1990), equivalent to a ’bow-

tie’ structure is prominent. The regions of maximal stellar density are further elucidated by

first dividing the on-sky distribution projection into quadrants, and then counting the number

of stars that lie within each equal width bin of radius from Fornax A. Accordingly, the top-left

panel of Fig. 6.3 shows salient maximal densities at ∼ 1.3◦ arranged in opposing quadrants,

analogous to those found in Coleman et al. (2005). As in other studies (e.g. Weil et al. 1996),
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Figure 6.2: The stellar distribution of Fornax B as projected in galactic spherical coordinates
and centred on the location of Fornax A. The time T (in units of Gyr) is shown at the top
of each panel. The colour scale in each panel relates to the cummulative number of stars
within each pixel of the 600x600 resolution image, for Model 1 (top-left, top-center), Model 2
(lower-left), Model 3 (lower-middle), and Model 4 (lower-right). For comparison, the gaussian-
convolved RGB stellar distribution of Fornax (Fig. 23 of Coleman et al. 2005) is given in the
top-right.

however, these peaks exist briefly (∼0.1 Gyr) before diminishing through mixing. Fornax

B is not completely disrupted, but we find it to first reside at the maximal stellar density

region, before later descending to Fornax A’s stellar core. Notably, we find a bimodality in

the heliocentric velocity of the Fornax B stellar remnant up to a radius of ∼ 0.7◦; this can

be compared with a similar bimodality observed for the metal-poor stars of the Fornax dSph

(Battaglia et al. 2006), as conveyed in the right-side panels of Fig. 6.3).

When an otherwise identical model is run but with TM = 2.1 Gyr (Model 2), the antici-

pated overdensities are in fact not reproduced at T = 0. Tidal influence on Fornax is deemed

strongest therefore during its approach to perigalacticon, and to recover overdensities at T = 0

for this TM, Fornax B is required to be more compact in its original state. With a decreased

disk Rs,dw and halo core radius adm, Model 3 is conveyed in Fig 6.2 and Fig 6.3 to possess a

distinct overdense remnant (the surviving stellar core of Fornax B) at T = 0, which is again
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Figure 6.3: (Right) The star count with Heliocentric Velocity for stars within distance bins
up to the Fornax tidal radius, rt for (top) observational data reproduced from Battaglia et al.
(2006), and (bottom) Model 1 from this work. (Left) The stellar surface density of Fornax B
for Model 1 (top), Model 2 (center) and Model 3 (bottom). The time T (in units of Gyr) is
shown in each panel. The distribution of stars from each N-body simulation is divided between
four on-sky quadrants centred on Fornax A.

comparable qualitatively with the Fornax dSph. Taking a broader view of the stellar distri-

bution, the left-side panels of Fig. 6.4 show a tidal stream in Models 1 and 3, which extends

up to a length of ∼ 30◦ in alignment with the prior orbit of Fornax, and for a further ∼ 20◦

in the opposing direction.

In contrast, our models utilising the high energy orbits (M11, M11L and M11H) develop

largely axisymmetric shell structures classifiable as type 2, as conveyed by the representative

Model 4 (using the proper motion M11) in the lower-right panel of Fig. 6.2. This variation

from Models 1-3 is attributed to the lessened capacity of the Galaxy to lock Fornax B into

a more radial orbit and accretion by its host. Fig. 6.4 illustrates how these models have no
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Figure 6.4: The stellar distribution of Fornax B at present time (T = 0) for Models 1, 3, 4
and 5. The colour scale is the same as used in Fig. 6.2. The orbit of Fornax A is portrayed
with the red dashed line.

tidal streams; in M11L, which represents the case where tidal influence is most endorsed, only

small tidal plumes develop (Model 5, lower-right panel).

6.4 Discussion and Conclusions

In this chapter, we have demonstrated that the Fornax galaxy could be the remnant of a recent

merger. We believe that Models 1 and 3 define two bounding cases, where a shell substructure,

qualitatively similar to that observed in the Fornax dSph, is achieved for a merger occuring

between TM = -3.5 and TM = -2.1 Gyr ago. Future photometry of these proposed shell regions

may reveal their full distribution and thus allow further fine tuning of the merger time (and
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the initial density Fornax B); at this stage, however, the merger hypothesis put forward by

Coleman et al. (2005) appears plausible.

Furthermore, the morphology of this structure may be indicative of the orbital motion

of Fornax; we anticipate the discovery of more substructure, but the current observations

are most commensurate with the low-energy orbit of P07 (implying also D04, W08). We

have additionally predicted tidal structure, similar to the well-studied stellar streams of the

Sagittarius dSph (Martińez-Delgado et al. 2004). Future observations of extant tails can

provide constraints therefore on the proper motion of Fornax. We suggest further that the

maximal density regions of the substructure could represent the core of the companion, which

has not been completely disrupted by the merger and subsequent relaxation. We intend that

the models derived here feed a more detailed investigation, with emphasis on the gaseous

evolution of the companion and a more accurate model for the potential field of Fornax.

The stellar tails will likely be accompanied by an extensive dispersal of gas; the subsequent

infall back to the core occurs over a timescale (Hernquist 1992, Hibbard & Mihos 1995) that far

exceeds the time since our postulated merger. In spite of a significant disruption to the disk, the

original stellar core of the companion survives in our simulations. While a rapid segregation of

stars and gas may occur in an isolated galaxy (Weil & Hernquist 1993), the tidal action on the

remnant distribution may make gaseous infall less efficient, and thus the shell regions would

exhibit the merger-induced starburst rather than the galactic nuclei. Photometric analysis of

stars within the inner and outer overdensities (Coleman et al. 2004; 2005) reveal a small age

range centred on 2 Gyr; this truncation of star formation may be associated with the quick

exhaustion of this cold gas under the action of tidal shocks, or instead a rapidly decreasing gas

density (Kojima & Noguchi 1997). Where infall does occur, the distinct velocity bimodality

common to both the simulated Fornax B remnant and the metal-poor subpopulation of the

Fornax dSph may support the concept of a young subpopulation recently introduced to the

otherwise aged Fornax dSph.

Our merger scenario may also add to the discussion on Fornax’s globular clusters. Firstly,

Buonanno et al. (1999) state a dichotomy in age between GCs with H4 being uniquely younger
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than clusters H1, H2, H3 and H5 by ∼3 Gyr. This contrasts with the conclusion of Strader

et al. (2003) where H5 is several years the youngest. In either case, the age discrepancy may

be resolved by the accretion of the younger GC initially in the companion galaxy. Based on

observations of Forbes & Bridges (2011), several of the Galactic GCs have been traced to the

Fornax-Leo-Sculptor system, and therefore may have recently been part of this companion;

the tidal streams we have predicted may contain further GCs as evidence of this.

Secondly, the dynamical heating attributable to a merger event (Kazantzidis et al. 2008)

could excite the orbits of the GCs. Therefore it is possible that the GCs have not since

sunken to the core of the host and coalesced into its nucleus due to the past merger events of

the Fornax dSph. Oh et al. (2000) calculated the timescale for mass accretion to the galaxy

core (without tidal influences), as ∼1 Gyr, therefore implying that this heating mechanism

may be required at several instances in the past. While this may appear presumptuous, it

naturally supports the observation that star formation in Fornax has occurred in a sequence

of discontinuous starbursts.
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Chapter 7

Summary and conclusion

In this thesis, we presented numerical analyses of the evolution of dwarf satellite galaxies in a

multitude of scenarios. The principle results are summarised as follows:

• The evolution of dwarf satellite galaxies with stellar mass ∼109 M⊙ was investigated,

first in the context of generic satellites following a cosmologically-motivated orbit of a

group-mass (1013 M⊙) host DM halo (Chapter 2), and secondly in the specific case of

the Magellanic System (Chapter 3). With the implicit assumption that external gas

supplies are shut off, we demonstrated that both secular evolution and tidal interactions

with their hosts are key drivers of their respective observed properties. Arguments based

on both morphology and star formation history suggested that ram pressure stripping

plays only a minor role in quenching at this satellite stellar mass regime. This result

is consistent with emerging results from analyses such as those matching SDSS galaxies

to subhalos in cosmological-scale simulations, from which a long (∼7-8 Gyr) quenching

timescale has been inferred for such systems.

• Efficient ram pressure stripping was hypothesised to play a larger role in the formation

of two recently discovered galaxy populations. In the first case, ultra-faint dwarf (UFD)

galaxies in the vicinity of the Magellanic system motivated the development of a mass
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model for the Local Group wherein the past orbits of the Clouds were evaluated from

their present kinematics (Chapter 4). We found that the locations of the observed UFDs

are consistent with a scenario in which they were previously associated with the Large

Magellanic Cloud as part of a loose dwarf association. We further demonstrated how

these satellites may have had their gas component stripped by the Galactic hot halo

upon infall, with the implication that ongoing detections of extremely gas-rich objects

on the periphery of the Galaxy and without clear stellar counterparts are analogous

to the progenitors of these UFDs. We therefore discerned how properties of these ten-

tative Magellanic satellites are linked with important uncertainties pertaining to the

Galaxy and Magellanic Clouds, and predicted the existence of ram pressure stripped Hi

clouds reminiscent but distinguishable from the local inventory of compact High Velocity

Clouds.

• In a second case, constraints from the colour and spatial distribution of 47 large, faint

(ultra-diffuse) galaxies, speculated to lie in the Coma cluster, motivated the first numer-

ical investigation of their formation (Chapter 5). Accordingly, we presented a scenario

in which these are underdeveloped galaxies whose early (z≃2) accretion to the cluster

environment quenched further growth. Our simulations demonstrated the efficacy of this

scenario, with respect to available observational constraints.

• We applied a novel subgrid model of the interstellar medium to a model of the re-

cent evolution of the Magellanic Clouds, such that we could compare their properties

against a wealth of observational data (Chapter 3). Consequently, we reproduced the

age-metallicity relations, long gas depletion timescales, and observed dust and molecular

hydrogen masses of the Clouds to within their respective uncertainties. This served as

a valuable first test of the subgrid ISM model in the dwarf galaxy regime, and lended

support to the tidal-dominated paradigm for the formation of the Magellanic Stream

and Bridge. As an example, our models were the first to reproduce the one-tenth so-

lar metallicity of the Stream and Leading Arms, following tidal stripping of the Small

Magellanic Cloud, and young stellar populations in the Bridge. On the other hand, the

failure of these simulations to reproduce other constraints, such as the mass, filamen-
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tary structure and gas-phase depletion of the Stream, motivates future revisions to the

underlying dynamical and chemical models.

• The aforementioned results were based on the presumption that dwarf satellite galaxy

mergers are rare and thus contribute little to their recent evolution. However, in Chapter

6, we investigated the possibility that a stellar overdensity detected in the Local Group

dwarf spheroidal Fornax, represents the remnant of a recent gas-rich minor merger. Our

numerical models demonstrated the feasibility of this scenario, such that we could discuss

its implications in the context of Fornax’s other unusual properties, and make predictions

of low surface brightness tidal streams whose detection would support this scenario.

7.1 Discussion and Outlook

Many of the analyses presented in this thesis demonstrate that crossing the host DM virial ra-

dius and subsequent first pericentre passage represent the most critical phase of dwarf galaxy’s

evolution as a satellite. This is reflected either in the efficient removal of cold disc gas in stellar

systems with M∗<108 M⊙ (Chapters 4 and 5), or in the gas infall that is triggered leading to

morphological transitions in those satellites with M∗≃109 M⊙ (Chapters 2 and 3).

These results are qualitatively consistent with those which motivated this research (i.e.

Wheeler et al. 2014), but are yet to be quantified in detail given the uncertain contribution

of other phenomena whose modelling presently cannot be trivally incorporated into our sim-

ulations. The most important of these include the timescale over which the gas supply from

accretion and/or the satellite’s hot halo is shut off (which previous studies demonstrate to be

of the order of several Gyr, but dependent on satellite/host masses; Kawata & Mulchaey 2008,

Bekki 2008), and the simultaneous lifecycle of gas through this halo in an infall scenario (Davé

et al. 2012). As discussed in Chapter 6, it also remains unclear how common strong tidal

interactions and mergers amongst satellites (and cosmological gas flows) are in dwarf-mass

regime (D’Onghia et al. 2009, Deason et al. 2014).

At the time of writing, large-scale hydrodynamical simulations represent the best means
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of constraining these phenonema, as they depend on a self-consistent mass evolution over

large cosmological volumes. Recent simulations of this nature include GIMIC, EAGLE and

ILLUSTRIS simulations, with associated studies seeking to address the aforementioned, timely

issues (Bahe & McCarthy 2015, Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2015, Guo et al. 2015).

However, their results, including the stripping efficiency of infalling cluster galaxies and

the size-mass relation of even relatively massive galaxies, remain in tension with observations.

Much of this tension stems from their low baryon or time-step resolution, leading to incorrect

baryon-dark matter interactions (Guo et al. 2015) or uncertainty as to the role of UV heating

in the early quenching of dwarf galaxes (Wheeler et al. 2015). The subgrid treatment of

hydrodynamical interactions (and their respective instabilities) between distinct phases (e.g.

outflows, the ISM, and IGM/ICM) is also an ongoing issue to be rectified (e.g. Schaller et al.

2015).

It is anticipated by this author that as computing capabilities continue to improve at

an exponential rate, large-scale simulations will converge (and improve) upon the baryonic

resolution of the idealised counterparts demonstrated in this thesis. Therefore, within 5-10

years, the chief strength of the latter (the flexibility to compare simulated results with a

wide choice of initial conditions) will be united with self-consistently generated, cosmological

volumes, leading to a revolution in our ability to bridge observation with theory.

Specific issues which presently lie at the limits of our modelling capabilities, and would

gain the most from this convergence, concern the high-redshift formation and subsequent

evolution of Local Group dwarf galaxies. In this thesis, I presented some the earliest theoretical

hypotheses for the formation of ultra-faint dwarves and dSphs, but only within the capabilities

of my idealised simulations. More recent observational studies have, however, revealed a far

more complex evolution.

For example, in the largest and most comprehensive study of the Fornax dSph’s stellar

population to date, del Pino et al. (2015) propose the asymmetric but concentrated spatial

distribution of young (age <2 Gyr) stars is evidence for outside-in quenching together with the
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accretion of gas with angular momentum distinct from that of the ancient disc. This accretion

appears to have commenced at an epoch close to its presumed progenitor’s infall to the Galactic

neighboorhood (Wetzel et al. 2015), and is compatible with an observed star formation history

punctuated with activity as recent as 300 Myr ago (del Pino et al. 2013), representing either

a succesion of mergers or even gas outflow triggered by SNe and its subsequent re-capture.

The relatively metal-rich stellar overdensity, interpreted in Chapter 6 as the remnant of

a minor merger progenitor, may be one instance of re-captured and infalling material aligned

along the line-of-sight (del Pino et al. 2015), although Bate et al. (2015) argue that it may in

fact be a mis-identified background source. In either case, a revision to the merger scenario

presented in Chapter 6 would be a timely study in light of this new information about Fornax.

However, the theoretical template established in Chapter 6 may be useful in future work

concerning putative evidence for a recent merger in the dSph Andromeda II (stellar mass ∼107

M⊙); remarkably, the identification of a dynamically-cold stellar stream co-rotating with the

remainder of the disc, but oriented around the major axis, leads the authors to argue that the

galaxy represents the remnant of a major merger (Amorisco et al. 2014).

Further revision should also be applied to the dynamical model for the recent evolution

of the Magellanic System (Chapter 3) following the latest HST measurements of their kine-

matics (Kallivayalil et al. 2013). An additional constraint has also been provided by recent

photoionisation modelling of the Magellanic Stream, based on a spectroscopic analysis of 69

sightlines, which established that as much as 75 percent of the original gas mass of this tidal

arm lies in an ionised form (Fox et al. 2014). Consequently, we speculate that the significant

mass deficit along our simulated Stream (and its heliocentric distance which is most likely

greater than the 55 kpc we had assumed) with respect to observations can be corrected with a

revised dynamical model incorporating both the higher energy orbit implied by these proper

motions, with the more massive pre-infall gas and halo masses for the Clouds implied from

halo abundance matching methods (e.g. Kallivayalil et al. 2013, Behroozi et al. 2013).

The dynamical model presented in Chapter 4 represents a step in this direction, in which

we demonstrate how the recent infall of a Magellanic group, centred on the Large Magellanic
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Cloud, can feasibly explain the locations of UFDs discovered in the first year of the DES survey

(Koposov et al. 2015, Bechtol et al. 2015). A key prediction of our model, which took advantage

of our sampling the hypothetical UFD progenitor orbits with a Monte-Carlo technique, is that

as many as 10 more UFDs could be detected in the region of sky shared with the Magellanic

System. We are pleased to report therefore that a further 8 UFDs have since been discovered

in the second year of the DES survey (DES Collaboration 2015). Although there remains

a bias towards such low luminosity objects being detected at low Galacto-centric radii, the

sample of UFDs obtained thus far permits a statistical analysis of their spatial distribution

which supports the group infall scenario by ruling out an isotropic arrangement throughout

the Milky Way DM halo.

The second key prediction of Chapter 5, wherein we propose observational evidence for

the past gas stripping of the UFDs upon infall to the Galactic hot halo, remains untested.

However, at the time of writing, hydrodynamic cosmological zoom-in simulations have recently

begun to resolve subhalos (mass ∼109 M⊙) which host the formation of UFD analogues with

stellar masses 3-200×103 M⊙ (Wheeler et al. 2015). The least massive of these UFDs are found

to be quenched at the epoch of reionisation, such that they possess an ancient population of

age >10 Gyr. The authors note that this result may not have yet converged, insofar as

the baryonic resolution of ∼100 M⊙ may not accurately incorporate the self-shielding of star

formation regions from the cosmic UV-background. Nonetheless, their work predicts that the

original gas mass of these objects (as much as 100-1000 times that of the stellar mass) is

essentially evaporated away under these conditions; subsequent accretion from cosmological

inflow is not definitively ruled out, although it does not appear to contribute to star formation

it does indeed occur.

These results are broadly in agreement with those of Brown et al. (2015), who combine

photometry and spectroscopy of six Local Group UFDs to establish that their star formation

was complete by 11.6 Gyr ago. There is however tentative evidence of a young stellar popula-

tion in the Eridanus II galaxy, from the original discovery of the Magellanic UFDs (Koposov

et al. 2015), indicative of ongoing star formation which remains to be understood in the context
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of these studies.

An alternate evolutionary path for several of these UFDs has been proposed based on

spectroscopic analyses of a subset of Local dwarf satellites by Kirby et al. (2015). The finding

of a broad metallicity dispersion that does not conform to an otherwise tight mass-metallicity

relation obeyed by the majority of Milky Way dSphs (Kirby et al. 2013), has the interesting

implication that the UFDs had originally possessed a more massive stellar disc whose associ-

ated potential could retain the enriched ejecta of SNe. If this scenario is correct and a subset of

the UFDs are the nucleated remnants of tidal stripping of their progenitor’s outer stellar disc,

it would be consistent with the mechanism of galaxy threshing posited for the formation of

ultra-compact dwarves (Bekki et al. 2001a). Their non-compliance with the mass-metallicity

relation, however, could alternatively reflect their status as tidal dwarves or globular clusters.

We report further success with our hypothesis that the ultra-diffuse galaxies in the Coma

Cluster represent a long-lived population of quenched satellites (Chapter 5). The original

discovery of these satellites, upon which our study was based, motivated a subsequent review

of archival data from the Subaru telescope by Koda et al. (2015). Their direct detection of as

many as 854 ultra-diffuse galaxies supports our original assertion that these UDGs constitute

an significant cluster population; indeed, the broad spatial distribution of this large sample

confirms our cursory analysis (of the original 47 specimens) which led to the conclusion that

the UDGs trace the underlying dark matter distribution of the cluster, and have therefore

been long-term residents of this environment.

The success of a subsequent search for UDGs in the Virgo Cluster by Mihos et al. (2015)

has raised the tantalising prospect that these objects are preferentially located in clusters, and

are thus products of mechanisms associated with these environments. In their sample of three

such objects, one displayed evidence of ongoing tidal disruption while the remainder exhibited

even more exceptional properties than those reported in Coma (central surface brightness in

the V-band of µ = 27 mag arcsec−2 and effective radii 3- 10 kpc). This strong support for the

study presented in Chapter 5 motivates further work in which our idealised model of the cluster

environment is refined (e.g. incorporating cluster harassment Moore et al. 1998). The principle
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aim of such work would be to place constraints on the large hypothesised halo-to-stellar mass

ratios that underlie the survival of these late-type satellites in an otherwise destructive tidal

environment.
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